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Over the past forty years, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York has published
monographs about the operation of the foreign exchange market in the United States.
The first of these reports, The New York Foreign Exchange Market, by Alan Holmes, was
published in 1959. The second, also entitled The New York Foreign Exchange Market,
was written by Alan Holmes and Francis Schott and published in 1965. The third
publication, Foreign Exchange Markets in the United States, was written by Roger
Kubarych and published in 1978.

Each of these publications presents a lucid
and informed picture of the foreign exchange
market and how it operates, filled with
rich insights and reflecting a profound
understanding of the market and its complex
mechanisms. Roger Kubarych’s report, written
twenty years ago, provided a valuable analysis
of the foreign exchange market that is still read
and widely appreciated by persons interested in
gaining a deeper understanding of that market.
But the foreign exchange market is always
changing, always adapting to a shifting world
economy and financial environment. The
metamorphosis of the 1980s and ‘90s in both
finance and technology has changed the structure
of the market and its operations in profound
ways. It is useful to reexamine the foreign
exchange market from today’s perspective.
The focus of the present book is once again
on the U.S. segment of the global foreign
exchange market. Chapters 1-3 describe the
structure of the market and how it has
changed. Chapters 4-6 comment on the main
participant groups and the instruments that

are traded. Chapters 7-8 look at foreign
exchange trading from a micro, rather than
macro, point of view—how an individual
bank or other dealing firm sees things.
Chapters 9-11 comment on some of the
broader issues facing the international
monetary system and how governments,
central banks, and market participants
operate within that system. This is followed by
an epilogue, emphasizing that there are many
unanswered questions, and that we can expect
many further changes in the period ahead,
changes that we cannot now easily predict.
Markets go back a long time—in English
law, the concept was recognized as early as the
11th century—and it is interesting to compare
today’s foreign exchange market with historical
concepts. More than one hundred years ago,
Alfred Marshall wrote that “a perfect market is
a district, small or large, in which there are
many buyers and many sellers, all so keenly on
the alert and so well acquainted in one
another’s affairs that the price of a commodity
is always practically the same for the whole of
the district.”
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Today’s over-the-counter global market in
foreign exchange meets many of the standards
that classical economists expected of a
smoothly functioning and effective market.
There are many buyers and many sellers.
Entry by new participants is generally not too
difficult. The over-the-counter market is
certainly not confined to a single geographical
area as the classical standards required.
However, with the advance of technology,
information is dispersed quickly and
efficiently around the globe, with vast
amounts of information on political and
economic developments affecting exchange
rates. As in commodity markets, identical
products are being traded in financial centers
all around the world. Essentially, the same
marks, dollars, francs, and other currencies
are being bought and sold, no matter where
the purchase takes place. Traders in different
centers are continuously in touch and buying
and selling from each other. With trading
centers open at the same time, there is no
evidence of substantial price differences
lasting more than momentarily.
Not all features of today’s over-the-counter
market fully conform to the classical ideals.
There is not perfect “transparency,” or full and
immediate disclosure of all trading activity.
Individual traders know about the orders and
the flow of trading activity in their own firms,
but that information may not be known to
everyone else in the market. However,
transparency has increased enormously in
recent years. With the growth of electronic
dealing systems and electronic brokering

systems, the price discovery process has
become less exclusive and pricing information
more broadly disseminated—at least for
certain foreign exchange products and
currency pairs. Indeed, by most measures, the
over-the-counter foreign exchange market is
regarded by observers as not only extremely
large and liquid, but also efficient and
smoothly functioning.
Many persons, both within and outside the
Federal Reserve,helped in the preparation of this
book, through advice, criticism, and drafting.
In the Federal Reserve, first and foremost, before
his tragic death, Akbar Akhtar was a close
collaborator on the project over an extended
period, contributing to all aspects of the effort
and helping to produce much of what is here.
Dino Kos and his colleagues in the Markets
Group were exceedingly helpful. Allan Malz
contributed in many important ways. Robin
Bensignor, John Kambhu, and Steven Malin
also provided much valuable assistance, and Ed
Steinberg’s contribution as editor was invaluable.
At the Federal Reserve Board, Ralph Smith
offered very useful suggestions and comments.
Outside of the Federal Reserve, Michael
Paulus of Bank of America contributed
profoundly and in many ways to the entire
project, both in technical matters and on
questions of broader philosophy. Christine
Kwon also assisted generously. Members of the
trading room staff at Morgan Guaranty were
also very helpful. At Fuji Bank, staff officials
provided valuable assistance. Richard Levich
provided very helpful comments.
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1

In a universe with a single currency, there would be no foreign exchange market, no
foreign exchange rates, no foreign exchange. But in our world of mainly national
currencies, the foreign exchange market plays the indispensable role of providing the
essential machinery for making payments across borders, transferring funds and
purchasing power from one currency to another, and determining that singularly
important price, the exchange rate. Over the past twenty-five years, the way the market
has performed those tasks has changed enormously.

1. HOW THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT HAS CHANGED
Since the early 1970s, with increasing
internationalization of financial transactions,
the foreign exchange market has been
profoundly transformed, not only in size, but
in coverage, architecture, and mode of
operation. That transformation is the result of
structural shifts in the world economy and in
the international financial system. Among
the major developments that have occurred
in the global financial environment are the
following:
◗ A basic change in the international monetary

system, from the fixed exchange rate “par
value” requirements of Bretton Woods that
existed until the early 1970s to the flexible
legal structure of today, in which nations can
choose to float their exchange rates or to
follow other exchange rate regimes and
practices of their choice.
A tidal wave of financial deregulation
throughout the world, with massive elimination of government controls and restrictions

◗

in nearly all countries, resulting in greater
freedom for national and international
financial transactions, and in greatly increased
competition among financial institutions, both
within and across national borders.
A fundamental move toward institutionalization and internationalization of
savings and investment, with funds managers
and institutions around the globe having
vastly larger sums available, which they are
investing and diversifying across borders
and currencies in novel ways and in ever
larger amounts as they seek to maximize
returns.

◗

A broadening and deepening trend toward
international trade liberalization, within a
framework of multilateral trade agreements,
such as the Tokyo and the Uruguay Rounds of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade,
the North American Free Trade Agreement,
and U.S. bilateral trade initiatives with China,
Japan, and the European Union.

◗
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Major advances in technology, making
possible instantaneous real-time transmission of
vast amounts of market information worldwide,
immediate and sophisticated manipulation of
that information to identify and exploit market
opportunities,and rapid and reliable execution of
financial transactions—all occurring with a level
of efficiency and reduced costs not dreamed
possible a generation earlier.

◗

Breakthroughs in the theory and practice of
finance, resulting not only in the development
of innovative new financial instruments and
derivative products, but also in advances in
thinking that have changed our understanding
of the financial system and our techniques for
operating within it.

◗

The common theme underlying all of these
developments is the role of markets—the growth
and development of markets, enhanced freedom
and competition in markets, improvements in the
efficiency of markets,increased reliance on market
forces and mechanisms, and the creation of better
market techniques and instruments.
The interplay of these forces, feeding off each
other in a dynamic and synergistic way, created a
global environment of creativity and ferment. In
the 1970s, exchange rates became more volatile
and imbalances in international payments grew
much larger for well-known reasons: the advent of

a floating exchange rate system, deregulation,
and major macroeconomic shifts in the world
economy. That caused financing needs to
expand, which—at a time of rapid technological
advance—provided fertile ground for the
development of new financial products and
mechanisms. These innovations helped market
participants circumvent existing controls and
encouraged further moves toward deregulation,
which led to additional new products, facilitated
the financing of still larger imbalances, and
encouraged a trend toward institutionalization
of savings and diversification of investment.
Financial markets grew progressively larger and
more sophisticated, integrated, and efficient.
In that environment, foreign exchange trading
increased rapidly and changed intrinsically.
The market has expanded from one of banks to
one in which many other kinds of financial and
non-financial institutions also participate—
including nonfinancial corporations, investment
firms, pension funds, and hedge funds. Its
focus has broadened from servicing importers
and exporters to handling the vast amounts of
overseas investment and other capital flows that
currently take place. It has evolved from a series
of loosely connected national financial centers to
a single integrated international market that
plays a far more extensive and direct role in our
economies, affecting all aspects of our lives and
our prosperity.

2. HOW FOREIGN EXCHANGE TURNOVER HAS GROWN
In 1998, the Federal Reserve’s most recently
published survey of reporting dealers in
the United States estimated that foreign
exchange turnover in the U.S. market was
$351 billion a day, after adjustments for

double counting. That total is an increase of
43% above the estimated turnover in 1995
and more than 60 times the turnover in 1977,
the first year for which roughly comparable
survey data are available.
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In some ways, this estimate understates the
growth and the present size of the U.S. foreign
exchange market. The $351 billion estimated
daily turnover covered only the three traditional
instruments in the “over-the-counter” (OTC)
market—spot, outright forwards, and foreign
exchange (FX) swaps; it did not include over-thecounter currency options and currency swaps
traded in the OTC market, which totaled about
$32 billion a day in notional value (or face value)
in 1998. Nor did it include the two products
traded, not “over-the-counter,” but in organized
exchanges— currency futures and exchange-traded
currency options, for which the notional value of
the turnover was perhaps $10 billion per day.1
The global foreign exchange market also has
shown phenomenal growth. In 1998, in a survey
under the auspices of the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS), global turnover of reporting
dealers was estimated at about $1.49 trillion
per day for the traditional products, plus an

F I G U R E

additional $97 billion for over-the-counter
currency options and currency swaps, and a
further $12 billion for currency instruments
traded on the organized exchanges. In the
traditional products, global foreign exchange
turnover, measured in current exchange rates,
increased by more than 80 percent between
1992 and 1998.
The expansion in foreign exchange turnover,
in the United States and globally, reflects the
continuing growth of international trade and
the prodigious expansion in global finance
and investment during recent years. With
respect to trade, the dollar value of United
States international transactions in goods and
services—the sum of exports and imports—
tripled between 1980 and 1995 to around 15 times
its 1970 level. International trade in the global
economy also has expanded at a rapid pace.World
merchandise trade is now more than 2½ times its
1980 level (Figure 1-1).

1 - 1

U.S. and World Merchandise Trade, 1970-95
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Note: Merchandise trade is the sum of exports and imports of goods.
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Merchandise Trade Balance
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U.S. International Capital Flows, 1970-95 (Annual Rate)
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But international trade cannot account for
the huge increase in the U.S. foreign exchange
turnover over the past twenty-five years. The
enormous expansion of international capital
transactions, both here and abroad, has been a
dominant force. U.S. international capital inflows,
including sales of U.S. bonds and equities

to foreigners, acquisition of U.S. factories
by foreigners, and bank deposit inflows, have
averaged more than $180 billion per year since the
mid-80s.
Large and persistent external trade and
payments deficits in the United States and
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International Securities Markets
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corresponding surpluses abroad have contributed
to the growth in financing. Through much of the
period since 1983, the United States has recorded
trade deficits in the range of $100-$200 billion per
year, while Japan and, to a lesser extent, Germany
have registered substantial trade surpluses. In
contrast, all three countries experienced only
modest trade deficits or surpluses through the
1960s and early 1970s.
The internationalization of financial activity
has increased rapidly. Cross-border bank claims
are now nearly five times the level of 15 years
ago; as a percentage of the combined GDP of
the OECD countries, these claims have risen
from about 25 percent in 1980 to about 42

percent in 1995. During that same period, crossborder securities transactions in the three
largest economies—United States, Japan, and
Germany—expanded from less than 10 percent
of GDP to around 70 percent of GDP in Japan
and to well above 100 percent of GDP in
Germany and the United States (Figure 1-2).
Annual issuance of international bonds has
more than quadrupled during the past ten years
(Figure 1-2). Between 1988 and 1993, securities
settlements through Euroclear and Cedel—the
two main Euro market clearing houses—
increased six-fold.
All of this provided fertile ground for growth
in foreign exchange trading.
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1. WHY WE NEED FOREIGN EXCHANGE
Almost every nation has its own national
currency or monetary unit—its dollar, its peso,
its rupee—used for making and receiving
payments within its own borders. But foreign
currencies are usually needed for payments
across national borders. Thus, in any nation
whose residents conduct business abroad or

engage in financial transactions with persons in
other countries, there must be a mechanism for
providing access to foreign currencies, so that
payments can be made in a form acceptable to
foreigners. In other words, there is need for
“foreign exchange” transactions—exchanges of
one currency for another.

2. WHAT “FOREIGN EXCHANGE” MEANS
“Foreign exchange” refers to money denominated in the currency of another nation or
group of nations. Any person who exchanges
money denominated in his own nation’s
currency for money denominated in another
nation’s currency acquires foreign exchange.
That holds true whether the amount of the
transaction is equal to a few dollars or to
billions of dollars; whether the person
involved is a tourist cashing a traveler’s check
in a restaurant abroad or an investor
exchanging hundreds of millions of dollars for
the acquisition of a foreign company; and
whether the form of money being acquired
is foreign currency notes, foreign currencydenominated bank deposits, or other shortterm claims denominated in foreign currency.
A foreign exchange transaction is still a shift
of funds, or short-term financial claims, from
one country and currency to another.
Thus, within the United States, any money
denominated in any currency other than the

U.S. dollar is, broadly speaking, “foreign
exchange.”
Foreign exchange can be cash, funds available
on credit cards and debit cards, traveler’s checks,
bank deposits, or other short-term claims. It is
still “foreign exchange” if it is a short-term
negotiable financial claim denominated in a
currency other than the U.S. dollar.
But, in the foreign exchange market described
in this book—the international network of major
foreign exchange dealers engaged in high-volume
trading around the world—foreign exchange
transactions almost always take the form of an
exchange of bank deposits of different national
currency denominations. If one bank agrees to
sell dollars for Deutsche marks to another bank,
there will be an exchange between the two parties
of a dollar bank deposit for a DEM bank deposit.
In this book, “foreign exchange” means a bank
balance denominated in a foreign (non-U.S.
dollar) currency.

3. ROLE OF THE EXCHANGE RATE
The exchange rate is a price—the number of units
of one nation’s currency that must be surrendered
in order to acquire one unit of another nation’s

currency. There are scores of “exchange rates”
for the U.S. dollar. In the spot market, there is an
exchange rate for every other national currency
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traded in that market, as well as for various
composite currencies or constructed monetary
units such as the International Monetary Fund’s
“SDR,” the European Monetary Union’s “ECU,”
and beginning in 1999, the “euro.” There are
also various “trade-weighted” or “effective” rates
designed to show a currency’s movements against
an average of various other currencies (see
Box 2-1). Quite apart from the spot rates, there
are additional exchange rates for other delivery
dates, in the forward markets. Accordingly,
although we talk about the dollar exchange rate in
B O X

2 - 1

BILATERAL AND TRADE-WEIGHTED
EXCHANGE RATES
Market trading is bilateral, and spot and
forward market exchange rates are quoted
in bilateral terms—the dollar versus the
pound, franc, or peso. Changes in the
dollar’s average value on a multilateral
basis—(i.e., its value against a group or
basket of currencies) are measured by
using various statistical indexes that have
been constructed to capture the dollar’s
movements on a trade-weighted average,
or effective exchange rate basis. Among
others, the staff of the Federal Reserve
Board of Governors has developed and
regularly publishes such indexes, which
measure the average value of the dollar
against the currencies of both a narrow
group and a broad group of other
countries. Such trade-weighted and
other indexes are not traded in the OTC
spot or forward markets, where only
the constituent currencies are traded.
However, it is possible to buy and sell
certain dollar index based futures and
exchange-traded options in the exchangetraded market.

the market, and it is useful to do so, there is no
single, or unique dollar exchange rate in the
market, just as there is no unique dollar interest
rate in the market.
A market price is determined by the interaction of buyers and sellers in that market, and a
market exchange rate between two currencies is
determined by the interaction of the official and
private participants in the foreign exchange rate
market. For a currency with an exchange rate that
is fixed, or set by the monetary authorities,
the central bank or another official body is a key
participant in the market,standing ready to buy or
sell the currency as necessary to maintain the
authorized pegged rate or range. But in the United
States, where the authorities do not intervene in
the foreign exchange market on a continuous
basis to influence the exchange rate, market
participation is made up of individuals,
nonfinancial firms, banks, official bodies, and
other private institutions from all over the world
that are buying and selling dollars at that
particular time.
The participants in the foreign exchange
market are thus a heterogeneous group. Some
of the buyers and sellers may be involved in
the “goods” market, conducting international
transactions for the purchase or sale of
merchandise. Some may be engaged in “direct
investment” in plant and equipment, or in
“portfolio investment,” dealing across borders
in stocks and bonds and other financial
assets, while others may be in the “money
market,” trading short-term debt instruments internationally. The various investors,
hedgers, and speculators may be focused on
any time period, from a few minutes to several
years. But, whether official or private, and
whether their motive be investing, hedging,
speculating, arbitraging, paying for imports,
or seeking to influence the rate, they are all
part of the aggregate demand for and supply
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of the currencies involved, and they all play a
role in determining the market exchange rate
at that instant.
Given the diverse views, interests, and
time frames of the participants, predicting
the future course of exchange rates is a
particularly complex and uncertain business.
At the same time, since the exchange rate

influences such a vast array of participants
and business decisions, it is a pervasive
and singularly important price in an
open economy, influencing consumer prices,
investment decisions, interest rates, economic
growth, the location of industry, and
much else. The role of the foreign exchange
market in the determination of that price is
critically important.

4. PAYMENT AND SETTLEMENT SYSTEMS
Just as each nation has its own national
currency, so also does each nation have
its own payment and settlement system—
that is, its own set of institutions and
legally acceptable arrangements for making
payments and executing financial transactions within that country, using its national
currency. “Payment” is the transmission of an
instruction to transfer value that results from a
transaction in the economy, and “settlement”
is the final and unconditional transfer of
the value specified in a payment instruction.
Thus, if a customer pays a department store
bill by check, “payment” occurs when the
check is placed in the hands of the department store, and “settlement” occurs when the
check clears and the department store’s bank
account is credited. If the customer pays the
bill with cash, payment and settlement are
simultaneous.
When two traders enter a deal and agree to
undertake a foreign exchange transaction, they
are agreeing on the terms of a currency exchange
and committing the resources of their respective
institutions to that agreement. But the execution
of that exchange—the settlement—does not
take place until later.

Executing a foreign exchange transaction
requires two transfers of money value, in
opposite directions, since it involves the
exchange of one national currency for another.
Execution of the transaction engages the
payment and settlement systems of both
nations, and those systems play a key role in the
operations of the foreign exchange market.
Payment systems have evolved and grown
more sophisticated over time. At present, various
forms of payment are legally acceptable in the
United States—payments can be made, for
example, by cash, check, automated clearinghouse
(a mechanism developed as a substitute for certain
forms of paper payments), and electronic funds
transfer (for large value transfers between banks).
Each of these accepted forms of payment has its
own settlement techniques and arrangements.
By number of transactions, most payments
in the United States are still made with cash
(currency and coin) or checks. However, the
electronic funds transfer systems, which
account for less than 0.1 percent of the
number of all payments transactions in
the United States, account for more than
80 percent of the value of payments. Thus,
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PAYMENTS VIA FEDWIRE AND CHIPS
When a payment is executed over Fedwire,
a regional Federal Reserve Bank debits on
its books the account of the sending bank
and credits the account of the receiving
bank, so that there is an immediate transfer
from the sending bank and delivery to the
receiving bank of “central bank money”
(i.e.,a deposit claim on that Federal Reserve
Bank).A Fedwire payment is “settled”when
the receiving bank has its deposit account at
the Fed credited with the funds or is
notified of the payment. Fedwire is a “realtime gross settlements” (or RTGS) system.
To control risk on Fedwire, the Federal
Reserve imposes charges on participants
for intra-day (daylight) overdrafts beyond a
permissible allowance.
In contrast to Fedwire, payments
processed over CHIPS are finally “settled,”
not individually during the course of the day,
but collectively at the end of the business day,
after the net debit or credit position of each
CHIPS participant (against all other CHIPS
participants) has been determined. Final
settlement of CHIPS obligations occurs by
Fedwire transfer (delivery of “central bank
money”). Settlement is initiated when those
CHIPS participants in a net debit position
for the day’s CHIPS activity pay their day’s
obligations. If a commercial bank that is
scheduled to receive CHIPS payments makes
funds available to its customers before
CHIPS settlement occurs at the end of the
day, that commercial bank is exposed to
some risk of loss if CHIPS settlement cannot
occur.To ensure that settlement does, in fact,
occur, the New York Clearing House has put
in place a system of net debit caps and a losssharing arrangement backed up by collateral
as a risk control mechanism.

electronic funds transfer systems represent
a key and indispensable component of the
payment and settlement systems. It is the
electronic funds transfer systems that execute
the inter-bank transfers between dealers
in the foreign exchange market. The two
electronic funds transfer systems operating in
the United States are CHIPS (Clearing House
Interbank Payments System), a privately
owned system run by the New York Clearing
House, and Fedwire, a system run by the
Federal Reserve (see Box 2-2).
Other countries also have large-value
interbank funds transfer systems, similar to
Fedwire and CHIPS in the United States. In the
United Kingdom, the pound sterling leg of a
foreign exchange transaction is likely to be
settled through CHAPS—the Clearing House
Association Payments System, an RTGS
system whose member banks settle with each
other through their accounts at the Bank of
England. In Germany, the Deutsche mark leg of
a transaction is settled through EAF—an
electronic payments system where settlements
are made through accounts at Germany’s
central bank, the Deutsche Bundesbank. A new
payment system, named Target, has been
designed to link RTGS systems within the
European Community, to enable participants to
handle transactions in the euro upon its
introduction on January 1, 1999.
Globally, more than 80 percent of global
foreign exchange transactions have a dollar leg.
Thus, the amount of daily dollar settlements is
huge, one trillion dollars per day or more. The
settlement of foreign exchange transactions
accounts for the bulk of total dollar payments
processed through CHIPS each day.
The matter of settlement practices is of
particular importance to the foreign exchange
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market because of “settlement risk,” the risk that
one party to a foreign exchange transaction will
pay out the currency it is selling but not receive
the currency it is buying. Because of time zone
differences and delays caused by the banks’ own
internal procedures and corresponding banking

arrangements, a substantial amount of time
can pass between a payment and the time the
counter-payment is received—and a substantial
credit risk can arise. Efforts to reduce or
eliminate settlement risk are discussed in
Chapter 8.
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1. IT IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST MARKET
The foreign exchange market is by far the largest
and most liquid market in the world. The
estimated worldwide turnover of reporting
dealers, at around $1½ trillion a day, is several
times the level of turnover in the U.S.
Government securities market, the world’s
second largest market. Turnover is equivalent
to more than $200 in foreign exchange market
transactions, every business day of the year, for
every man, woman, and child on earth!
The breadth, depth, and liquidity of the
market are truly impressive. Individual trades of
$200 million to $500 million are not uncommon.
Quoted prices change as often as 20 times a
minute. It has been estimated that the world’s
most active exchange rates can change up to
18,000 times during a single day.2 Large trades
can be made, yet econometric studies indicate
that prices tend to move in relatively small
increments, a sign of a smoothly functioning and
liquid market.
While turnover of around $1½ trillion per day
is a good indication of the level of activity and
liquidity in the global foreign exchange market, it
is not necessarily a useful measure of other
forces in the world economy.Almost two-thirds of
the total represents transactions among the
reporting dealers themselves—with only onethird accounted for by their transactions with
financial and non-financial customers. It is
important to realize that an initial dealer
transaction with a customer in the foreign
exchange market often leads to multiple further
transactions, sometimes over an extended period,
as the dealer institutions readjust their own
positions to hedge, manage, or offset the risks
involved. The result is that the amount of trading
with customers of a large dealer institution active

in the interbank market often accounts for a very
small share of that institution’s total foreign
exchange activity.
Among the various financial centers around
the world, the largest amount of foreign exchange
trading takes place in the United Kingdom, even
though that nation’s currency—the pound
sterling—is less widely traded in the market than
several others. As shown in Figure 3-1, the United
Kingdom accounts for about 32 percent of the
global total; the United States ranks a distant
second with about 18 percent, and Japan is third
with 8 percent. Thus, together, the three largest
markets—one each in the European, Western
Hemisphere, and Asian time zones—account for
about 58 percent of global trading. After these
three leaders comes Singapore with 7 percent.
F I G U R E
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The large volume of trading activity in
the United Kingdom reflects London’s strong
position as an international financial center
where a large number of financial institutions
are located. In the 1998 foreign exchange market
turnover survey, 213 foreign exchange dealer
institutions in the United Kingdom reported
trading activity to the Bank of England,
compared with 93 in the United States reporting
to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
In foreign exchange trading, London
benefits not only from its proximity to major
Eurocurrency credit markets and other financial
markets, but also from its geographical location
and time zone. In addition to being open when

the numerous other financial centers in Europe
are open, London’s morning hours overlap with
the late hours in a number of Asian and Middle
East markets; London’s afternoon sessions
correspond to the morning periods in the large
North American market. Thus, surveys have
indicated that there is more foreign exchange
trading in dollars in London than in the United
States, and more foreign exchange trading in
marks than in Germany. However, the bulk
of trading in London, about 85 percent, is
accounted for by foreign-owned (non-U.K.
owned) institutions, with U.K.-based dealers
of North American institutions reporting 49
percent, or three times the share of U.K.-owned
institutions there.

2. IT IS A TWENTY-FOUR HOUR MARKET
During the past quarter century, the concept of
a twenty-four hour market has become a reality.
Somewhere on the planet, financial centers are
open for business, and banks and other
institutions are trading the dollar and other
currencies, every hour of the day and night,
aside from possible minor gaps on weekends.
In financial centers around the world, business
hours overlap; as some centers close, others
open and begin to trade. The foreign exchange
market follows the sun around the earth.
The international date line is located in the
western Pacific, and each business day arrives
first in the Asia-Pacific financial centers—
first Wellington, New Zealand, then Sydney,
Australia, followed by Tokyo, Hong Kong, and
Singapore. A few hours later, while markets
remain active in those Asian centers, trading
begins in Bahrain and elsewhere in the Middle
East. Later still, when it is late in the business

day in Tokyo, markets in Europe open
for business. Subsequently, when it is early
afternoon in Europe, trading in New York and
other U.S. centers starts. Finally, completing the
circle, when it is mid- or late-afternoon in the
United States, the next day has arrived in the
Asia-Pacific area, the first markets there have
opened, and the process begins again.
The twenty-four hour market means that
exchange rates and market conditions can change
at any time in response to developments that can
take place at any time. It also means that traders
and other market participants must be alert to the
possibility that a sharp move in an exchange rate
can occur during an off hour, elsewhere in the
world. The large dealing institutions have adapted
to these conditions, and have introduced various
arrangements for monitoring markets and
trading on a twenty-four hour basis. Some keep
their New York or other trading desks open
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twenty-four hours a day, others pass the torch
from one office to the next, and still others follow
different approaches.
However, foreign exchange activity does not
flow evenly. Over the course of a day, there is a
cycle characterized by periods of very heavy
activity and other periods of relatively light
activity. Most of the trading takes place when the
largest number of potential counterparties is
available or accessible on a global basis. (Figure 32 gives a general sense of participation levels in
the global foreign exchange market by tracking
electronic conversations per hour.) Market
liquidity is of great importance to participants.
Sellers want to sell when they have access to the
maximum number of potential buyers, and
buyers want to buy when they have access to the
maximum number of potential sellers.
Business is heavy when both the U.S. markets
and the major European markets are open—that
is, when it is morning in New York and afternoon

in London. In the New York market, nearly twothirds of the day’s activity typically takes place in
the morning hours. Activity normally becomes
very slow in New York in the mid- to late
afternoon, after European markets have closed
and before the Tokyo, Hong Kong, and Singapore
markets have opened.
Given this uneven flow of business around the
clock, market participants often will respond less
aggressively to an exchange rate development that
occurs at a relatively inactive time of day, and will
wait to see whether the development is confirmed
when the major markets open. Some institutions
pay little attention to developments in less active
markets. Nonetheless, the twenty-four hour
market does provide a continuous “real-time”
market assessment of the ebb and flow of
influences and attitudes with respect to the traded
currencies, and an opportunity for a quick
judgment of unexpected events. With many
traders carrying pocket monitors, it has become
relatively easy to stay in touch with market
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developments at all times—indeed, too easy,
some harassed traders might say. The foreign
exchange market provides a kind of never-ending

beauty contest or horse race, where market
participants can continuously adjust their bets to
reflect their changing views.

3. THE MARKET IS MADE UP OF AN INTERNATIONAL NETWORK OF DEALERS
The market consists of a limited number of major
dealer institutions that are particularly active in
foreign exchange, trading with customers and
(more often) with each other.Most,but not all,are
commercial banks and investment banks. These
dealer institutions are geographically dispersed,
located in numerous financial centers around the
world. Wherever located, these institutions are
linked to, and in close communication with, each
other through telephones, computers, and other
electronic means.
There are around 2,000 dealer institutions
whose foreign exchange activities are covered
by the Bank for International Settlements’
central bank survey, and who, essentially, make
up the global foreign exchange market. A much
smaller sub-set of those institutions account
for the bulk of trading and market-making
activity. It is estimated that there are 100200 market-making banks worldwide; major
players are fewer than that.
At a time when there is much talk about an
integrated world economy and “the global
village,” the foreign exchange market comes
closest to functioning in a truly global fashion,
linking the various foreign exchange trading
centers from around the world into a single,
unified, cohesive, worldwide market. Foreign
exchange trading takes place among dealers
and other market professionals in a large
number of individual financial centers—
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, London, Tokyo,
Singapore, Frankfurt, Paris, Zurich, Milan,
and many, many others. But no matter in

which financial center a trade occurs, the same
currencies,or rather,bank deposits denominated
in the same currencies, are being bought
and sold.
A foreign exchange dealer buying dollars
in one of those markets actually is buying a
dollar-denominated deposit in a bank located
in the United States, or a claim of a bank
abroad on a dollar deposit in a bank located in
the United States. This holds true regardless of
the location of the financial center at which
the dollar deposit is purchased. Similarly, a
dealer buying Deutsche marks, no matter
where the purchase is made, actually is buying
a mark deposit in a bank in Germany or a
claim on a mark deposit in a bank in
Germany. And so on for other currencies.
Each nation’s market has its own
infrastructure. For foreign exchange market
operations as well as for other matters, each
country enforces its own laws, banking
regulations, accounting rules, and tax code, and,
as noted above, it operates its own payment and
settlement systems. Thus, even in a global
foreign exchange market with currencies traded
on essentially the same terms simultaneously in
many financial centers, there are different
national financial systems and infrastructures
through which transactions are executed, and
within which currencies are held.
With access to all of the foreign exchange
markets generally open to participants from all
countries, and with vast amounts of market
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information transmitted simultaneously and
almost instantly to dealers throughout the
world, there is an enormous amount of crossborder foreign exchange trading among dealers
as well as between dealers and their customers.
At any moment, the exchange rates of major
currencies tend to be virtually identical in all of
the financial centers where there is active
trading. Rarely are there such substantial price
differences among major centers as to provide
major opportunities for arbitrage. In pricing, the
various financial centers that are open for
business and active at any one time are
effectively integrated into a single market.

Accordingly, a bank in the United States is
likely to trade foreign exchange at least as
frequently with banks in London, Frankfurt,
and other open foreign centers as with other
banks in the United States. Surveys indicate that
when major dealing institutions in the United
States trade with other dealers, 58 percent of the
transactions are with dealers located outside
the United States. The United States is not
unique in that respect. Dealer institutions in
other major countries also report that more
than half of their trades are with dealers that
are across borders; dealers also use brokers
located both domestically and abroad.

4. THE MARKET’S MOST WIDELY TRADED CURRENCY IS THE DOLLAR
The dollar is by far the most widely traded
currency. According to the 1998 survey, the dollar
was one of the two currencies involved in an
estimated 87 percent of global foreign exchange
transactions, equal to about $1.3 trillion a
day. In part, the widespread use of the dollar
reflects its substantial international role as:
“investment” currency in many capital markets,
“reserve” currency held by many central banks,
“transaction” currency in many international
commodity markets, “invoice” currency in many
contracts, and “intervention” currency employed
by monetary authorities in market operations to
influence their own exchange rates.
In addition, the widespread trading of the
dollar reflects its use as a “vehicle” currency
in foreign exchange transactions, a use that
reinforces, and is reinforced by, its international
role in trade and finance. For most pairs of
currencies, the market practice is to trade each
of the two currencies against a common third
currency as a vehicle, rather than to trade the
two currencies directly against each other. The

vehicle currency used most often is the dollar,
although by the mid-1990s the Deutsche mark
also had become an important vehicle, with its
use, especially in Europe, having increased
sharply during the 1980s and ‘90s.
Thus, a trader wanting to shift funds from
one currency to another, say, from Swedish
krona to Philippine pesos, will probably sell
krona for U.S. dollars and then sell the U.S.
dollars for pesos.Although this approach results
in two transactions rather than one, it may be
the preferred way, since the dollar/Swedish
krona market, and the dollar/Philippine peso
market are much more active and liquid and
have much better information than a bilateral
market for the two currencies directly against
each other. By using the dollar or some other
currency as a vehicle, banks and other foreign
exchange market participants can limit more of
their working balances to the vehicle currency,
rather than holding and managing many
currencies, and can concentrate their research
and information sources on the vehicle.
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Use of a vehicle currency greatly reduces the
number of exchange rates that must be dealt
with in a multilateral system. In a system of 10
currencies, if one currency is selected as vehicle
currency and used for all transactions, there
would be a total of nine currency pairs or exchange
rates to be dealt with (i.e., one exchange rate for
the vehicle currency against each of the others),
whereas if no vehicle currency were used, there
would be 45 exchange rates to be dealt with. In
a system of 100 currencies with no vehicle
currencies, potentially there would be 4,950
currency pairs or exchange rates [the formula is:
n(n-1)/2]. Thus, using a vehicle currency can yield
the advantages of fewer, larger, and more liquid
markets with fewer currency balances, reduced
informational needs, and simpler operations.
The U.S.dollar took on a major vehicle currency
role with the introduction of the Bretton Woods
par value system, in which most nations met
their IMF exchange rate obligations by buying
and selling U.S. dollars to maintain a par value
relationship for their own currency against the U.S.
dollar. The dollar was a convenient vehicle, not
only because of its central role in the exchange rate
system and its widespread use as a reserve
currency, but also because of the presence of large
and liquid dollar money and other financial
markets, and, in time, the Euro-dollar markets
where dollars needed for (or resulting from)
foreign exchange transactions could conveniently
be borrowed (or placed).
Changing conditions in the 1980s and 1990s
altered this situation. In particular, the Deutsche
mark began to play a much more significant role as
a vehicle currency and,more importantly,in direct
“cross trading.”
As the European Community moved toward
economic integration and monetary unification,
the relationship of the European Monetary System

(EMS) currencies to each other became of greater
concern than the relationship of their currencies to
the dollar. An intra-European currency market
developed,centering on the mark and on Germany
as the strongest currency and largest economy.
Direct intervention in members’ currencies, rather
than through the dollar, became widely practiced.
Events such as the EMS currency crisis of
September 1992, when a number of European
currencies came under severe market pressure
against the mark, confirmed the extent to which
direct use of the DEM for intervening in the
exchange market could be more effective than
going through the dollar.
Against this background, there was very rapid
growth in direct cross rate trading involving the
Deutsche mark, much of it against European
currencies, during the 1980s and ‘90s. (A “cross
rate” is an exchange rate between two non-dollar
currencies—e.g., DEM/Swiss franc, DEM/pound,
and DEM/yen.) As discussed in Chapter 5, there
are derived cross rates calculated from the dollar
rates of each of the two currencies, and there are
direct cross rates that come from direct trading
between the two currencies—which can result in
narrower spreads where there is a viable market.In
a number of European countries, the volume of
trading of the local currency against the Deutsche
mark grew to exceed local currency trading
against the dollar, and the practice developed of
using cross rates between the DEM and other
European currencies to determine the dollar rates
for those currencies.
With its increased use as a vehicle currency and
its role in cross trading, the Deutsche mark was
involved in 30 percent of global currency turnover
in the 1998 survey. That was still far below the
dollar (which was involved in 87 percent of global
turnover),but well above the Japanese yen (ranked
third, at 21 percent), and the pound sterling
(ranked fourth, at 11 percent).
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5. IT IS AN “OVER-THE-COUNTER” MARKET WITH AN “EXCHANGE-TRADED”SEGMENT
Until the 1970s, all foreign exchange trading in
the United States (and elsewhere) was handled
“over-the-counter,” (OTC) by banks in different
locations making deals via telephone and telex.In
the United States, the OTC market was then, and
is now, largely unregulated as a market. Buying
and selling foreign currencies is considered the
exercise of an express banking power. Thus, a
commercial bank in the United States does not
need any special authorization to trade or deal in
foreign exchange. Similarly, securities firms and
brokerage firms do not need permission from
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
or any other body to engage in foreign exchange
activity. Transactions can be carried out on
whatever terms and with whatever provisions
are permitted by law and acceptable to the
two counterparties, subject to the standard
commercial law governing business transactions
in the United States.
There are no official rules or restrictions
in the United States governing the hours or
conditions of trading. The trading conventions have been developed mostly by market
participants. There is no official code prescribing what constitutes good market practice.
However, the Foreign Exchange Committee, an
independent body sponsored by the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York and composed of
representatives from institutions participating
in the market, produces and regularly updates
its report on Guidelines for Foreign Exchange
Trading. These Guidelines seek to clarify
common market practices and offer “best
practice recommendations” with respect to
trading activities, relationships, and other
matters. The report is a purely advisory
document designed to foster the healthy
functioning and development of the foreign
exchange market in the United States.

Although the OTC market is not regulated
as a market in the way that the organized
exchanges are regulated, regulatory authorities
examine the foreign exchange market activities
of banks and certain other institutions
participating in the OTC market. As with
other business activities in which these
institutions are engaged, examiners look at
trading systems, activities, and exposure,
focusing on the safety and soundness of the
institution and its activities. Examinations deal
with such matters as capital adequacy, control
systems, disclosure, sound banking practice,
legal compliance, and other factors relating to
the safety and soundness of the institution.
The OTC market accounts for well over
90 percent of total U.S. foreign exchange market
activity, covering both the traditional (pre-1970)
products (spot,outright forwards,and FX swaps) as
well as the more recently introduced (post-1970)
OTC products (currency options and currency
swaps). On the “organized exchanges,” foreign
exchange products traded are currency futures and
certain currency options.
Trading practices on the organized exchanges,
and the regulatory arrangements covering the
exchanges, are markedly different from those
in the OTC market. In the exchanges, trading
takes place publicly in a centralized location.
Hours, trading practices, and other matters are
regulated by the particular exchange; products are
standardized. There are margin payments, daily
marking to market, and cash settlements through
a central clearinghouse.With respect to regulation,
exchanges at which currency futures are traded
are under the jurisdiction of the Commodity
Futures Trading Corporation (CFTC); in the
case of currency options, either the CFTC or the
Securities and Exchange Commission serves
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as regulator, depending on whether securities are
traded on the exchange.
Steps are being taken internationally to help
improve the risk management practices of dealers
in the foreign exchange market, and to encourage
greater transparency and disclosure. With respect
to the internationally active banks, there has been
a move under the auspices of the Basle Committee
on Banking Supervision of the BIS to introduce
greater consistency internationally to risk-based
capital adequacy requirements. Over the past

decade, the regulators of a number of nations
have accepted common rules proposed by the
Basle Committee with respect to capital adequacy
requirements for credit risk, covering exposures
of internationally active banks in all activities,
including foreign exchange. Further proposals
of the Basle Committee for risk-based capital
requirements for market risk have been adopted
more recently. With respect to investment firms
and other financial institutions, international
discussions have not yet produced agreements on
common capital adequacy standards.
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1. FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEALERS
Most commercial banks in the United States
customarily have bought and sold foreign
exchange for their customers as one of their
standard financial services. But beginning at
a very early stage in the development of the
over-the-counter market, a small number of
large commercial banks operating in New
York and other U.S. money centers took on
foreign exchange trading as a major business
activity. They operated for corporate and
other customers, serving as intermediaries
and market makers. In this capacity, they
transacted business as correspondents for
many other commercial banks throughout the
country, while also buying and selling foreign
exchange for their own accounts. These major
dealer banks found it useful to trade with
each other frequently, as they sought to find
buyers and sellers and to manage their
positions. This group developed into an
interbank market for foreign exchange.

The 1998 foreign exchange market turnover
survey by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
covered the operations of the 93 major foreign
exchange dealers in the United States. The total
volume of transactions of the reporting dealers,
corrected for double-counting among themselves,
at $351 billion per day in traditional products,
plus $32 billion in currency options and currency
swaps, represents the estimated total turnover in
the U.S. over-the-counter market in 1998.

While these commercial banks continue to
play a dominant role, being a major dealer in the
foreign exchange market has ceased to be their
exclusive domain. During the past 25 years, some
investment banking firms and other financial
institutions have become emulators and direct
competitors of the commercial banks as dealers in
the over-the-counter market. They now also serve
as major dealers, executing transactions that
previously would have been handled only by the
large commercial banks, and providing foreign
exchange services to a variety of customers in
competition with the dealer banks. They are now
part of the network of foreign exchange dealers
that constitutes the U.S. segment of the foreign
exchange market. Although it is still called the
“interbank” market in foreign exchange, it is more
accurately an “interdealer”market.

Of the 93 reporting dealers in 1998, 82 were
commercial banks, and 11 were investment
banks or insurance firms. All of the large U.S.
money center banks are active dealers. Most of
the 93 institutions are located in New York, but a
number of them are based in Boston, Chicago,
San Francisco, and other U.S. financial centers.
Many of the dealer institutions have outlets in
other countries as well as in the United States.

To be included in the reporting dealers group
surveyed by the Federal Reserve, an institution
must be located in the United States and play an
active role as a dealer in the market. There are no
formal requirements for inclusion, other than
having a high enough level of foreign exchange
trading activity.Of course,an institution must have
a name that is known and accepted to enable it to
obtain from other participants the credit lines
essential to active participation.

Included in the group are a substantial
number of U.S. branches and subsidiaries of
major foreign banks—banks from Japan, the
United Kingdom, Germany, France, Switzerland,
and elsewhere. Many of these branches and
agencies specialize in dealing in the home
currency of their parent bank. A substantial
share of the foreign exchange activity of the
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dealers in the United States is done by these U.S.
branches and subsidiaries of foreign banks.
Some, but not all, of the 93 reporting dealers
in the United States act as market makers for
one or a number of currencies. A market maker
is a dealer who regularly quotes both bids and
offers for one or more particular currencies and
stands ready to make a two-sided market for its
customers. Thus, during normal hours a market
maker will, in principle, be willing to commit
the firm’s capital, within limits, to complete
both buying and selling transactions at the
prices he quotes, and to seek to make a profit
on the spread, or difference, between the
two prices. In order to make a profit from this

activity, the market maker must manage
the firm’s own inventory and position very
carefully, and accurately perceive the shortterm trends and prospects of the market. A
market maker is more or less continuously in
the market, trading with customers and
balancing the flow of these activities with
offsetting trades on the firm’s own account.
In foreign exchange, as in other markets,
market makers are regarded as helpful to
the functioning of the market—contributing
to liquidity and short-run price stability,
providing useful price information, smoothing
imbalances in the flow of business, maintaining
the continuity of trading, and making it easier
to trade promptly.

2. FINANCIAL AND NONFINANCIAL CUSTOMERS
According to the 1998 survey, as shown in
Figure 4-1, 49 percent of the foreign exchange
trading activity in the over-the-counter market
represented “interdealer” transactions, that is,
trading by the 93 reporting dealers among
themselves and with comparable dealers abroad.
Of the remaining 51 percent of total foreign
exchange transactions, financial (non-dealer)
customers accounted for 31 percent, and nonfinancial customers 20 percent.

F I G U R E
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The range of financial and nonfinancial
customers includes such counterparties as:
smaller commercial banks and investment
banks that do not act as major dealers,
firms and corporations that are buying or
selling foreign exchange because they (or the
customers for whom they are acting) are in the
process of buying or selling something else
(a product, a service, or a financial asset),
managers of money funds, mutual funds, hedge
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funds, and pension funds; and even high net
worth individuals. For such intermediaries and
end-users, the foreign exchange transaction is
part of the payments process—that is, a means
of completing some commercial, investment,
speculative, or hedging activity.
Over the years, the universe of foreign
exchange end-users has changed markedly,
reflecting the changing financial environment.
By far the most striking change has been the
spectacular growth in the activity of those
engaged in international capital movements
for investment purposes. A generation ago,
with relatively modest overseas investment
flows, foreign exchange activity in the United
States was focused on international trade in
goods and services. Importers and exporters
accounted for the bulk of the foreign exchange
that was bought from and sold to final
customers in the United States as they financed
the nation’s overseas trade.
But investment to and from overseas—as
indicated by the capital flows, cross-border bank
claims, and securities transactions reported in
Chapter 1—has expanded far more rapidly than
has trade. Institutional investors, insurance
companies, pension funds, mutual funds, hedge
funds, and other investment funds have, in
recent years, become major participants in
the foreign exchange markets. Many of these
investors have begun to take a more global
approach to portfolio management. Even
though these institutions in the aggregate still
hold only a relatively small proportion (5 to 10

percent) of their investments in foreign
currency denominated assets, the amounts
these institutions control are so large that they
have become key players in the foreign exchange
market. In the United States, for example,
mutual funds have grown to more than $5
trillion in total assets, pension funds are close to
$3 trillion, and insurance companies about $2
1/2 trillion. The hedge funds, though far smaller
in total assets, also are able to play an important
role, given their frequent use of high leverage
and, in many cases, their investors’ financial
strength and higher tolerance for risk.
Given the large magnitudes of these
institutions’ assets, even a modest shift in
emphasis toward foreign investment can mean
large increases in foreign exchange transactions.
In addition, there has been a tendency among
many funds managers worldwide to manage
their investments much more actively, and with
greater focus on short-term results. Rapid
growth in derivatives and the development of
new financial instruments also have fostered
international investment.
Reflecting these developments, portfolio
investment has come to play a very prominent
role in the foreign exchange market and
accounts for a large share of foreign exchange
market activity. The role of portfolio investment
may continue to grow rapidly, as fund managers
and investors increase the level of funds
invested abroad, which is still quite modest,
especially relative to the corresponding levels in
many other advanced economies.

3. CENTRAL BANKS
All central banks participate in their nations’
foreign exchange markets to some degree, and
their operations can be of great importance to

those markets. But central banks differ, not only
in the extent of their participation, but also in the
manner and purposes of their involvement. The
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Intervention operations designed to influence
foreign exchange market conditions or the
exchange rate represent a critically important
aspect of central banks’ foreign exchange
transactions. However, the intervention practices
of individual central banks differ greatly with
respect to objectives, approaches, amounts,
and tactics.

“independently floating” regime, providing for a
considerable degree of flexibility in their exchange
rates. But a large number of countries continue
to peg their currencies, either to the U.S. dollar or
some other currency, or to a currency basket or a
currency composite, or have chosen some other
regime to limit or manage flexibility of the home
currency (Figure 4-2). The choice of exchange
rate regime determines the basic framework
within which each central bank carries out its
intervention activities.

Unlike the days of the Bretton Woods par
value system (before 1971), nations are now
free, within broad rules of the IMF, to choose
the exchange rate regime they feel best suits
their needs. The United States and many other
developed and developing nations have chosen an

The techniques employed by a central bank to
maintain an exchange rate that is pegged or closely
tied to another currency are straightforward and
have limited room for maneuver or change. But
for the United States and others with more flexible
regimes, the approach to intervention can be

role of the Federal Reserve in the foreign exchange
market is discussed more fully in Chapter 9.

F I G U R E

4 - 2

CLASSIFICATION OF EXCHANGE RATE ARRANGEMENTS, SEPTEMBER 1997*
Regime
Independently Floating
Managed Floating
Limited Flexibility
European Monetary System1
Other
Pegged to
U.S. dollar
French franc
Other currency
Composite2
Total

Number of Countries
51
47
16
12
4
67
21
15
9
22
181

*The International Monetary Fund classification of exchange rate regimes with “independently floating” representing the highest degree
of flexibility, followed by “managed floating”; of the seven largest industrial democracies, four (United States, Japan, Canada, and United
Kingdom) belong to the independently floating group, and three (France, Germany, and Italy) participate in the European Monetary
System arrangement.
1Refers

to the arrangement under the European Monetary System covering Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal and Spain.

2Refers to countries where exchange rates are pegged to various “baskets” of currencies, including two countries (Libya and Myanmar) that

peg their currencies to the SDR basket.
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varied in many ways—whether and when to
intervene, in which currencies and geographic
markets, in what amounts, aggressively or less so,
openly or discreetly, and in concert with other
central banks or not. The resolution of these and
other issues depends on an assessment of market
conditions and the objectives of the intervention.
As discussed in Chapter 9, the United States,
operating under the same broad policy guideline
over a number of years, has experienced both
periods of relatively heavy intervention and
periods of minimal activity.
Foreign exchange market intervention is not
the only reason central banks buy and sell
foreign currencies. Many central banks serve as
their government’s principal international
banker, and handle most, and in some cases
all, foreign exchange transactions for the
government as well as for other public sector
enterprises, such as the post office, electric
power utilities, and nationalized airline or
railroad. Consequently, even without its own
intervention operations, a central bank may be
operating in the foreign exchange market in

order to acquire or dispose of foreign
currencies for some government procurement
or investment purpose. A central bank also
may seek to accumulate, reallocate among
currencies, or reduce its foreign exchange
reserve balances. It may be in the market as
agent for another central bank, using that
other central bank’s resources to assist it
in influencing that nation’s exchange rate.
Alternatively, it might be assisting another
central bank in acquiring foreign currencies
needed for the other central bank’s activities or
business expenditures.
Thus, for example, the Foreign Exchange Desk
of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York engages
in intervention operations only occasionally. But
it usually is in the market every day, buying and
selling foreign currencies, often in modest
amounts, for its “customers” (i.e., other central
banks, some U.S. agencies, and international
institutions).This “customer”business provides a
useful service to other central banks or agencies,
while also enabling the Desk to stay in close touch
with the market for the currencies being traded.

4. BROKERS
◗ In the Over-the-Counter Market

The role of a broker in the OTC market is to bring
together a buyer and a seller in return for a fee or
commission. Whereas a “dealer” acts as principal
in a transaction and may take one side of a trade
for his firm’s account, thus committing the firm’s
capital, a “broker” is an intermediary who acts as
agent for one or both parties in the transaction
and, in principle, does not commit capital. The
dealer hopes to find the other side to the
transaction and earn a spread by closing out the
position in a subsequent trade with another party,
while the broker relies on the commission

received for the service provided (i.e.,bringing the
buyer and seller together). Brokers do not take
positions or face the risk of holding an inventory
of currency balances subject to exchange rate
fluctuations. In over-the-counter trading, the
activity of brokers is confined to the dealers
market. Brokers, including “voice” brokers located
in the United States and abroad, as well as
electronic brokerage systems, handle about onequarter of all U.S.foreign exchange transactions in
the OTC market. The remaining three-quarters
takes the form of “direct dealing” between dealers
and other institutions in the market. The present
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24 percent share of brokers is down from about
50 percent in 1980 (Figure 4-3). The number of
foreign exchange brokers in the United States
was 9 in 1998,including voice brokers and the two
major automated order-matching, or electronic
brokerage systems. The number of brokers
surveyed is down from 17 in 1995.

which the market maker is willing to buy, or a
price at which the market maker is willing to
sell, but not both—which can be done in the
brokers market, but generally not in direct
dealing. Of course, a trader will prefer to avoid
paying a broker’s fee if possible, but doesn’t want
to miss a deal just to avoid a fee.

The share of business going through brokers
varies in different national markets, because of
differences in market structure and tradition.
Earlier surveys showed brokers’ share averages
as low as 10-15 percent in some markets
(Switzerland and South Africa) and as high as
45-50 percent in others (France, Netherlands,
and Ireland). Many U.S. voice broker firms have
branches or affiliations with brokers in other
countries. It is common for a deal to be brokered
between a bank in the United States and one in
London or elsewhere during the period of the
day when both markets are active.

Foreign exchange brokerage is a highly
competitive field and the brokers must provide
service of high quality in order to make a profit.
Although some tend to specialize in particular
currencies, they are all rivals for the same
business in the inter-dealer market. Not only do
brokers compete among themselves for broker
business—voice brokers against each other,
against voice brokers located abroad, and
against electronic broking systems—but the
broker community as a whole competes against
banks and other dealer institutions that have the
option of dealing directly with each other, both
in their local markets and abroad, and avoiding
the brokers and the brokers’ fees.

In the OTC market, the extent to which
brokering, rather than direct dealing, is used
varies, depending on market conditions, the
currency and type of transaction being
undertaken, and a host of other factors. Size is
one factor—the average transaction is larger in
the voice brokers market than in the market as a
whole. Using a broker can save time and effort,
providing quick access to information and a
large number of institutions’ quotes, though at
the cost of a fee. Operating through a broker can
provide at least a degree of confidentiality, when
a trader wants to pursue a particular strategy
without his name being seen very widely around
the market in general (counterparties to each
transaction arranged by a broker will, of course,
be informed, but after the fact). The brokers
market provides access to a wide selection of
banks, which means greater liquidity. In
addition, a market maker may wish to show only
one side of the price—that is, indicate a price at

F I G U R E
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Brokers’ Share of Daily Turnover
in the U.S. Foreign Markets, 1980-98
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Note: Percent of total foreign exchange market turnover,
adjusted for double-counting.
Source: Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
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◗ Voice Brokers

Skill in carrying out operations for customers
and the degree of customers’ confidence
determine a voice broker’s success. To perform
their function, brokers must stay in close
touch with a large number of dealers and
know the rates at which market participants
are prepared to buy and sell. With 93 active
dealers in New York and a much larger
number in London, that can be a formidable
task, particularly at times of intense activity
and volatile rate movements. Information
is the essential ingredient of the foreign
exchange market and the player with the
latest, most complete, and most reliable
information holds the best cards. As one
channel, many voice brokers have open
telephone lines to many trading desks, so that
a bank trader dealing in, say, sterling, can hear
over squawk boxes continuous oral reports of
the activity of brokers in that currency, the
condition of the market, the number of
transactions occurring, and the rates at
which trading is taking place, though traders
do not hear the names of the two banks in
the transaction or the specific amounts of
the trade.
◗ Automated Order-Matching, or Electronic

Broking Systems

Until 1992, all brokered business in the
U.S. OTC market was handled by voice
brokers. But during the past few years,
electronic broker systems (or automated ordermatching systems) have gained a significant
share of the market for spot transactions.
The two electronic broking systems currently
operating in the United States are Electronic
Brokerage Systems, or EBS, and Reuters
2000-2. In the 1998 survey, electronic broking
accounted for 13 percent of total market
volume in the United States, more than double
its market share three years earlier. In the

brokers market, 57 percent of turnover is now
conducted through order-matching systems,
compared with 18 percent in 1995.
With these electronic systems, traders can
see on their screens the bid and offer rates that
are being quoted by potential counterparties
acceptable to that trader’s institution (as well
as quotes available in the market more
broadly), match an order, and make the deal
electronically, with back offices receiving proper
notification.
The electronic broking systems are
regarded as fast and reliable. Like a voice
broker, they offer a degree of anonymity.
The counterparty is not known until
the deal is struck, and then only to the
other counterparty. Also, the systems can
automatically manage credit lines. A trader
puts in a credit limit for each counterparty
that he is willing to deal with, and when the
limit is reached, the system automatically
disallows further trades. The fees charged
for this computerized service are regarded
as competitive. The automated systems are
already widely used for certain standardized
operations in the spot market, particularly for
smaller-sized transactions in the most widely
traded currency pairs. Many market observers
expect these electronic broking or ordermatching systems to expand their activities
much further and to develop systems to
cover additional products, to the competitive
disadvantage, in particular, of the voice
brokers. Some observers believe that
automated systems and other technological
advances have substantially slowed the
growth in market turnover by reducing “daisy
chaining” and the “recycling” of transactions
through the markets, as well as by other
means. (Electronic broking is discussed
further in Chapter 7.)
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◗ In the Exchange-Traded Market

In the exchange-traded segment of the market,
which covers currency futures and exchangetraded currency options, the institutional
structure and the role of brokers are different
from those in the OTC market.
In the exchanges, orders from customers are
transmitted to a floor broker.The floor broker then
tries to execute the order on the floor of the
exchange (by open outcry), either with another
floor broker or with one of the floor traders,
also called “locals,” who are members of the
exchange on the trading floor, executing trades
for themselves.
Each completed deal is channeled through the
clearinghouse of that particular exchange by a

clearing member firm. A participant that is not a
clearing member firm must have its trades cleared
by a clearing member.
The clearinghouse guarantees the performance of both parties, assuring that the long
side of every short position will be met, and
that the short side of every long position will
be met. This requires (unlike in the OTC
market) payment of initial and maintenance
margins to the clearinghouse (by buyers and
sellers of futures and by writers, but not
holders, of options). In addition, there is daily
marking to market and settlement. Thus,
frequent payments to (and receipts from)
brokers and clearing members may be
called for by customers to meet these daily
settlements.
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C H A P T E R

5

Chapter 3 noted that the United States has both an over-the-counter market in foreign
exchange and an exchange-traded segment of the market. The OTC market is the U.S.
portion of an international OTC network of major dealers—mainly but not exclusively
banks—operating in financial centers around the world, trading with each other and
with customers, via computers, telephones, and other means. The exchange-traded
market covers trade in a limited number of foreign exchange products on the floors of
organized exchanges located in Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York.

This chapter describes the foreign exchange
products traded in the OTC market. It covers the
three “traditional” foreign exchange instruments
—spot, outright forwards, and FX swaps, which
were the only instruments traded before the 1970s,
and which still constitute the overwhelming share
of all foreign exchange market activity. It also

covers two more recent products in which OTC
trading has developed since the 1970s—currency
swaps and OTC currency options.
The next chapter describes currency futures
and exchange-traded currency options, which
currently are traded in U.S. exchanges.

1. SPOT
A spot transaction is a straightforward (or
“outright”) exchange of one currency for another.
The spot rate is the current market price, the
benchmark price.
Spot transactions do not require immediate
settlement, or payment “on the spot.” By
convention, the settlement date, or “value
date,” is the second business day after the
“deal date” (or “trade date”) on which the
transaction is agreed to by the two traders.
The two-day period provides ample time for
the two parties to confirm the agreement and
arrange the clearing and necessary debiting
and crediting of bank accounts in various
international locations.

Exceptionally, spot transactions between the
Canadian dollar and U.S. dollar conventionally are
settled one business day after the deal, rather than
two business days later,since Canada is in the same
time zone as the United States and an earlier value
date is feasible.
It is possible to trade for value dates in advance
of the spot value date two days hence (“pre-spot”
or “ante-spot”). Traders can trade for “value
tomorrow,” with settlement one business day after
the deal date (one day before spot); or even for
“cash,” with settlement on the deal date (two days
before spot). Such transactions are a very small
part of the market, particularly same day “cash”
transactions for the U.S. dollar against European
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or Asian currencies, given the time zone
differences. Exchange rates for cash or value
tomorrow transactions are based on spot rates,
but differ from spot, reflecting in part, the fact
that interest rate differences between the two
currencies affect the cost of earlier payment.Also,
pre-spot trades are much less numerous and the
market is less liquid.
A spot transaction represents a direct exchange
of one currency for another, and when executed,
leads to transfers through the payment systems of
the two countries whose currencies are involved.In
a typical spot transaction, Bank A in New York will
agree on June 1 to sell $10 million for Deutsche
marks to Bank B in Frankfurt at the rate of, say,
DEM 1.7320 per dollar, for value June 3.On June 3,
Bank B will pay DEM 17.320 million for credit
to Bank A’s account at a bank in Germany, and
Bank A will pay $10 million for credit to Bank
B’s account at a bank in the United States.
The execution of the two payments completes the
transaction.
◗ There is a Buying Price and a Selling Price

In the foreign exchange market there are always
two prices for every currency—one price at which
sellers of that currency want to sell, and another
price at which buyers want to buy.A market maker
is expected to quote simultaneously for his
customers both a price at which he is willing to sell
and a price at which he is willing to buy standard
amounts of any currency for which he is making
a market.
◗ How Spot Rates are Quoted: Direct and Indirect

Quotes, European and American Terms

Exchange rate quotes, as the price of one currency
in terms of another, come in two forms: a “direct”
quotation is the amount of domestic currency
(dollars and cents if you are in the United States)
per unit of foreign currency and an “indirect”
quotation is the amount of foreign currency per

unit of domestic currency (per dollar if you are in
the United States).
The phrase “American terms” means a direct
quote from the point of view of someone located
in the United States. For the dollar, that means
that the rate is quoted in variable amounts of
U.S. dollars and cents per one unit of foreign
currency (e.g., $0.5774 per DEM1). The phrase
“European terms” means a direct quote from the
point of view of someone located in Europe. For
the dollar, that means variable amounts of
foreign currency per one U.S. dollar (or DEM
1.7320 per $1).
In daily life, most prices are quoted “directly,”
so when you go to the store you pay x dollars and
y cents for one loaf (unit) of bread. For many
years, all dollar exchange rates also were quoted
directly. That meant dollar exchange rates were
quoted in European terms in Europe, and in
American terms in the United States. However,
in 1978, as the foreign exchange market
was integrating into a single global market, for
convenience, the practice in the U.S. market
was changed—at the initiative of the brokers
community—to conform to the European
convention. Thus, OTC markets in all countries
now quote dollars in European terms against
nearly all other currencies (amounts of foreign
currency per $1). That means that the dollar is
nearly always the base currency,one unit of which
(one dollar) is being bought or sold for a variable
amount of a foreign currency.
There are still exceptions to this general
rule, however. In particular, in all OTC
markets around the world, the pound sterling
continues to be quoted as the base currency
against the dollar and other currencies. Thus,
market makers and brokers everywhere quote
the pound sterling at x dollars and cents per
pound, or y DEM per pound, and so forth. The
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United Kingdom did not adopt a decimal
currency system until 1971, and it was much
easier mathematically to quote and trade in
terms of variable amounts of foreign currency
per pound than the other way around.
Certain currencies historically linked to
the British pound—the Irish, Australian,
and New Zealand currencies—are quoted in
the OTC market in the same way as the
pound: variable amounts of dollars and cents
per unit. The SDR and the ECU, composite
currency units of the IMF and the European
Monetary Union, also are quoted in dollars
and cents per SDR or ECU. Similarly, it is
expected that the euro will be quoted in
dollars and cents per euro, at least among
dealers. But all other currencies traded in the
OTC market are quoted in variable amounts of
foreign currency per one dollar.
Direct and indirect quotes are reciprocals, and
either can easily be determined from the other. In
the United States, the financial press typically
reports the quotes both ways, as shown in the
excerpt from The New York Times in Figure 5-2 at
the end of the chapter.
The third and fourth columns show the quotes
for the previous two days in “European terms”—
the foreign currency price of one dollar—which is
the convention used for most exchange rates by
dealers in the OTC market.
The first and second columns show the
(reciprocal) quotes for the same two days in
American terms—the price in dollars and cents of
one unit of each of various foreign currencies—
which is the approach sometimes used by traders
in dealings with commercial customers,and is also
the convention used for quoting dollar exchange
rates in the exchange-traded segment of the U.S.
foreign exchange market.

◗ There Is a Base Currency and a Terms Currency

Every foreign exchange transaction involves two
currencies—and it is important to keep straight
which is the base currency (or quoted, underlying,
or fixed currency) and which is the terms currency
(or counter currency). A trader always buys or
sells a fixed amount of the “base” currency—as
noted above, most often the dollar—and adjusts
the amount of the “terms” currency as the
exchange rate changes.
The terms currency is thus the numerator
and the base currency is the denominator. When
the numerator increases, the base currency is
strengthening and becoming more expensive;
when the numerator decreases, the base currency
is weakening and becoming cheaper.
In oral communications, the base currency is
always stated first. For example, a quotation for
“dollar-yen” means the dollar is the base and the
denominator, and the yen is the terms currency
and the numerator; “dollar-swissie” means that
the Swiss franc is the terms currency; and
“sterling-dollar” (usually called “cable”) means
that the dollar is the terms currency. Currency
codes are also used to denote currency pairs,
with the base currency usually presented first,
followed by an oblique. Thus “dollar-yen” is
USD/JPY; “dollar-Swissie” is USD/CHF; and
“sterling-dollar” is GBP/USD.
◗ Bids and Offers Are for the Base Currency

Traders always think in terms of how much it costs
to buy or sell the base currency. A market maker’s
quotes are always presented from the market
maker’s point of view,so the bid price is the amount
of terms currency that the market maker will pay
for a unit of the base currency; the offer price is the
amount of terms currency the market maker will
charge for a unit of the base currency. A market
maker asked for a quote on “dollar-swissie” might
respond “1.4975-85,” indicating a bid price of CHF
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1.4975 per dollar and an offer price of CHF 1.4985
per dollar. Usually the market maker will simply
give the quote as “75-85,” and assume that the
counterparty knows that the “big figure” is 1.49.
The bid price always is offered first (the number on
the left), and is lower (a smaller amount of terms
currency) than the offer price (the larger number
on the right).This differential is the dealer’s spread.

◗ Cross Rate Trading

◗ Quotes Are in Basis Points

Cross rates, as noted in Chapter 3, are exchange
rates in which the dollar is neither the base nor the
terms currency, such as “mark-yen,” in which the
DEM is the base currency; and “sterling-mark,” in
which the pound sterling is the base currency. In
cross trades,either currency can be made the base,
although there are standard pairs—mark-yen,
sterling-swissie, etc.As usual, the base currency is
mentioned first.

For most currencies, bid and offer quotes are
presented to the fourth decimal place—that is,
to one-hundredth of one percent, or 1/10,000th
of the terms currency unit, usually called a “pip.”
However, for a few currency units that are
relatively small in absolute value, such as the
Japanese yen and the Italian lira, quotes may be
carried to two decimal places and a “pip” is
1/100 of the terms currency unit. In any market,
a “pip” or a “tick” is the smallest amount by
which a price can move in that market, and in
the foreign exchange market “pip” is the term
commonly used.

There are both derived cross rates and directly
traded cross rates. Historically, cross rates were
derived from the dollar rates of the two named
currencies,even if the transaction was not actually
channeled through the dollar.Thus,a cross rate for
sterling-yen would be derived from the sterlingdollar and dollar-yen rates. That continues to be
the practice for many currency pairs, as described
in Box 5.1, but for other pairs, viable markets have
developed and direct trading sets the cross rates,
within the boundary rates established by the
derived cross rate calculations.

B O X

5 - 1

DERIVING CROSS RATES FROM DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATES
There are simplified,short-cut ways to derive cross rates from the dollar exchange rates of the two cross
currencies, by cross dividing or by multiplying.
There are three cases—the case in which the dollar exchange rates of both of the cross rate
currencies are quoted “indirectly”; the case in which both currencies are quoted “directly”; and the
case in which one is quoted indirectly and the other is quoted directly.
◗ Cass 1. If both of the cross rate currencies are quoted against the dollar in the more common indirect

or European terms,for example,“dollar-Swiss franc”and “dollar-yen,” to get a Swiss franc-yen derived
cross rate, cross divide as follows:
—for the cross rate bid: divide the bid of the cross rate terms currency by the offer of the base currency;
—for the cross rate offer: divide the offer of the terms currency by the bid of the base currency.

Thus, if the dollar-swissie rate is 1.5000-10 and the dollar-yen rate is 100.00-10, for a Swiss
franc-yen derived cross rate: the bid would be 100.00 divided by 1.5010, or 66.6223 yen per Swiss
franc, and the offer would be 100.10 divided by 1.5000, or 66.7333 yen per Swiss franc.
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If both of the two cross rate currencies are quoted against the dollar in the less common
direct, or American terms, (i.e., reciprocal, or “upside down”) for example,“sterling-dollar”and “Irish
punt-dollar,” to get a sterling-Irish punt derived cross rate, cross divide as follows:

◗ Case 2.

—for the cross rate bid: divide the offer of the cross rate terms currency into the bid of the base currency;
—for the cross rate offer: divide the bid of the terms currency into the offer of the base currency.

Thus, if the sterling-dollar rate is 1.6000-10 and the Irish punt-dollar rate is 1.4000-10, for a
sterling-Irish punt derived cross rate: the bid would be 1.6000 divided by 1.4010, or 1.1420 Irish
punt per pound sterling, and the offer would be 1.6010 divided by 1.4000, or 1.1436 punt per
pound sterling.
If the two cross currencies are quoted in different terms, i.e., one in indirect or European
terms (for example, “dollar-yen”) and one in direct or American terms (for example, “sterlingdollar”), to get a sterling-yen derived cross rate, multiply as follows:

◗ Case 3.

—for the cross rate bid: multiply the bid of the cross rate terms currency by the bid of the base currency;
—for the cross rate offer: multiply the offer of the terms currency by the offer of the base currency.

Thus, if the sterling-dollar rate is 1.6000-10 and the dollar-yen rate is 100.00-10, for a sterlingyen derived cross rate: the bid would be 1.6000 multiplied by 100.00, or 160.00 yen per pound,
and the offer would be 1.6010 multiplied by 100.10, or 160.26 yen per pound.
These derived, or conceptual, prices are the “boundary” prices (beyond these prices, risk-free
arbitrage is possible). But they are not necessarily the prices, or the spreads, that will prevail in
the market, and traders may have to shave their spreads to compete with cross rates being quoted
and perhaps directly traded. For example, there are likely to be some players who have one or
another of the “component” currencies in balances they are willing to use, or a trader may want
to use the transaction to accumulate balances of a particular currency.
The same general rules are used to derive cross rates through a vehicle currency other than the
U.S. dollar. Thus, if two cross currencies are quoted against the vehicle in the same terms, divide
as appropriate by or into the base of the pair; if in different terms, multiply.

During the 1980s and ‘90s, there was a
very large expansion of direct cross trading,
in which the dollar was not involved either as
metric or as medium of exchange. Much of
this direct cross trading activity involved
the Deutsche mark. Direct trading activity
between the mark and other European
currencies developed to the point where most
trading of currencies in the European
Monetary System took place directly through
cross rates, and the most widely direct-traded
crosses came to be used to quote rates for

other, less widely traded currency pairs. By the
mid-1990s, mark-yen, sterling-mark, markFrench franc (or mark-Paris), and mark-Swiss
all were very actively traded pairs.
Deutsche mark cross trading with European
currencies developed to the point where rates in
the New York market for dollar-lira, dollarFrench franc, etc., were usually calculated
from the mark-lira, mark-French franc, etc.,
particularly during the afternoon in New York,
when European markets were closed.
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As direct cross currency trading between
non-dollar currencies expanded, new trading
opportunities developed. Various arbitrage
opportunities became possible between the
cross rate markets and the direct dollar markets.
Traders had more choices than they had in a
system in which the dollar was virtually always
the vehicle currency.

With the launching of the euro in 1999,
major structural changes in cross trading
activity can be expected. With the euro
replacing a number of European currencies,
much of the earlier cross trading will no
longer be required. What role the euro itself
may play as a vehicle currency remains to
be seen.

2. OUTRIGHT FORWARDS
An outright forward transaction, like a spot
transaction, is a straightforward single purchase/
sale of one currency for another. The only
difference is that spot is settled, or delivered, on a
value date no later than two business days after the
deal date, while outright forward is settled on any
pre-agreed date three or more business days after
the deal date. Dealers use the term “outright
forward” to make clear that it is a single purchase
or sale on a future date, and not part of an “FX
swap”(described later).
There is a specific exchange rate for each
forward maturity of a currency, almost always
different from the spot rate. The exchange rate at
which the outright forward transaction is executed
is fixed at the outset. No money necessarily
changes hands until the transaction actually
takes place, although dealers may require some
customers to provide collateral in advance.
Outright forwards can be used for a
variety of purposes—covering a known future
expenditure, hedging, speculating, or any number
of commercial, financial, or investment purposes.
The instrument is very flexible, and forward
transactions can be tailored and customized to
meet the particular needs of a customer with
respect to currency, amount, and maturity date. Of
course, customized forward contracts for nonstandard dates or amounts are generally more

costly and less liquid, and more difficult to reverse
or modify in the event of need than are standard
forward contracts. Also, forward contracts for
minor currencies and exotic currencies can be
more difficult to arrange and more costly.
Outright forwards in major currencies are
available over-the-counter from dealers for
standard contract periods or “straight dates”
(one, two, three, six, and twelve months);
dealers tend to deal with each other on
straight dates. However, customers can obtain
“odd-date” or “broken-date” contracts for
deals falling between standard dates, and
traders will determine the rates through a
process of interpolation. The agreed-upon
maturity can range from a few days to months
or even two or three years ahead, although
very long-dated forwards are rare because
they tend to have a large bid-asked spread and
are relatively expensive.
◗ Relationship of Forward to Spot—Covered
Interest Rate Parity

The forward rate for any two currencies is a
function of their spot rate and the interest rate
differential between them. For major currencies,
the interest rate differential is determined in the
Eurocurrency deposit market. Under the covered
interest rate parity principle, and with the
opportunity of arbitrage, the forward rate will
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tend toward an equilibrium point at which
any difference in Eurocurrency interest rates
between the two currencies would be exactly
offset, or neutralized, by a premium or discount
in the forward rate.
If, for example, six-month Euro-dollar
deposits pay interest of 5 percent per annum,
and six-month Euro-yen deposits pay interest
of 3 percent per annum, and if there is no
premium or discount on the forward yen
against the forward dollar, there would be an
opportunity for “round-tripping” and an
arbitrage profit with no exchange risk. Thus, it
would pay to borrow yen at 3 percent, sell the
yen spot for dollars and simultaneously resell
dollars forward for yen six months hence,
meanwhile investing the dollars at the higher
interest rate of 5 percent for the six-month
period. This arbitrage opportunity would tend
to drive up the forward exchange rate of the yen
relative to the dollar (or force some other
adjustment) until there were an equal return
on the two investments after taking into
account the cost of covering the forward
exchange risk.
Similarly, if short-term dollar investments
and short-term yen investments both paid the
same interest rate, and if there were a premium
on the forward yen against the forward dollar,
there would once again be an opportunity for an
arbitrage profit with no exchange risk, which
again would tend to reduce the premium on the
forward yen (or force some other adjustment)
until there were an equal return on the two
investments after covering the cost of the
forward exchange risk.
In this state of equilibrium, or condition of
covered interest rate parity, an investor (or a
borrower) who operates in the forward exchange
market will realize the same domestic return (or

pay the same domestic cost) whether investing
(borrowing) in his domestic currency or in a
foreign currency, net of the costs of forward
exchange rate cover. The forward exchange rate
should offset, or neutralize, the interest rate
differential between the two currencies.
The forward rate in the market can deviate
from this theoretical, or implied, equilibrium rate
derived from the interest rate differential to the
extent that there are significant costs,restrictions,
or market inefficiencies that prevent arbitrage
from taking place in a timely manner. Such
constraints could take the form of transaction
costs, information gaps, government regulations,
taxes, unavailability of comparable investments
(in terms of risk, maturity, amount, etc.), and
other impediments or imperfections in the
capital markets. However, today’s large and
deregulated foreign exchange markets and
Eurocurrency deposit markets for the dollar and
other heavily traded currencies are generally free
of major impediments.
◗ Role of the Offshore Deposit Markets for

Euro-Dollars and Other Currencies

Forward contracts have existed in commodity
markets for hundreds of years. In the foreign
exchange markets, forward contracts have been
traded since the nineteenth century, and the
concept of interest arbitrage has been understood
and described in economic literature for a long
time. (Keynes wrote about it and practiced it in
the 1920s.) But it was the development of the
offshore Eurocurrency deposit markets—the
markets for offshore deposits in dollars and other
major currencies—in the 1950s and ‘60s that
facilitated and refined the process of interest rate
arbitrage in practice and brought it to its present
high degree of efficiency, closely linking the
foreign exchange market and the money markets
of the major nations, and equalizing returns
through the two channels.
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With large and liquid offshore deposit markets
in operation, and with information transfers
greatly improved and accelerated, it became
much easier and quicker to detect any significant
deviations from covered interest rate parity,
and to take advantage of any such arbitrage
opportunities. From the outset, deposits in these
offshore markets were generally free of taxes,
reserve requirements, and other government
restrictions. The offshore deposit markets in
London and elsewhere quickly became very
convenient for,and closely attached to,the foreign
exchange market. These offshore Eurocurrency
markets for the dollar and other major currencies
were, from the outset, handled by the banks’
foreign exchange trading desks, and many of the
same business practices were adopted. These
deposits trade over the telephone like foreign
exchange, with a bid/offer spread, and they
have similar settlement dates and other trading
conventions. Many of the same counterparties
participate in both markets, and credit risks are
similar. It is thus no surprise that the interest
rates in the offshore deposit market in London
came to be used for interest parity and arbitrage
calculations and operations. Dealers keep a very
close eye on the interest rates in the London
market when quoting forward rates for the
major currencies in the foreign exchange
market. For currencies not traded in the offshore
B O X

Eurocurrency deposit markets in London and
elsewhere, deposits in domestic money markets
may provide a channel for arbitraging the
forward exchange rate and interest rate
differentials.
◗ How Forward Rates are Quoted by Traders

Although spot rates are quoted in absolute
terms—say, x yen per dollar—forward rates, as a
matter of convenience are quoted among dealers
in differentials—that is, in premiums or discounts
from the spot rate. The premium or discount is
measured in “points,” which represent the interest
rate differential between the two currencies for the
period of the forward, converted into foreign
exchange. Specifically, points are the amount of
foreign exchange (or basis points) that will
neutralize the interest rate differential between two
currencies for the applicable period. Thus, if
interest rates are higher for currency A than
currency B, the points will be the number of basis
points to subtract from currency A’s spot exchange
rate to yield a forward exchange rate that
neutralizes or offsets the interest rate differential
(see Box 5-2).Most forward contracts are arranged
so that, at the outset, the present value of the
contract is zero.
Traders in the market thus know that for
any currency pair, if the base currency earns a

5 - 2

CALCULATING FORWARD PREMIUM/DISCOUNT POINTS
◗ Formulas for calculating forward premiums and discounts, expressed as points of the spot rate,

equate the two cash flows so that the forward premium or discount neutralizes the differential
between interest rates in the two currencies. A generalized formula is:
1+ Terms Currency x Forward Days
Interest Rate
Interest Rate Year -1
Points = Spot Rate
+
1 Base Currency x Forward Days
Interest Rate
Interest Rate Year
◗ Thus, if

the dollar is the base currency, with a Euro-dollar (offshore) interest rate of 5 percent,
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and the Swiss franc is the terms currency, with 6 percent interest in the offshore market, and the
spot rate is CHF 1.6000 per dollar, then the points for a six-month (181-day) forward rate would
be 78. (Most currencies use a 360-day interest rate year, except the pound sterling and a few
others, which use a 365-day year.)
1 + [ .06 x (181) ]
(360)
Points = 1.6000
- 1 = 78
1 + [ .05 x (180) ]
(360)
The six month outright forward rate would be CHF 1.6078 per dollar.
◗ The above generalized formula takes no account of the differences between borrowing and lending

rates in the offshore deposit market. In pricing possible forward transactions, a trader would take
account of those differences, calculate the costs of putting together the deal, determine the
“boundary”rates, and perhaps shade the price to reflect competitive quotes, perspectives on market
performance, the trader’s own portfolio of existing contracts, and other factors.

higher interest rate than the terms currency, the
base currency will trade at a forward discount, or
below the spot rate; and if the base currency
earns a lower interest rate than the terms
currency, the base currency will trade at a
forward premium, or above the spot rate.
Whichever side of the transaction the trader is
on, the trader won’t gain (or lose) from both the
interest rate differential and the forward
premium/discount. A trader who loses on the
interest rate will earn the forward premium, and
vice versa.
Traders have long used rules of thumb and
shortcuts for calculating whether to add or
subtract the points. Points are subtracted from the
spot rate when the interest rate of the base
currency is the higher one, since the base currency
should trade at a forward discount; points are
added when the interest rate of the base currency
is the lower one, since the base currency should
trade at a forward premium.Another rule of thumb
is that the points must be added when the small
number comes first in the quote of the differential,

but subtracted when the larger number comes
first.For example,the spot CHF might be quoted at
“1.5020- 30,” and the 3-month forward at “40-60”
(to be added) or “60-40” (to be subtracted). Also,
the spread will always grow larger when shifting
from the spot quote to the forward quote. Screens
now show positive and negative signs in front of
points, making the process easier still.
◗ Non-Deliverable Forwards (NDFs)

In recent years, markets have developed for some
currencies in “non-deliverable forwards.” This
instrument is in concept similar to an outright
forward, except that there is no physical delivery
or transfer of the local currency. Rather, the
agreement calls for settlement of the net amount
in dollars or other major transaction currency.
NDFs can thus be arranged offshore without the
need for access to the local currency markets,and
they broaden hedging opportunities against
exchange rate risk in some currencies otherwise
considered unhedgeable. Use of NDFs with
respect to certain currencies in Asia and
elsewhere is growing rapidly.
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3. FX SWAPS
In the spot and outright forward markets, one
currency is traded outright for another, but in the
FX swap market, one currency is swapped for
another for a period of time, and then swapped
back, creating an exchange and re-exchange.
An FX swap has two separate legs settling
on two different value dates, even though it is
arranged as a single transaction and is recorded
in the turnover statistics as a single transaction.
The two counterparties agree to exchange two
currencies at a particular rate on one date (the
“near date”) and to reverse payments, almost
always at a different rate, on a specified subsequent date (the “far date”). Effectively, it is a spot
transaction and an outright forward transaction
going in opposite directions, or else two outright
forwards with different settlement dates,and going
in opposite directions. If both dates are less than
one month from the deal date, it is a “short-dated
swap”; if one or both dates are one month or more
from the deal date, it is a “forward swap.”
The two legs of an FX swap can, in principle,
be attached to any pair of value dates.
In practice, a limited number of standard
maturities account for most transactions. The
first leg usually occurs on the spot value date,
and for about two-thirds of all FX swaps the
second leg occurs within a week. However, there
are FX swaps with longer maturities. Among
dealers, most of these are arranged for even or
straight dates—e.g., one week, one month, three
months—but odd or broken dates are also
traded for customers.
The FX swap is a standard instrument that has
long been traded in the over-the-counter market.
Note that it provides for one exchange and one reexchange only, and is not a stream of payments.
The FX swap thus differs from the interest rate

swap, which provides for an exchange of a stream
of interest payments in the same currency but
with no exchange of principal; it also differs
from the currency swap (described later), in
which counterparties exchange and re-exchange
principal and streams of fixed or floating interest
payments in two different currencies.
In the spot and outright forward markets, a
fixed amount of the base currency (most often
the dollar) is always traded for a variable
amount of the terms currency (most often a
non-dollar currency). However, in the FX swap
market, a trade for a fixed amount of either
currency can be arranged.
There are two kinds of FX swaps: a buy/sell
swap, which means buying the fixed, or base,
currency on the near date and selling it on the far
date; and a sell/buy swap, which means selling the
fixed currency on the near date and buying it on
the far date. If, for example, a trader bought a fixed
amount of pounds sterling spot for dollars (the
exchange) and sold those pounds sterling six
months forward for dollars (the re-exchange), that
would be called a buy/sell sterling swap.
◗ Why FX Swaps Are Used

The popularity of FX swaps reflects the fact that
banks and others in the dealer, or interbank,
market often find it useful to shift temporarily into
or out of one currency in exchange for a second
currency without incurring the exchange rate risk
of holding an open position or exposure in the
currency that is temporarily held. This avoids a
change in currency exposure, and differs from the
spot or outright forward, where the purpose is to
change a currency exposure. The use of FX swaps
is similar to actual borrowing and lending of
currencies on a collateralized basis. FX swaps
provide a way of using the foreign exchange
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markets as a funding instrument and an
alternative to borrowing and lending in the Eurodollar and other offshore markets. They are widely
used by traders and other market participants for
managing liquidity and shifting delivery dates, for
hedging, speculation, taking positions on interest
rates, and other purposes.

points. At the outset, the present value of the FX
swap contract is usually arranged to be zero.
The same conditions prevail with an FX swap
as with an outright forward—a trader who pays
the points in the forward also pays them in the FX
swap; a trader who earns the points in the forward
also earns them in the FX swap.

◗ Pricing FX Swaps

The cost of an FX swap is determined by the
interest rate differential between the two swapped
currencies.Just as in the case of outright forwards,
arbitrage and the principle of covered interest rate
parity will operate to make the cost of an FX swap
equal to the foreign exchange value of the interest
rate differential between the two currencies for the
period of the swap.

For most currencies, swap points are carried
to the fourth decimal place. A dollar-swissie
swap quoted at 244-221 means that the dealer
will buy the dollar forward at his spot bid rate
less 0.0244 (in Swiss francs), and sell the dollar
forward at his spot offer rate less 0.0221 (in
Swiss francs), yielding an (additional) spread of
23 points (or 0.0023).

The cost of an FX swap is measured by
swap points, or the foreign exchange equivalent
of the interest rate differential between two
currencies for the period. The difference
between the amounts of interest that can be
earned on the two currencies during the period
of the swap can be calculated by formula (see
Box 5-4). The counterparty who holds for the
period of the swap the currency that pays
the higher interest rate will pay the points,
neutralizing the interest rate differential and
equalizing the return on the two currencies; and
the counterparty who holds the currency that
pays the lower interest will earn or receive the

The FX swap is the difference between the
spot and the outright forward (or the difference
between the two outright forwards). When you
trade an FX swap you are trading the interest
rate differential between the two currencies.
The FX swap is a very flexible and convenient
instrument that is used for a variety of
funding, hedging, position management,
speculation, and other purposes. FX swaps
are extremely popular among OTC interbank
dealers, and now account for nearly half of
total turnover in the U.S. OTC foreign exchange
market. Among its uses are those described in
Box 5-3:

B O X

5 - 3

SOME USES OF FX SWAPS
Managing positions and changing settlement dates. FX swaps can be very helpful in managing
day-to-day positions. Of particular convenience and interest to professional market making
and dealing institutions are the “spot-next” swap and the “tom-next” swap, which are used by
traders to roll over settlements and to balance maturing buys and sells of particular
currencies in their books. A dealer who knows on, say June 1, that he has to pay out a certain
(continued on page 42)
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(continued from page 41)
currency on June 3, may find it convenient or profitable to extend the settlement for a day, for
example, when he may be scheduled to receive balances of that currency. The dealer can enter
into a “spot-next” swap on the deal date, June 1, and extend the June 3 settlement to June 4.
Alternatively, on June 2, the day before the June 3 settlement, the dealer might arrange a
“tom-next” swap, to extend that settlement until June 4,3 which is the spot settlement date for
June 2, and a more liquid market. The cost of these one-day swaps would reflect the points
(the value of one day’s interest differential), or “cost of carry,” which would be added to or
subtracted from the spot rate. If it then looked as though a June 4 settlement would be
difficult, the dealer might roll over the transaction for another day, or longer.
The interest rate differential is also important in calculating “pre-spot” rates—“value
tomorrow” transactions, which are settled one day before spot and “cash,” which are settled two
days before spot, or on the deal date.
To calculate (approximate) “pre-spot” rates, you work backwards. Thus, assume that dollarswissie were trading spot at 1.5000-10. Assume that the points for a “tom-next” swap were 3/5,
reflecting one day’s interest rate differential—the price of extending settlement from day 2 to day
3. To calculate a “value tomorrow”quote—shifting settlement from day 3 to day 2, you would turn
the points around (to 5/3) and reverse the sign (in this case subtract them from, rather than add
them to, the spot rate), for a quote of 1.4995-97. (In shifting a settlement forward, the higher
interest rate currency moves to discount; in shifting backward to “cash” or “value tomorrow,” the
higher interest rate currency moves to premium.)
Hedging interest rate differential risk. A dealer, for example, who has agreed to buy pounds
sterling one year forward faces both an exchange rate risk (that the exchange rate may change)
and an interest rate differential risk (that the interest rate differential on which the transaction
was priced may change). The dealer can offset the exchange rate risk by selling sterling spot (to
offset the forward purchase), but he would still have an interest rate differential risk. That risk can
be offset in two ways: either by borrowing and investing in the off-shore deposit (Euro-currency)
markets, or by entering into a new swap (an “unwind”) that is the opposite of his outstanding
position (that is, the trader can enter into a buy/sell sterling swap for a one-year period to offset
the position resulting from his forward sterling purchase and spot sterling sale). If neither of the
two interest rates nor the spot rate has changed between the time of the trader’s initial forward
purchase of sterling and the time when the trader’s hedging activities are put in place, the trader
can cover risk in either the FX swap market or the offshore deposit market—the trader has a
“perfect” hedge—but the swap may be carried “off-balance-sheet” and thus may be “lighter” on
the trader’s balance sheet than the borrowing and lending.
Speculating on interest rate differentials. A dealer who expects an interest rate differential to
widen would enter into an FX swap in which the dealer pays the swap points now (when the
differential is small), and—after the interest rate differential has widened—would then enter
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into another FX swap in the opposite direction (an unwind), in which case the trader would earn
more swap points from the wider differential than he is paying on the initial swap. A trader who
expects interest rate differentials to narrow would do the reverse—arrange swaps in which he
earns the swap points now, when the differential is wide, and pays the swap points later, after the
differential narrows.
Arbitraging the foreign exchange market and the interest rate market.When the two markets are
in equilibrium, a dealer may be more or less indifferent whether he invests through the offshore
deposit market (borrowing/lending currencies) or through the foreign exchange market (FX
swaps). But there are times when swap points in the foreign exchange market are not precisely
equivalent to interest rate differentials in the offshore deposit market, and arbitrageurs can use
FX swaps together with deposit borrowing and lending operations to fund in the lower-cost
market and invest in the higher-return market.

B O X

5 - 4

CALCULATING FX SWAP POINTS
A market maker will calculate swap points on the basis of borrowing and lending rates in the
offshore deposit markets:
1+ ( ODBRTC x Swap Days)
360 or 365 -1
A. Bid Side Swap Points = Spot Rate
1+ ( ODLRBC x Swap Days)
360 or 365
1+ ( ODLRTC x Swap Days)
360 or 365 -1
B. Offer Side Swap Points = Spot Rate
+
1 ( ODBRBC x Swap Days)
360 or 365
where ODBRTC = offshore deposit borrowing rate in terms currency, ODLRTC = offshore deposit
lending rate in base currency, ODBRBC = Euro borrow rate in base currency, and ODLRBC =
offshore deposit lending rate in base currency. Assume that offshore deposit $ rates = 5 - 5.25,
offshore deposit DEM rates = 6.25 - 6.50, the swap period = 62 days, and the spot rate = DEM
1.600 per dollar. Then, swap points can be calculated as:
1+ ( .0625 x 62 )
360
A. Bid Side Points = 1.600
-1 = 28
1+ ( .0525 x 62)
360
1+ ( .0650 x 62)
360
B. Offer Side Points = 1.600
-1 = 41
1+ ( .05 x 62)
360
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Based on these calculations, the market makers’ spread would be 28-41. You add when the
number on the left is smaller; thus
Bid: 1.6000 + .0028 = 1.6028
Offer: 1.6000 + .0041 = 1.6041

4. CURRENCY SWAPS
A currency swap is structurally different from the
FX swap described above. In a typical currency
swap,counterparties will (a) exchange equal initial
principal amounts of two currencies at the spot
exchange rate, (b) exchange a stream of fixed or
floating interest rate payments in their swapped
currencies for the agreed period of the swap, and
then (c) re-exchange the principal amount at
maturity at the initial spot exchange rate.
Sometimes, the initial exchange of principal is
omitted. Sometimes, instead of exchanging
interest payments, a “difference check” is paid
by one counterparty to the other to cover the
net obligation.
The currency swap provides a mechanism for
shifting a loan from one currency to another, or
shifting the currency of an asset. It can be used,
for example, to enable a company to borrow in a
currency different from the currency it needs for
its operations, and to receive protection from
exchange rate changes with respect to the loan.
The currency swap is closely related to the
interest rate swap. There are, however, major
differences in the two instruments. An interest
rate swap is an exchange of interest payment
streams of differing character (e.g., fixed rate
interest for floating), but in the same currency,

and involves no exchange of principal. The
currency swap is in concept an interest rate swap
in more than one currency, and has existed since
the 1960s. The interest rate swap became popular
in the early 1980s; it subsequently has become an
almost indispensable instrument in the financial
tool box.
Currency swaps come in various forms. One
variant is the fixed-for-fixed currency swap, in
which the interest rates on the periodic interest
payments of the two currencies are fixed at the
outset for the life of the swap. Another variant
is the fixed-for-floating swap, also called crosscurrency swap, or currency coupon swap, in which
the interest rate in one currency is floating (e.g.,
based on LIBOR) and the interest rate in the other
is fixed. It is also possible to arrange floating-forfloating currency swaps, in which both interest
rates are floating.
◗ Purposes of Currency Swaps

The motivations for the various forms of currency
swap are similar to those that generate a demand
for interest rate swaps. The incentive may arise
from a comparative advantage that a borrowing
company has in a particular currency or capital
market. It may result from a company’s desire to
diversify and spread its borrowing around to
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different capital markets, or to shift a cash
flow from foreign currencies. It may be that a
company cannot gain access to a particular
capital market. Or, it may reflect a move to avoid
exchange controls, capital controls, or taxes. Any
number of possible “market imperfections” or
pricing inconsistencies provide opportunities
for arbitrage.
Before currency swaps became popular,parallel
loans and back-to-back loans were used by market
participants to circumvent exchange controls and
other impediments. Offsetting loans in two
different currencies might be arranged between
two parties; for example, a U.S. firm might make a
dollar loan to a French firm in the United States,
and the French firm would lend an equal amount
to the U.S. firm or its affiliate in France. Such
structures have now largely been abandoned in
favor of currency swaps.

Because a currency swap, like an interest
rate swap, is structurally similar to a forward,
it can be seen as an exchange and re-exchange
of principal plus a “portfolio of forwards”—a
series of forward contracts, one covering each
period of interest payment. The currency
swap is part of the wave of financial derivative
instruments that became popular during the
1980s and ‘90s. But currency swaps have
gained only a modest share of the foreign
exchange business. It has been suggested
that the higher risk and related capital costs
of instruments involving an exchange of
principal may in part account for this result.4
In the 1998 global turnover survey, turnover
in currency swaps by reporting dealers was
estimated at $10 billion per day. In the United
States, turnover was $1.4 billion, well behind
the United Kingdom—at $5 billion—and six
other countries.

5. OVER-THE-COUNTER FOREIGN CURRENCY OPTIONS
A foreign exchange or currency option contract
gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to
buy (or sell) a specified amount of one currency
for another at a specified price on (in some cases,
on or before) a specified date. Options are unique
in that the right to execute will be exercised only if
it is in the holder’s interest to do so. That differs
from a forward contract, in which the parties
are obligated to execute the transaction on the
maturity date, and it differs from a futures
contract, in which the parties are obligated,
in principle to transact at maturity, but that
obligation easily can be—and normally is—
bought out and liquidated before the maturity or
delivery date.
A call option is the right, but not the
obligation, to buy the underlying currency, and a

put option is the right, but not the obligation, to
sell the underlying currency.All currency option
trades involve two sides—the purchase of one
currency and the sale of another—so that a put
to sell pounds sterling for dollars at a certain
price is also a call to buy dollars for pounds
sterling at that price. The purchased currency is
the call side of the trade, and the sold currency
is the put side of the trade. The party who
purchases the option is the holder or buyer, and
the party who creates the option is the seller or
writer. The price at which the underlying
currency may be bought or sold is the exercise,
or strike, price. The option premium is the price
of the option that the buyer pays to the writer. In
exchange for paying the option premium up
front, the buyer gains insurance against adverse
movements in the underlying spot exchange rate
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C H A R T
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Note: These figures depict the net value of an option contract at expiration as a function of the underlying exchange rate.
The vertical axis represents the net value of the contract, and the exchange rate (price of the foreign currency) is on the
horizontal axis. The strike price is at point K.

while retaining the opportunity to benefit from
favorable movements. The option writer, on the
other hand, is exposed to unbounded risk—
although the writer can (and typically does) seek
to protect himself through hedging or offsetting
transactions.
In general, options are written either
“European style,” which may be exercised
only on the expiration date, or “American
style,” which may be exercised at any time

prior to, and including, the expiration
date. The American option is at least as
valuable as the European option, since it
provides the buyer with more opportunities,
but is analytically more complex. American
calls on the higher interest rate currency are
likely to be more valuable than the equivalent
European option. The bulk of trading in the
OTC interbank market consists of European
options, while American options are standard
on some of the exchanges.
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Profit
Loss

Profit
Loss

+

+
Long
Call

Short Put

0

K

K

0
Long Forward
Synthetic Long Forward
Spot Exchange Rate at Expiration

Spot Exchange Rate at Expiration

Note: These figures show how the combination of a purchased call option and a sold put option replicates the payoff from
a forward contract. In the right hand panel, the net payoff from the options equals the dotted line, which is identical to the
payoff from a forward contract (depicted in the left hand panel).

The option is one of the most basic financial
instruments. All derivatives, including the
various derivative financial products developed
in recent years—the many forms of forwards,
futures, swaps, and options—are based either
on forwards or on options; and forwards and
options, notwithstanding their differences, are
related to each other. A forward can be created
synthetically from a combination of European
options: Buying a call option and selling a put
option (long a call, short a put) on a currency
with strike prices at the forward rate provides
the same risk position as buying a forward
contract on that currency. At expiration, the
payoff profiles of the forward and the synthetic
forward made up of the two options would be
the same: The holder would receive the same
payoff whether he held the forward or the
combination of two options.
As a financial instrument, the option has
a long history.But foreign exchange options trading
first began to flourish in the 1980s, fostered by an
international environment of fluctuating exchange

rates, volatile markets, deregulation, and extensive
financial innovation. The trading of currency
options was initiated in U.S.commodity exchanges
and subsequently was introduced into the
over-the-counter market. However, options still
account for only a small share of total foreign
exchange trading.
An over-the-counter foreign exchange option
is a bilateral contract between two parties. In
contrast to the exchange-traded options market
(described later), in the OTC market, no
clearinghouse stands between the two parties,
and there is no regulatory body establishing
trading rules.
Also, in contrast to the exchange-traded
options market, which trades in standardized
contracts and amounts, for a limited number of
currency pairs, and for selected maturity dates,
an OTC option can be tailored to meet the
special needs of an institutional investor for
particular features to satisfy its investment
and hedging objectives. But while OTC options
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contracts can be customized, a very large share
of the OTC market consists of generic, or “plain
vanilla,” options written for major currencies in
standard amounts and for even dates.

Call Option Value
+

OTC options are typically written for
much larger amounts than exchange-traded
options—an average OTC option is $30-$40
million equivalent—and a much broader
range of currencies is covered. The volume of
OTC options is far greater than that of
exchange-traded options; indeed, the OTC
market accounts for about four-fifths of the
total foreign exchange options traded in the
United States.
The two options markets, OTC and exchangetraded, are competitors to some extent, but they
also complement each other. Traders use both
markets in determining the movement of prices,
and are alert to any arbitrage opportunities that
may develop between the two markets. Dealers in
the OTC market may buy and sell options on the
organized exchanges as part of the management of
their own OTC positions,hedging or laying off part
of an outstanding position in an exchange market.
◗ The Pricing of Currency Options

5 - 3

A

C

B

0

K

_
Spot Exchange Rate

Put Option Value
A

+
C

B
K

0
Spot Exchange Rate

_

A = Total Value
B = A-C = Time Value
C = Intrinsic Value
Note: These figures show the intrinsic value and the time
value of an option. The top line in each panel represents
the value of the option, the bottom line represents the
intrinsic value, and the difference is the time value. The
point K is the strike price of the option.

It is relatively easy to determine the value of a
European option at its expiration. The value of a
European option at expiration is its intrinsic
value—the absolute amount by which the strike
price of the option is more advantageous to the
holder that the spot exchange rate. If at expiration
the strike price is more advantageous than the
spot rate of the underlying, the option is “in the
money”; if the difference between the strike price
and the spot rate is zero, the position is “at the
money”; if the strike price is less advantageous
than the spot rate, the option is “out of the money.”

difficult. Before expiration, the total value of an
option is based, not only on its intrinsic value
(reflecting the difference between the strike
price and the then current exchange rate), but
also on what is called its time value, which is the
additional value that the market places on the
option, reflecting the time remaining to
maturity, the forecast volatility of the exchange
rate, and other factors.

Determining the price of an option prior to
expiration, on the other hand, is much more

Time value is not linear. A one-year option
is not valued at twice the value of a six-month
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option. An “at-the-money” option has greater
time value than an “in-the-money” or “out-ofthe-money” option. Accordingly, options—
unlike forwards and futures—have convexity;
that is, the change in the value of an option for
a given change in the price of the underlying
asset does not remain constant. This makes
pricing options much more complex than
pricing other foreign exchange instruments.

If the one-year forward dollar-Swiss
franc exchange rate is CHF 1.6000 = $1, and the
volatility of a one-year European option price is
forecast at 10 percent, there is implied the
expectation, with a 68 percent probability, that
one year hence, the exchange rate will be within
CHF 1.6000 per dollar plus or minus 10
percent—that is, between CHF 1.4400 and CHF
1.7600 per dollar.

A major advance in the general theory of
options pricing was introduced by Professors
Black and Scholes in 1973. Their work,
which was subsequently adapted for foreign
exchange options, showed that under certain
restrictive assumptions, the value of a
European option on an underlying currency
depends on six factors: 1) the spot exchange
rate; 2) the interest rate on the base (or
underlying) currency; 3) the interest rate on
the terms currency; 4) the strike price at
which the option can be exercised; 5) the time
to expiration; and 6) the volatility of the
exchange rate.

There are different measurements of volatility:
◗ Historical volatility is the actual volatility, or
variance, of an exchange rate that occurred
during some defined past time frame. This can
be used as an indication or guide to future
movements in the exchange rate.
◗ Future volatility is the expected variance in the
exchange rate over the life of the option, and
must be forecast.
◗ Implied volatility is the variance in an
exchange rate that is implied by or built into
the present market price of an option—thus, it
is the market’s current estimate of future
movement potential as determined by supply
and demand for the option in the market.

Volatility, a statistical measure of the
tendency of a market price—in this case, the
spot exchange rate—to vary over time, is the
only one of these variables that is not known
in advance, and is critically important in
valuing and pricing options. Volatility is the
annualized percentage change in an exchange
rate, in terms of standard deviation (which is
the most widely used statistical measurement
of variation about a mean). The greater the
forecast volatility, the greater the expected
future movement potential in the exchange
rate during the life of the option—i.e., the
higher the likelihood the option will move
“in-the-money,” and so, the greater the value
(and the cost) of the option, be it a put or a
call. (With zero volatility, the option should
cost nothing.)

Implied volatility is a critical factor in options
pricing. In trading options in the OTC interbank
market, dealers express their quotes and execute
their deals in terms of implied volatility. It is the
metric, or measuring rod—dealers think and
trade in terms of implied volatilities and make
their predictions in that framework, rather than in
terms of options prices expressed in units of a
currency (which can change for reasons other than
volatility changes—e.g., interest rates). It is easier
to compare the prices of different options, or
compare changes in market prices of an option
over time, by focusing on implied volatility and
quoting prices in terms of volatility. (For similar
reasons, traders in outright forwards deal in terms
of discounts and premiums from spot, rather than
in terms of actual forward exchange rates.)
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If market quotes and trades are to be
made in terms of implied volatilities (or vols),
all traders must use the same concept and
conventions for computing volatility, so that
they are all speaking the same language.
The technique used in the market is to solve
the Black-Scholes formula backwards—to
take the price of an option in the market
as given and calculate the volatility that is
implied by that market price. Traders use
this Black-Scholes-based computation of
implied volatility as a way of communicating
and understanding each other, even though
they know that it has certain limitations. For
example, they know (and take into account)
that the technique inherently incorporates
into the estimate of “implied volatility” all
sources of mispricing, data errors, effects of
bid-offer spreads, etc. They also know that the
calculation assumes that all of the rigorous
assumptions in the Black-Scholes theoretical
pricing model apply, whereas in the market in
which they are operating in the “real” world,
these assumptions may not all apply.
Delta. Another important parameter for
assessing options risk, also calculated from
the Black- Scholes equation, is the delta, which
measures how much the price of an option
changes with a small (e.g., one percent) change in
the value of the underlying currency.
Very importantly, the delta is also the hedge
ratio, because it tells an option writer or a
holder at any particular moment just how
much spot foreign exchange he must be long
or short to hedge an option position and
eliminate (at least for that moment) the spot
position risk.
Thus, if a trader sold a European call option
on marks/put option on dollars with the face
amount of $10 million, with the strike price

set at the forward rate (an “at-the-money
forward”), the chances at that moment are
about 50-50 that the option will rise in value
and at expiration be exercised, or fall in value
and at expiration be worthless. If the option at
that moment had a delta of 0.50, the trader
could hedge, or neutralize, his option risk
by taking an opposite spot position (purchase
of marks/sale of dollars) equal to 50 percent
of the option’s face amount, or $5 million.
This is called a “delta hedge.” (If the strike
price were “in-the-money,” the delta would be
between 0.50 and 1.00; if the strike price
were “out-of-the-money,” the delta would be
between 0 and 0.50. At expiration, delta ends
up either 0 (out-of-the-money and won’t be
exercised), or 1.00 (in the money and will
be exercised).
Most option traders routinely “delta hedge”
each option they purchase or write, buying or
selling in the spot or forward market an
amount that will fully hedge their initial
exchange rate risk. Subsequently, as the
exchange rate moves up or down, the option
dealer will consider whether to maintain a
neutral hedge by increasing or reducing this
initial position in the spot or forward market.
However, the delta, or hedge ratio, whether
it starts out at 0.50 or at some other number,
will change continually, not only with each
significant change in the exchange rate, but
also with changes in volatility, or changes in
interest rates, and, very importantly, delta will
change with the passage of time. An option
with a longer time to run is more valuable
than an option with a shorter time to run.
Thus, new calculations will continually be
required as conditions change, to determine
the new delta and the change in spot or
forward foreign exchange position needed to
maintain a neutral hedge position.
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DELTA HEDGING
Option dealers who are actively trading in the market usually enter into an initial hedge (delta
hedge) for each option each time they buy or write a put or a call.
Thus, if the delta is 0.50, the writer (seller) of a GBP 10 million call option might buy GBP 5
million spot and the buyer of the option sell GBP 5 million, as part of the option transaction.
At that point, both parties are hedged—the values of their option positions are exactly the
same as the values of their spot hedges, but in opposite directions. Thus, if the price of the
underlying currency moves up or down by a very small amount (say less than 1%), the option
writer (and the option buyer) will gain or lose from the value of his spot hedge position an
amount which would approximately offset the loss or gain in the value of the option.
However, the delta and the need for a spot hedge position change if the exchange rate changes
and the option moves “into” or “out of ” the money. If the price of the underlying currency moves
up, and the value of the call option moves up, the delta moves up to, say, 0.60, so that to stay fully
hedged the writer of the option has to buy more spot GBP, and the buyer of the option has to sell
more spot GBP.
Option dealers have to keep a very close eye on exchange rate movements and decide, with
each significant move up or down, whether to adjust delta hedges. In very choppy markets, it
can be very expensive to delta hedge every movement up or down. For example, if a dealer
wrote an option and the exchange rate bounced up and down (that is, had high volatility) so
that the delta moved numerous times during the life of the option between, say, 0.45 and 0.55,
the dealer could spend far more for hedging than for the premium that he received for writing
the option—and incur a large overall loss even though the option might end up “out-of-themoney” and not be exercised.
Whether the option would result in a net gain or net loss for the option writer, assuming every
exchange rate were delta hedged efficiently, would depend on whether the writer correctly forecast
the volatility of the underlying currency, and priced the option on the basis of that volatility.
If the actual volatility of the currency over the life of the option turned out to be exactly the
same as the volatility used in calculating the original premium, the delta hedge losses would (in
principle) equal the original premium received, and the option writer would break even. If actual
volatility turned out to be greater than forecast, the option writer would lose; if actual volatility
were less than forecast, the option writer would gain. (This is not a surprising outcome, since an
option is a bet on volatility—greater-than-anticipated volatility is beneficial to an option holder,
and harmful to an option writer; less-than-anticipated volatility is the other way around.)
Delta hedging is a very important feature of the currency options market. It allows an
important element of options risk to be transferred to the much larger and more liquid spot
market, and thus allows options traders to quote a much broader range of options, and to quote
narrower margins.
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◗ Put-Call Parity

“Put-call parity” says that the price of a European
put (or call) option can be deduced from the price
of a European call (or put) option on the same
currency, with the same strike price and
expiration.When the strike price is the same as the
forward rate (an “at-the-money” forward), the put
and the call will be equal in value.When the strike
price is not the same as the forward price, the
difference between the value of the put and the
value of the call will equal the difference in the
present values of the two currencies.
Arbitrage assures this result. If the “put-call
parity” relationship did not hold, it would pay to
create synthetic puts or calls and gain an arbitrage
profit. If, for example, an “at-the-money forward”
call option were priced in the market at more than
(rather than equal to) an “at-the-money forward”
put option for a particular currency,a synthetic call
option could be created at a cheaper price (by
buying a put at the lower price and buying a
forward at the market price). Other synthetics can
be produced by other combinations (e.g., buying a
call and selling a forward to produce a synthetic
put; buying a call and selling a put to create a
synthetic long forward; or selling a call and buying
a put to create a synthetic short forward).
The “put-call parity” is very useful to options
traders. If, for example, puts for a particular
currency are being traded,but there are no market
quotes for the corresponding call, traders can
deduce an approximate market price for the
corresponding call.
◗ How Currency Options are Traded

The OTC options market has become a 24-hour
market, much like the spot and forward markets,
and has developed its own practices and
conventions. Virtually all of the major foreign
exchange dealer institutions participate as market
makers and traders. They try to stay fully abreast

of developments, running global options books
that they may pass from one major center to
another every eight hours, moving in and out
of various positions in different markets as
opportunities arise. Some major dealers offer
options on large numbers of currency pairs (fifty
or more),and are flexible in tailoring amounts and
maturities (from same day to several years ahead).
They can provide a wide array of different
structures and features to meet customer wishes.
A professional in the OTC interbank options
market asking another professional for a quote
must specify more parameters than when
asking for, say, a spot quote. The currency
pair, the type of option, the strike price, the
expiration date, and the face amount must be
indicated. Dealers can do business with each
other directly, by telephone or (increasingly) via
electronic dealing system, which makes possible
a two-way recorded conversation on a computer
screen. Also, they can deal through an OTC
(voice) broker. Among these dealers and
brokers, quotes are presented in terms of the
implied volatility of the option being traded.
As in other foreign exchange markets, a
market maker is expected to give both a bid—
the volatility at which he is prepared to buy an
option of the specified features—and an offer—
the volatility at which he is prepared to sell such
an option.
For example, an interbank dealer, Jack from
Bank X, might contact a market maker, Jill from
Bank Z, identify himself and his institution and
ask for a quote:
◗ Jack: “Three month 50-delta dollar
put/yen call on 20 dollars, please.”
Jill: “14.50-15.”
◗ Jack: “Yours at 14.50.”
Jill: “Done. I buy European three-month
50-delta dollar put/yen call on 20 dollars.”
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After this commitment to the trade, details
(“deets”) would then be worked out and agreed
upon with respect to the exact expiration date,
the precise spot rate, the exact strike price, and
option premium. Customarily, in trades between
dealers, there would be an offsetting transaction
in spot or forward trade,in the opposite direction
to the option, to provide both parties with the
initial delta hedge.
Note that Jack and Jill specified both
currencies—“dollar put/yen call.” In foreign
exchange options, since a call allowing you to
buy yen for dollars at a certain price is also a put
allowing you to sell dollars for yen at that price,
it helps to avoid confusion if both formulations
are mentioned.
◗ Options Combinations and Strategies

Combinations of options are used among
the professionals for many purposes, including
taking directional views on currencies—anticipating that a particular currency will move up
or down—as well as taking volatility views
on currencies—anticipating that a particular
exchange rate will vary by more or by less than
the market expects. Among the options
combinations that are currently most widely used
by traders in the OTC market are the following:
◗ A straddle consists of one put and one call with
the same expiration date, face amount, and
strike price. The strike price is usually set at
the forward rate—or “at-the-money forward”
(ATMF)—where the delta is about 0.50. A long
straddle gains if there is higher than forecast
volatility, regardless of which of the two
currencies in the pair goes up and which goes
down—and any potential loss is limited to the
cost of the two premiums. By the same token, a
short straddle gains if there is less than expected
volatility, and the potential gain is limited to the
premiums. Thus, a trader buys volatility by

buying a straddle, and sells volatility by selling
a straddle. Straddles account for the largest
volume of transactions in interbank trading.
A strangle differs from a straddle in that it
consists of a put and a call at different strike
prices, both of which are “out-of-the-money,”
rather than “at-the-money.” Often the strike
prices are set at 0.25 delta. It is a less aggressive
position than the straddle—a long strangle
costs less to buy, but it requires a higher
volatility (relative to market expectations of
volatility) to be profitable.

◗

◗ A risk reversal is a directional play, rather than a
volatility play. A dealer exchanges an out-of-themoney (OTM) put for an OTM call (or vice versa)
with a counterparty. Since the OTM put and the
OTM call will usually be of different values, the
dealer pays or receives a premium for making the
exchange. The dealer will quote the implied
volatility differential at which he is prepared to a
make the exchange. If, for example, market
expectations that the dollar will fall sharply against
the Swiss franc are much greater than market
expectations that the dollar will rise sharply
against the Swiss franc, the dealer might quote the
price of dollar-swissie risk reversals as follows:
“For a three-month 0.25-delta risk reversal, 0.6 at
1.4 swissie calls over.” That means the dealer is
willing to pay a net premium of 0.6 vols (above the
current implied ATM volatility) to buy a 0.25-delta
OTM Swiss franc call and sell a 0.25-delta OTM
Swiss franc put against the dollar, and he wants
to earn a net premium of 1.4 vols (above the
current implied ATM premium) for the opposite
transaction. The holder of a risk reversal who has
sold an OTM put and bought an OTM call will gain
if the call is exercised, and he will lose if the put is
exercised—but unlike the holder of a long straddle
or long strangle (where the maximum loss is the
premium paid),on the put he has sold his potential
loss is unbounded.
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Profit
Loss

+ Straddle (Long)

5 - 4

Profit
Loss

+ Strangle (Long)

0

0

- Spot Exchange Rate at Expiration

-

Profit
Loss

+ Risk Reversal (Bullish)

0

Spot Exchange Rate at Expiration

-

Spot Exchange Rate at Expiration

Note: These figures show the payoff at expiration of various option combinations. The left hand panel shows the combination
of a purchased call and a purchased put, both at the same strike. The middle panel shows a purchased call and a purchased
put, where the strike price of the call is higher than the put's strike price. The right hand panel depicts a purchased call and
a sold put, where the call has a higher strike price.

B O X
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPTIONS GALORE
The array of foreign exchange options available in the OTC market to dealers and the broader
market of customers is almost endless, and new forms are being created all the time. Naturally,
the following list is not comprehensive.
◗ Multi-currency

options give the right to exchange one currency, say dollars, for one of a
number of foreign currencies at specified rates of exchange.

◗ Split fee options enable the purchaser to pay a premium up front, and a “back fee”in the future

to obtain the foreign currency if the exchange rate moves in favor of the option.
◗ Contingent options involve a payoff

that depends, not only on the exchange rate, but also on
such conditions as whether the firm buying the option obtains the contract for which it is
tendering, and for which the option was needed.

◗ There

are a large number of options with reduced or zero cash outlay up front—which is
made possible by combinations (buying one or more options and selling others) that result
in a small or zero net initial outlay. One example is the range forward or cylinder option, which
gives the buyer assurance that not more than an agreed maximum rate will be paid for
needed foreign currency, but requires that the buyer agree he will pay no less than a
stipulated (lower) minimum rate. Another example is the conditional forward, in which the
premium is paid in the future but only if the exchange rate is below a specified level. A third
example is the participating forward, in which the buyer is fully protected against a rise in the
exchange rate, but pays a proportion of any decrease in the exchange rate. Such options—
and there are any number of varieties—are popular since the buyer pays for his option by
providing another option, rather than by paying cash, giving the appearance (which can be
misleading) of cost-free protection, or the proverbial free lunch.
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◗ There is the all-or-nothing, or binary, option, where, if the exchange rate is beyond the strike

price at expiration, there is a fixed payout, and the amount is not affected by the magnitude
of the difference between the underlying and the strike price.
◗ There are various forms of path dependent options, in which the option’s value is determined,

not simply by the exchange rate at the expiration of the option, but partly or exclusively by
the path that the exchange rate took in arriving there. There are barrier options, in which, for
example, the option expires worthless if the exchange rate hits some pre-agreed level, or,
alternatively, in which the option pays off only if some pre-specified exchange rate is reached
prior to expiration. There are Bermuda options (somewhere between American and
European options) in which rights are exercisable on certain specified dates. There are Asian,
or average rate, options, which pay off at maturity on the difference between the strike price
and the average exchange rate over the life of the contract. There are look back options, or “no
regrets” options, which give the holder the retroactive right to buy (sell) the underlying at its
minimum (maximum) within the look back period. There are down-and-out options,
knock-out options, and kick-out options, that expire if the market price of the underlying
drops below a predetermined (out strike) price, and down-and-in options etc., that take
effect only if the underlying drops to a predetermined (in strike) price.
◗ Compound

options are options on options, and chooser options allow the holder to select
before a certain date whether the option will be a put or a call.

◗ There are non-deliverable currency options (as there are non-deliverable forwards) which do

not provide for physical delivery of the underlying currency when the option is exercised. If
exercised, the option seller pays the holder the “in the money” amount on the settlement date
in dollars or other agreed settlement currency.
◗ Other

permutations include models developed in-house by the major dealers to meet
individual customers’ needs, and any number of customized arrangements that attach or
embed options as part of more complex transactions.

F I G U R E

5 - 1

MAIN CONTRACTS IN THE U.S. FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET
CONTRACTS

DESCRIPTION

Over-the-Counter Instruments
A. Outright Contracts
1. Spot
Cash

Straightforward exchanges with various settlement dates
Settles two business days after deal date (or day 3)
except Canada
Settles on deal date (or day 1)

(continued on page 56)
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(continued from page 55)

MAIN CONTRACTS IN THE U.S. FOREIGN EXCHANGE MARKET
Value Tomorrow

Settles one business day after deal date (day 2)

2. Outright Forward

Settles on any pre-arranged date three or more business days
after deal date (day 4 or beyond)

B. FX Swap Contracts

Exchange of principal with subsequent re-exchange at
pre-agreed rate on pre-arranged date

◗ Short-Dated FX Swaps

Re-exchange in less than one month

1. Spot-Next

Arranged 2 days before spot value date; (or day 1); first leg
settles on spot value date (or day 3); second leg settles next
business day (or day 4)

2. Tom-Next

Arranged 1 day before spot value date; (or day 2); first leg
settles on spot date (or day 3) second leg settles following
business day (or day 4)

3. Spot-A-Week; (Spot-Two-Weeks)

Second leg settles same day one week later; (same day two
weeks later)

◗ Forward FX Swaps

Re-exchange in one month or longer

1. Spot-Forward

First leg settles on spot date; second leg on a “straight” or
standard forward date, e.g. 1, 2, 3, 6, 12 months

2. Odd-Date or Broken Date

First leg settles on spot date; second leg settles on a nonstraight later date

3. Forward-Forward

First leg usually on a standard forward contract date; second
leg a later standard forward contract date

4. Long Dates

First leg, spot date; second leg, a date beyond one year

C. Currency Swap Contracts

Initial exchange of principal (sometimes omitted), stream of
interest payments, with subsequent re-exchange of principal
on pre-arranged date

D. OTC Currency Option Contracts

Customized options; premium paid upfront; settlement two
business days after exercise

Exchange-Traded Contracts
A. Futures Contracts

Standardized quarterly or other maturity dates; initial and
maintenance margins with daily mark-to-market

B. Exchange-Traded Currency Options Contracts
1. Options on Spot (Philadelphia)

On exercise, settlement in currency

2. Options on Futures (Chicago)

On exercise, settlement in futures position in currency
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6

In addition to the instruments traded in the OTC market, the organized exchanges in
Chicago, Philadelphia, and New York trade currency futures, and options on foreign
currencies and on currency futures (Figure 6-1). This chapter describes exchange-traded
futures and options.

1. EXCHANGE-TRADED FUTURES
In the U.S. exchanges, a foreign exchange futures
contract is an agreement between two parties to
buy/sell a particular (non-U.S. dollar) currency
at a particular price on a particular future date,
as specified in a standardized contract common
to all participants in that currency futures
exchange. (See Box 6-1 on the evolution of
foreign exchange futures.) When entering into a
foreign exchange futures contract, no one is
actually buying or selling anything—the
participants are agreeing to buy or sell
currencies on pre-agreed terms at a specified
future date if the contract is allowed to reach
maturity, which it rarely does.
A foreign exchange futures contract is
conceptually similar to an outright forward
foreign exchange contract, in that both are
agreements to buy or sell a certain amount of a
certain currency for another at a certain price on
a certain date. However, there are important
structural and institutional differences between
the two instruments:
◗ Futures contracts are traded through
public “open outcry” in organized, centralized
exchanges that are regulated in the United States
by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission.
In contrast,forward contracts are traded “over-thecounter” in a market that is geographically
dispersed, largely self-regulated, and subject to the

ordinary laws of commercial contracts and
taxation.
◗ Futures contracts are standardized in terms of
the currencies that can be traded, the amounts,
and maturity dates, and they are subject to the
trading rules of the exchange with respect to
daily price limits, etc. Forward contracts can be
customized to meet particular customer needs.
◗ Futures contracts are “marked to market” and

adjusted daily; there are initial and maintenance
margins and daily cash settlements. Forward
contracts do not require any cash payment until
maturity (although a bank writing a forward
contract may require collateral). Thus, a futures
contract can be viewed as a portfolio or series of
forwards, each covering a day or a longer period
between cash settlements.
◗ Futures contracts are netted through the
clearinghouse of the exchange, which receives
the margin payments and guarantees the
performance of both the buyer and the seller in
every contract. Forward contracts are made
directly between the two parties, with no
clearinghouse between them.

The differences between the two instruments
are very important. The fact that futures contracts
are channeled through a clearinghouse and
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EXCHANGES IN THE UNITED STATES TRADING FX FUTURES & OPTIONS
(Note-this table lists the FX futures and options contracts traded on the U.S. exchanges before the introduction of the
euro in 1999. A number of the contracts will be changed when the euro is a traded currency).
Exchange
and
Contract

Face Value
of
Contract

1994 Volume
of
Contracts (000)

Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME)
Futures:
Japanese Yen
Deutsche Mark
DEM Rolling Spot
French Franc
Pound Sterling
Pound Sterling
Rolling Spot
Canadian Dollar
Australian Dollar
Swiss Franc
Cross Rate DEM
Japanese Yen

¥12,500,000
DEM125,000
$250,000
FRF500,000
£62,500

6,613
10,956
127
49
3,523

$250,500
CAN$100,000
$A100,000
SwF125,000
DEM125,000 x
DEM/¥ Crossrate

—
1,740
355
5,217

(Same as Futures)
(Same as Futures)
(Same as Futures)
(Same as Futures)
(Same as Futures)

2,946
4,794
—
1
920

(Same as Futures)
(Same as Futures)
(Same as Futures)
(Same as Futures)
(Same as Futures)

—
186
8
768
—

—

Options on Futures:
Yen Futures
DEM Futures
DEM Rolling Spot Futures
FR Franc Futures
Pound Sterling
Pound Sterling
Rolling Spot Futures
Can. Dollar Futures
Australian Dollar Futures
Swiss Franc Futures
Cross Rate DEM/Yen Futures

Philadelphia Board of Trade
Futures:
Australian Dollar
Canadian Dollar
Deutsche Mark
ECU
French Franc
Japanese Yen
Pound Sterling
Swiss Franc

42
$A100,000
CAN$100,000
DEM125,000
ECU125,000
F500,000
¥12,500,000
£62,500
CHF125,000
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Exchange
and
Contract

Face Value
of
Contract

1994 Volume
of
Contracts (000)

Philadelphia Stock Exchange (PHLX)
Options:
Japanese Yen
Deutsche Mark
French Franc
Pound Sterling
Canadian Dollar
Australian Dollar
Swiss Franc
ECU
Cross Rate £/DEM
Cross Rate DEM/¥
Cash Settled DEM
Customized Currency
(Var. Underlying Currencies)

¥6,250,000
DEM62,500
FR250,000
£31,250
CAN$50,000
$A50,000
CHF62,500
ECU62,500
£31,250
DEM62,500
DEM62,500

999
3,445
4,508
411
158
7
428
20
28
33
43
7

New York Board of Trade (FINEX Div.)
Futures:
U.S. Dollar Index
ECU
U.S. Dollar/DEM
Cross Rate DEM/Yen
Cross Rate DEM/F.Franc
Cross Rate DEM/It.Lira
Cross Rate £/DEM

$1,000 x Index
ECU100,000
DEM125,000
DEM125,000
DEM500,000
DEM25,000
£125,000

558
Not Traded
30
31
10
4
12

$1,000 x Index
ECU100,000

42
Not Traded

Options:
U.S. Dollar Index
Options on ECU Futures

Mid-America Commodity Exchange (MIDAM)
Futures:
Japanese Yen
Deutsche Mark
Pound Sterling
Canadian Dollar
Swiss Franc

£6,250,000
DEM62,500
£12,500
CAN$50,000
CHF62,500

68
11
66
10
65

Source: International Capital Markets, Developments, Prospects, and Policy Issues. International Monetary Fund. Washington, D.C.
August 1995, pp. 192-201.
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DEVELOPMENT OF FOREIGN CURRENCY FUTURES
Foreign exchange futures—and financial futures generally—were introduced by the International
Monetary Market (IMM) of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange in 1972,at the time of the breakdown of
the Bretton Woods system of par value exchange rates. Prior to that time, there were organized
exchange markets only for commodity futures, which first developed in the mid-1800s in the United
States for trading in agricultural commodities such as wheat and pork bellies, imported foodstuffs
such as coffee and cocoa, and industrial commodities such as copper and oil.
The IMM moved to apply the same organizational and trading techniques used in the commodity
markets to a range of financial instruments,including foreign currency futures.This approach spread
to other exchanges in the United States and abroad. A number of financial futures contracts are now
traded, not only for currencies, but also for stock indexes and interest rates. In foreign exchange, the
futures market now provides an alternative channel through which individual investors and
businesses can take positions in foreign currencies for hedging or speculating.
In addition to the IMM of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the exchanges in the United States
that trade foreign exchange futures are the Mid-America Commodity Exchange, which is a
subsidiary of the Chicago Board of Trade; the Financial Instrument Exchange (Finex), which is a
subsidiary of the New York Board of Trade (formerly Cotton Exchange); and the Philadelphia
Board of Trade. In the United States, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) has
jurisdiction over futures contracts, including foreign exchange futures.
The system of trading in futures markets is not greatly different from the practices introduced
in the United States in the middle of the last century. There is a designated location (a “pit”) where
a large number of traders (“locals” who buy and sell for themselves, and “pit brokers” who also
execute trades for others) communicate, often by hand signals, and complete their deals
according to established rules, with all bids and offers announced publicly. Some new practices
have been introduced. An “exchange for physicals” (EFP) market provides for trading futures
contracts outside exchange hours, with prices for foreign exchange futures determined by interest
parity from the spot market, which trades on a 24- hour day basis. Also, the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange, working with others, has developed a system called “Globex” to provide for trading
futures contracts when a futures exchange is closed.

“marked to market” daily means that credit risk
is reduced. The fact that the clearinghouse is
guaranteeing the performance of both sides also
means that a contract can be canceled (or “killed”)
simply by buying a second contract that reverses
the first and nets out the position. Thus, there is a
good “secondary market.” In a forward contract, if
a holder wanted to close or reverse a position,there

would have to be a second contract, and if the
second contract is arranged with a different
counterparty from the first, there would be two
contracts and two counterparties, with credit risk
on both.
Because of the differences in the two
markets, it is not hard to understand why the
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two markets are used differently. Futures
contracts seldom go to maturity—less than
two percent result in delivery—and are
widely used for purposes of financial hedging
and speculation. The ease of liquidating
positions in the futures market makes a
futures contract attractive for those purposes.
The high degree of standardization in the
futures market means that traders need only
discuss the number of contracts and the price,
and transactions can be arranged quickly
and efficiently.
Forward contracts are generally intended
for delivery, and many market participants
may need more flexibility in setting delivery
dates than is provided by the foreign exchange
futures market, with its standard quarterly
delivery dates and its one-year maximum
maturity. Transactions are typically for
much larger amounts in the forward market
—millions, sometimes many millions, of
dollars—while most standardized futures
contracts are each set at about $100,000 or
less, though a single market participant can
buy or sell multiple contracts, up to a limit
imposed by the exchange. Also, forward
contracts are not limited to the relatively
small number of currencies traded on the
futures exchanges.
The foreign currency futures market provides,
to some extent, an alternative to the OTC forward
market, but it also complements that market. Like
the forward market, the currency futures market
provides a mechanism whereby users can alter
portfolio positions other than through the
alternative of the cash or spot market. It can
accommodate both short and long positions,and it
can be used on a highly leveraged basis for both
hedging and speculation. It thus facilitates the
transfer of risk—from hedgers to speculators, or
from speculators to other speculators.

In addition, the foreign currency futures
market contributes to the “information” and
the “price discovery” functions of markets—
although the contribution may be moderate in
the case of foreign exchange, since the
estimated total turnover of currency futures
markets is far below that of the market in
outright forwards.
As in the case of forwards, prices in the
foreign currency futures market are related to
the spot market by interest rate parity. The
theoretical price of a forward contract will
be the spot exchange rate plus or minus the
net cost of financing (the cost of carry), which
is determined by the interest rate differential
between the two currencies. In the case of
futures, where there are margin requirements,
daily marking to market, and different transactions costs, the price should presumably reflect
those differences. In practice, however, the
market prices of forwards and futures seem not
to diverge very much for relatively short-term
contracts.
◗ Quotes for Foreign Currency Futures

Figure 6-2 reports data from The New York
Times, showing the foreign currency futures
quotes on April 27, 1998—an arbitrarily
chosen date—for contracts trading on the
International Money Market (IMM) of the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange; including the
Japanese yen, the Deutsche mark, the
Canadian dollar, the British pound, and the
Swiss franc. (With the introduction of the
euro in 1999, a number of the contracts will be
changed.) Contracts for each currency are of a
standard size—e.g., for the pound sterling the
face amount is £62,500; for the Deutsche mark
it is DEM 125,000. There are trading rules—
for example, there is a minimum allowable
price move between trades, and a maximum
allowable price movement in a day. The
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delivery dates fall on the third Wednesday
of the months of March, June, September,
and December. The longest maturity is for
one year.
Note that the futures exchange rates of all
of the contracts are quoted in terms of the
value of the foreign currency as measured in
U.S. dollars, and premiums are quoted in U.S.
cents per mark or pound—that is, in “direct”
or “American” terms. This technique is
consistent with long-standing practice in
commodity exchanges for quoting futures
contracts for agricultural and industrial
products. But it differs from conventions in
other parts of the exchange market—a Swiss
franc forward would be priced at, say,
“1.6000” (in CHF per dollar) while a Swiss
franc future would be priced at the
reciprocal, or “0.6250” (in dollars per CHF).
Copyright © 1998 by the New York Times Co. Reprinted
by permission.

2. EXCHANGE-TRADED CURRENCY OPTIONS
Exchange-traded currency options, like
exchange-traded futures, utilize standardized
contracts—with respect to the amount of the
underlying currency, the exercise price, and the
expiration date. Transactions are cleared
through the clearinghouses of the exchanges on
which they are traded, and the clearinghouses
guarantee each party against default of the
other. The option buyer—who has no further
financial obligation after he has paid the
premium—is not required to make margin
payments. The option writer—who has all of
the financial risk—is required to put up initial
margin and to make additional (maintenance)
margin payments if the market price moves
adversely to his position.

In the United States, exchange-traded
foreign exchange options were introduced in
1982. Options on foreign currencies presently
are traded on the Philadelphia Stock Exchange
(PHLX) and the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(CME). Options on a U.S. dollar index and on
the ECU are traded on Finex, the financial
division of the New York Cotton Exchange.
The Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) has jurisdiction over options on foreign
currencies traded on national securities
exchanges, while the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFTC) regulates options
on foreign currency futures and options on
foreign currencies traded on exchanges that
are not securities exchanges. Abroad, options
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on foreign exchange are traded in various
centers, including Singapore, Amsterdam,
Paris, and Brussels.
The PHLX trades options contracts on spot
foreign exchange for the Deutsche mark,
Japanese yen, British pound, Australian dollar,
Canadian dollar, French franc, Swiss franc, and
ECU. (As with futures contracts, several of the
options contracts will be changed when the euro
is introduced.) The amounts of the foreign
currencies per contract are set at one-half those
in IMM futures contracts (e.g., a PHLX option
contract on DEM is set at DEM 62,500 spot, or
one-half of the IMM futures contract on DEM,
which is DEM 125,000). Similarly, the expiration
dates generally correspond to the March, June,
September, and December maturity dates on
IMM foreign exchange futures. The PHLX
trades both American- and European-style
options.

The CME trades options on the same eight
currencies as the PHLX, but trades options on
futures, rather than on spot, or cash. That is to say,
at the CME a buyer can purchase a contract that
provides the right, but not the obligation, for
example,to go long on an exchange-traded foreign
exchange futures contract at a strike price stated in
terms of a different currency. If an option on
foreign currency futures is exercised, any profit
can be immediately recognized by closing out
the futures position through an offsetting
transaction.
All CME options on foreign exchange futures
are American style—exercisable on or before the
maturity date. These CME options contracts are
the same size as IMM futures standardized
contracts—each CME option represents the right
to go long or short a single IMM foreign exchange
futures contract. Figure 6-3 shows the quotes for
call and put options on April 27, 1998.

3. LINKAGES
It is important to note how all of the main
foreign exchange instruments described in
Chapters 5 and 6 are linked to each other,
creating a comprehensive network within
which the forces of arbitrage can induce
B O X

consistent rate relationships and pooled
liquidity, which can benefit the various
sectors of the market.
◗ These linkages are summarized in Box 6-2.

6 - 2

LINKAGES BETWEEN MAIN FOREIGN EXCHANGE INSTRUMENTS IN BOTH OTC AND
EXCHANGE-TRADED MARKETS
◗ SPOT

(settled two days after deal date, or T+2) = Benchmark price of a unit of the base
currency expressed in a variable amount of the terms currency.

◗ Pre-Spot: VALUE TOMORROW (settled one day after deal date, or T+1) = Price based on spot

rate adjusted for the value for one day of the interest rate differential between the two
currencies. (Higher interest rate currency trades at a premium from spot.)

(continued on page 66)
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◗ Pre-Spot: CASH (settled on deal date, or T+0) =

Price based on spot rate adjusted for the value for
two days of the interest rate differential between
the two currencies. (Higher interest rate
currency trades at a premium from spot.)
◗ OUTRIGHT

FORWARD = Price based on spot
rate adjusted for the value of the interest rate
differential between the two currencies for the
number of days of the forward. (Higher interest
rate currency trades at a forward discount
from spot.)

◗ FX

SWAP = One spot transaction plus one
outright forward transaction for a given
amount of the base currency, going in
opposite directions, or else two outright
forward transactions for a given amount of the
base currency, with different maturity dates,
going in opposite directions.

◗ CURRENCY

FUTURES = Conceptually, a
series of outright forwards, one covering each
period from one day’s marking to market and
cash settlement to the next.

◗ CURRENCY SWAP = An exchange of

principal
in two different currencies at the beginning of
the contract (sometimes omitted) and a reexchange of same amount at the end; plus an
exchange of two streams of interest payments
covering each interest payment period, which is
conceptually a series of outright forwards, one
covering each interest payment period.

◗ CURRENCY OPTION = A one-way bet on the

forward rate, at a price (premium) reflecting
the market’s forecast of the volatility of that
rate. A synthetic forward position can be
produced from a combination of options, and
a package of options can be replicated by
taking apart a forward.

Copyright © 1998 by the New York Times Co. Reprinted by permission.
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In the discussion below, the focus is narrowed from the foreign exchange market as a
whole to how a dealer institution operates within the market.

In the United States, each of the 93 institutions
regarded as active dealers—the 82 commercial
banks and 11 investment banks and other
institutions surveyed by the Federal Reserve—is
an important participant in the foreign exchange
market. But there are major differences in the size,
scope, and focus of their foreign exchange
activities.Some are market makers; others are not.
Some engage in a wide range of operations
covering all areas of foreign exchange trading;
others concentrate on particular niches or
currencies. They vary in the extent and the nature
of the trading they undertake for customers and
for their own accounts.

The bulk of foreign exchange turnover is
handled by a small number of the 93 active
dealers. Ten institutions—about 11 percent
of the total—account for 51 percent of foreign
exchange turnover in the United States. In other
countries, there is comparable concentration. In
the U.K. market, the market share of the top ten
institutions also was 50 percent.
The very largest dealers in the United
States compete with each other, and there are
major changes in rankings over time. Only six
of the top ten firms in 1995 remained in the
top 10 in 1998.

1. TRADING ROOM SETUP
In appearance, the trading rooms of many major
dealer institutions are similar in many respects.
All have rows of screens, computers, telephones,
dedicated lines to customers and to brokers,
electronic dealing and brokering systems, news
services, analytic and informational sources,
and other communications equipment. All
have various traders specializing in individual
currencies and cross-currencies, in spot,
forwards, swaps, and options; their specialists in
offshore deposit markets and various bond
markets; and their marketing groups. There are
funds managers and those responsible for
proprietary transactions using the dealer’s own
funds. All have their affiliated “back offices”—
not necessarily located nearby—where separate

staffs confirm transactions consummated by
the traders and execute the financial payments
and receipts associated with clearance and
settlement. Increasingly, there are “mid-office”
personnel, checking on the validity of valuations
used by the traders and other matters of
risk management.
The equipment and the technology
are critical and expensive. For a bank
with substantial trading activity, which can
mean hundreds of individual traders and
work stations to equip, a full renovation can
cost many, many millions of dollars. And
that equipment may not last long—with
technology advancing rapidly, the state of
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the art gallops ahead, and technology
becomes obsolete in a very few years. But in a
business so dependent on timing, there is a
willingness to pay for something new that
promises information that is distributed faster
or presented more effectively, as well as for
better communications, improved analytical
capability, and more reliable systems with
better back-up. These costs can represent a
significant share of trading revenue.
Each of the market-making institutions uses
its facilities in its own way. All will consider it
essential to have the most complete and most
current information and the latest technology. But
profits will depend, not just on having it, but on
how that information and technology are used.
Each institution will have its own business plan,
strategy, approach, and objectives. Institutions
will differ in scale of operations, segments of the
market on which they wish to concentrate, target
customers, style, and tolerance for risk.
The basic objectives and policy with
respect to foreign exchange trading are set by

senior management. They must decide
which services the foreign exchange trading
function will provide and how it will provide
those services—often as part of a worldwide
operation—in light of the bank’s financial
and human resources and its attitude
toward risk. The senior management must
determine, in short, the bank’s fundamental
business strategy—which includes, among
other things, the emphasis to be placed on
customer relationships and service vis-a-vis
the bank’s trading for its own account—and
how that strategy will deal with changing
market conditions and other factors.
The trading rooms are the trenches where the
battle is joined, where each trader confronts the
market,customers,competitors,and other players,
and where each institution plays out its
fundamental business strategy and sees it succeed
or fail.A winning strategy and a sound battle plan
are essential, and teamwork—with each trader
being aware of the actions of others in the group
and of developments in related markets—is of
enormous importance to success.

2. THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF TRADING FUNCTIONS OF A DEALER INSTITUTION
A dealer bank or other institution is likely to be
undertaking various kinds of foreign exchange
trading—making markets, servicing customers,
arranging proprietary transactions—and the
emphasis on each will vary among institutions.
Market making is basic to foreign exchange
trading in the OTC market. The willingness of
market makers to quote both bids and offers for
particular currencies, to take the opposite side
to either buyers or sellers of the currency,

facilitates trading and contributes to liquidity
and price stability, and is considered important
to the smooth and effective functioning of the
market. An institution may choose to serve as a
market maker purely because of the profits it
believes it can earn on the spreads between
buying and selling prices. But it may also see
advantages in that the market-making function
can broaden in an important way the range of
banking services that the institution can offer to
clients. In addition, it can give the market-
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making institution access to both market
information and market liquidity that are
valuable in its other activities.
Much of the activity in trading rooms
is focused on marketing services and
maintaining customer relationships. Customers
may include treasurers of corporations and
financial institutions; managers of investment
funds, pension funds, and hedge funds, and
high net worth individuals. A major activity of
dealer institutions is managing customer
business, including giving advice, suggesting
strategies and ideas, and helping to carry out
transactions and approaches that a particular
customer may wish to undertake.
Dealers also trade foreign exchange as part
of the bank’s proprietary trading activities,
where the firm’s own capital is put at risk on
various strategies. Whereas market making is
usually reacting or responding to other people’s
requests for quotes, proprietary trading is
proactive and involves taking an initiative.

Market making tends to be short-term and
high volume, with traders focusing on earning
a small spread from each transaction (or at
least from most transactions)—with positiontaking limited mainly to the management of
working balances and reflecting views on
very short-term forces and rate movements.
A proprietary trader, on the other hand,
is looking for a larger profit margin—in
percentage points rather than basis points—
based on a directional view about a currency,
volatility, an interest rate that is about to
change, a trend, or a major policy move—in
fact, any strategic view about an opportunity, a
vulnerability, or a mispricing in a market
rate. Some dealers institutions—banks and
otherwise—put sizeable amounts of their
own capital at risk for extended periods in
proprietary trading, and devote considerable
resources to acquiring the risk analysis systems
and other equipment and personnel to assist in
developing and implementing such strategies.
Others are much more limited in their
proprietary trading.

3. TRADING AMONG MAJOR DEALERS—DEALING DIRECTLY AND THROUGH BROKERS
Dealer institutions trade with each other in two
basic ways—direct dealing and through the
brokers market. The mechanics of the two
approaches are quite different, and both have
been changed by technological advances in
recent years.
◗ Mechanics of Direct Dealing

Each of the major market makers shows a
running list of its main bid and offer rates—
that is, the prices at which it will buy and sell the
major currencies, spot and forward—and those
rates are displayed to all market participants on

their computer screens. The dealer shows his
prices for the base currency expressed in
amounts of the terms currency. Both dollar rates
and cross-rates are shown.Although the screens
are updated regularly throughout the day, the
rates are only indicative—to get a firm price, a
trader or customer must contact the bank
directly. In very active markets, quotes displayed
on the screen can fail to keep up with actual
market quotes. Also, the rates on the screen are
typically those available to the largest customers
and major players in the interbank market for
the substantial amounts that the interbank
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market normally trades, while other customers
may be given less advantageous rates.
A trader can contact a market maker to ask
for a two-way quote for a particular currency.
Until the mid-1980s, the contact was almost
always by telephone—over dedicated lines
connecting the major institutions with each
other—or by telex. But electronic dealing
systems are now commonly used—computers
through which traders can communicate with
each other, on a bilateral, or one-to-one basis, on
screens, and make and record any deals that
may be agreed upon. These electronic dealing
systems now account for a very large portion of
the direct dealing among dealers.
As an example of direct dealing, if trader
Mike were asking market maker Hans to give
quotes for buying and selling $10 million for
Swiss francs, Mike could contact Hans by
electronic dealing system or by telephone and
ask rates on “spot dollar-swissie on ten dollars.”
Hans might respond that “dollar-swissie is
1.4585-90;”or maybe “85-90 on 5,” but more likely,
just “85-90,” if it can be assumed that the “big
figure” (that is, 1.45) is understood and taken for
granted. In any case, it means that Hans is willing
to buy $10 million at the rate of CHF 1.4585 per
dollar, and sell $10 million at the rate of CHF
1.4590 per dollar. Hans will provide his quotes
within a few seconds and Mike will respond within
a few seconds. In a fast-moving market, unless he
responds promptly—in a matter of seconds—the
market maker cannot be held to the quote he has
presented. Also, the market maker can change or
withdraw his quote at any time, provided he says
“change” or “off ” before his quote has been
accepted by the counterparty.
It can all happen very quickly. Several
conversations can be handled simultaneously on

the dealing systems, and it is possible to
complete a number of deals within a few
minutes. When he hears the quotes, Mike will
either buy, sell, or pass—there is no negotiation
of the rate between the two traders. If Mike
wants to buy $10 million at the rate of CHF
1.4590 per dollar (i.e., accept Hans’ offer price),
Mike will say “Mine” or “I buy” or some similar
phrase. Hans will respond by saying something
like “Done—I sell you ten dollars at 1.4590.”
Mike might finish up with “Agreed—so long.”
Each trader then completes a “ticket” with the
name and amount of the base currency, whether
bought or sold, the name and city of the
counterparty, the term currency name and
amount, and other relevant information. The two
tickets, formerly written on paper but now
usually produced electronically, are promptly
transmitted to the two “back offices” for
confirmation and payment. For the two traders, it
is one more deal completed, one of 200-300 each
might complete that day. But each completed deal
will affect the dealer’s own limits, his bank’s
currency exposure, and perhaps his approach
and quotes on the next deal.
The spread between the bid and offer price in
this example is 5 basis points in CHF per dollar, or
about three one-hundredths of one percent of the
dollar value. The size of the spread will, other
things being equal, tend to be comparable among
currencies on a percentage basis, but larger in
absolute numbers the lower the value of the
currency unit—i.e., the spread in the dollar-lira
rate will tend to be wider in absolute number (of
lire) than the spread in dollar-swissie, since the
dollar sells for a larger absolute number of lire than
of Swiss francs.The width of the spread can also be
affected by a large number of other factors—the
amount of liquidity in the market, the size of the
transaction,the number of players,the time of day,
the volatility of market conditions,the trader’s own
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position in that currency, and so forth. In the
United States, spreads tend to be narrowest in the
New York morning-Europe afternoon period,
when the biggest markets are open and activity is
heaviest, and widest in the late New York
afternoon, when European and most large Asian
markets are closed.

quote for only one side of the market rather than
for both sides.Also, a trader who is asking to see
a quote may have the choice, not only to hit the
bid or to take (or lift) the offer, but also to join
either the bid or the offer in the brokers market,
or to improve either the bid or the offer then
being quoted in the brokers market.

◗ Mechanics of Trading Through Brokers: Voice

At the time a trade is made through a broker,
the trader does not know the name of the
counterparty. Subsequently, credit limits are
checked, and it may turn out that one dealer bank
must refuse a counterparty name because of
credit limitations. In that event, the broker will
seek to arrange a name-switch—i.e., look for a
mutually acceptable bank to act as intermediary
between the two original counterparties. The
broker should not act as principal.

Brokers and Electronic Brokering Systems

The traditional role of a broker is to act as a gobetween in foreign exchange deals, both within
countries and across borders. Until the 1990s, all
brokering in the OTC foreign exchange market
was handled by what are now called live or voice
brokers.
Communications with voice brokers are almost
entirely via dedicated telephone lines between
brokers and client banks. The broker’s activity in a
particular currency is usually broadcast over open
speakers in the client banks, so that everyone can
hear the rates being quoted and the prices being
agreed to, although not specific amounts or the
names of the parties involved.
A live broker will maintain close contact with
many banks, and keep well informed about the
prices individual institutions will quote, as well as
the depth of the market, the latest rates where
business was done, and other matters. When a
customer calls, the broker will give the best price
available (highest bid if the customer wants to sell
and lowest offer if he wants to buy) among the
quotes on both sides that he or she has been given
by a broad selection of other client banks.
In direct dealing, when a trader calls a
market maker, the market maker quotes a twoway price and the trader accepts the bid or
accepts the offer or passes. In the voice brokers
market, the dealers have additional alternatives.
Thus, with a broker, a market maker can make a

Beginning in 1992, electronic brokerage systems
(or automated order-matching systems) have been
introduced into the OTC spot market and have
gained a large share of some parts of that market.
In these systems, trading is carried out through a
network of linked computer terminals among the
participating users.To use the system,a trader will
key an order into his terminal, indicating the
amount of a currency,the price,and an instruction
to buy or sell. If the order can be filled from other
orders outstanding, and it is the best price
available in the system from counterparties
acceptable to that trader’s institution, the deal will
be made. A large order may be matched with
several small orders.
If a new order cannot be matched with
outstanding orders, the new order will be entered
into the system, and participants in the system
from other banks will have access to it. Another
player may accept the order by pressing a “buy” or
“sell” button and a transmit button. There are
other buttons to press for withdrawing orders and
other actions.
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Electronic brokering systems now handle a
substantial share of trading activity. These
systems are especially widely used for small
transactions (less than $10 million) in the spot
market for the most widely traded currency
pairs—but they are used increasingly for
larger transactions and in markets other than
spot. The introduction of these systems has
resulted in greater price transparency and
increased efficiency for an important segment
of the market. Quotes on these smaller
transactions are fed continuously through the
electronic brokering systems and are available
to all participating institutions, large and
small, which tends to keep broadcast spreads
of major market makers very tight. At the
same time electronic brokering can reduce
incentives for dealers to provide two-way
liquidity for other market participants. With
traders using quotes from electronic brokers
as the basis for prices to customers and other
dealers, there may be less propensity to act as
market maker. Large market makers report
that they have reduced levels of first-line
liquidity. If they need to execute a trade in a
single sizeable amount, there may be fewer
reciprocal counterparties to call on. Thus,
market liquidity may be affected in various
ways by electronic broking.
Proponents of electronic broking also claim
there are benefits from the certainty and clarity of
trade execution. For one thing there are clear audit
trails, providing back offices with information
enabling them to act quickly to reconcile trades or
settle differences. Secondly, the electronic systems
will match orders only between counterparties
that have available credit lines with each other.
This avoids the problem sometimes faced by
voice brokers when a dealer cannot accept a
counterparty he has been matched with, in which
case the voice broker will need to arrange a “credit
switch,” and wash the credit risk by finding an

acceptable institution to act as intermediary.
Further, there is greater certainty about the posted
price and greater certainty that it can be traded on.
Disputes can arise between voice brokers and
traders when, for example, several dealers call
in simultaneously to hit a given quote. These
uncertainties are removed in an electronic process.
But electronic broking does not eliminate all
conflicts between banks. For example, since
dealers typically type into the machine the last two
decimal points (pips) of a currency quote, unless
they pay close attention to the full display of the
quote, they may be caught unaware when the “big
figure”of a currency price has changed.
With the growth of electronic broking,
voice brokers and other intermediaries have
responded to the competitive pressures. Voice
brokers have emphasized newer products and
improved technology. London brokers have
introduced a new automated confirmation
system, designed to bring quick confirmations
and sound audit trails. Others have emphasized
newer products and improved technology. There
have also been moves to focus on newer markets
and market segments.
The two basic channels, direct dealing
and brokers—either voice brokers or electronic
broking systems—are complementary techniques, and dealers use them in tandem. A
trader will use the method that seems better in
the circumstances, and will take advantage of
any opportunities that an approach may present
at any particular time. The decision on whether
to pay a fee and engage a broker will depend on
a variety of factors related to the size of the
order, the currency being traded, the condition
of the market, the time available for the trade,
whether the trader wishes to be seen in the
market (through direct dealing) or wants to
operate more discreetly (through brokers), and
other considerations.
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The 1998 Federal Reserve turnover survey
indicated that brokers handled 41 percent of
spot transactions, and a substantially smaller
percentage of outright forwards and FX swaps.
Altogether, 24 percent of total U.S. foreign

exchange activity in the three traditional markets
was handled by brokers. In the brokers market,
57 percent of turnover is now conducted through
automated order-matching systems, or electronic
brokering, compared with 18 percent in 1995.

4. OPERATIONS OF A FOREIGN EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT
Typically the foreign exchange department of a
bank will meet each morning, before trading
starts, review overnight developments, receive
reports from branches and affiliated outlets in
markets that opened earlier, check outstanding
orders from customers, discuss their views
toward the market and the various currencies,
and plan their approaches for the day.As market
events unfold, they may have to adapt their view
and modify their approach, and the decisions on
whether, when, and how to do so can make the
difference between success and failure.
Each institution has its own decision-making
structure based on its own needs and resources.A
chief dealer supervises the activities of individual
traders and has primary responsibility for hiring
and training new personnel. The chief dealer
typically reports to a senior officer responsible for
the bank’s international asset and liability area,
which includes, not only foreign exchange trading,
but also Eurodollar and other offshore deposit
markets, as well as derivatives activities intimately
tied to foreign exchange trading. Reporting to the
chief dealer are a number of traders specializing in
one or more currencies. The most actively traded
currencies are handled by the more senior traders,
often assisted by a junior person who may also
handle a less actively traded currency. But the
actions of any trader, regardless of rank, commit
the bank’s funds.All need to be on their toes. Even
a day trader whose objective may be simply to buy
at his bid price and sell at his offer is in a better

position to succeed if he is well informed, and can
read the market well, see where rates may be
headed,and understand the forces at play.He must
have a clear understanding of his currency
position, his day’s net profit or loss, and whether
and by how much to shade his quotes in one
direction or the other.
Many senior traders have broad responsibility
for the currencies they trade—quoting prices to
customers and other dealers, dealing directly and
with the brokers market, balancing daily payments and receipts by arranging swaps and other
transactions, and informing and advising
customers. They may have certain authority to
take a view on short-term exchange rate and
interest rate movements, resulting in a short or
long position within authorized limits. The chief
dealer is ultimately responsible for the profit or
loss of the operation, and for ensuring that
management limits to control risk are fully
observed.
Most large market-making institutions have
“customer dealers”or “marketers”in direct contact
with corporations and other clients, advising
customers on strategy and carrying out their
instructions. This allows individual traders in
spot, forwards, and other instruments to
concentrate on making prices and managing
positions. If the client deals, the marketer must
make sure that all of the various traders involved
in the transactions are informed of the particulars.
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When a customer asks a market-making
institution for the rates at which it is willing to
buy and sell a particular currency, the response
will be based on a number of factors.In deciding
what bid and offer prices to quote, the trader
takes into account the current quotations in the
market, the rates at which the brokers are
transacting business, the latest trends and
expectations, whether the bank is long or short
the currency in question, and views about where
rates are headed. The trader is expected to be
knowledgeable about both “fundamental”
analysis (broad macroeconomic and financial
trends underlying the supply and demand
conditions for currencies that are being traded)
and “technical” analysis (charts showing price
patterns and volume trends). The trader also
should be aware of the latest economic news,
political developments, predictions of experts,
and the technical position of the various
currencies in the market. In bid and offer price
quotes, the trader also may be influenced by the
size of the trade—on the one hand, a small
trade may call for a less favorable rate to cover
fixed costs; on the other hand, a large trade may
be much more difficult to offset.
When making quotes on outright forwards
and FX swaps, in addition to understanding all
the factors that may be influencing the spot rate,
the trader must know the interbank swap rates
for the currency in question—since the swap
rate will reflect the interest rate differential
between the two currencies being traded, and is
the critical factor in determining the amount of
premium or discount at which the forward
exchange rate will trade. The trader, in addition,
must be aware of the maturity structure of the
contracts already outstanding in his bank’s
foreign exchange book, and whether the
proposed new transaction would add to or
reduce the mismatches. Of course, in offering a
quote for an option, a trader must consider other

complex factors. The trader will have loaded into
his computer various formulas for estimating
the future volatility of the currency involved,
along with spot and forward exchange rates and
interest rates, so that he can very quickly
calculate and quote the price of the premium
when given the particulars of the transaction.
On top of all this, in setting quotes, a
trader will take into account the relationship
between the customer or counterparty and
his institution. If it is a valued customer, the
trader will want to consider the longer-term
relationship with that customer and its
importance to the longer-term profitability of
the bank. Similarly, when dealing with another
market maker institution, the trader will bear
in mind the necessity of being competitive
and also the benefit of relationships based on
reciprocity.
When asked for a quote, the trader must
respond immediately, making an instantaneous
assessment of these thousand and one factors.
Quotes have to be fine enough to attract
customers and to win an appropriate share of
the business—but also not too fine, since the
trader wants to avoid excessive or inappropriate
risk and to make profits.A trader wants to be an
active participant in the market—it’s helpful in
keeping abreast of what’s going on, and he
wants others to think of him as a potential
counterparty—but he doesn’t want to “overtrade” or feel he must be in on every trade.
As the traders in a foreign exchange
department buy and sell various currencies
throughout the day in spot, forward, and FX swap
transactions, the trading book or foreign
exchange position of the institution changes, and
long and short positions in individual currencies
arise. Since every transaction involves an
exchange of one currency for another, it results in
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two changes in the bank’s book, creating a “long”
(credit) position in one currency and a “short”
(debit) position in another. The foreign exchange
department must continuously keep track of the
long and short positions in various currencies as
well as how any positions are to be financed. The
bank must know these positions precisely at all
times, and it must be prepared to make the
necessary payments on the settlement date.
Trading in the nontraditional instruments—
most importantly, foreign exchange options—
requires its own arrangements and dedicated
personnel. Large options-trading institutions have
specialized groups for handling different parts
of the business: some personnel contact the
customers, quote prices, and make deals; others
concentrate on putting together the many pieces of
particularly intricate transactions; and still

others work on the complex issues of pricing,
and of managing the institution’s own book of
outstanding options, written and held. A major
options-trading institution needs, for its own
protection,to keep itself aware,on a real time basis,
of the status of its entire options portfolio, and of
the risk to that portfolio of potential changes
in exchange rates, interest rates, volatility of
currencies, passage of time, and other risk factors.
On the basis of such assessments, banks adapt
options prices and trading strategy. They also
follow the practice of “dynamically hedging” their
portfolios—that is, continuously considering on
the basis of formulas, judgment, and other factors,
possible changes in their portfolios, and increases
or reductions in the amounts they hold of the
underlying instruments for hedging purposes, as
conditions shift and expected gains or losses on
their portfolios increase or diminish.

5. BACK OFFICE PAYMENTS AND SETTLEMENTS
Every time a deal to buy or sell foreign exchange
is agreed upon by two traders in their trading
rooms, a procedure is set in motion by which the
“back offices”of the two institutions confirm the
transaction and make the necessary funds
transfers. The back office is usually separated
physically from the trading room for reasons of
internal control—but it can be next door or
thousands of miles away.
For each transaction, the back office receives
for processing the critical information with
respect to the contract transmitted by the
traders, the brokers, and the electronic systems.
The back offices confirm with each other the
deals agreed upon and the stated terms—a
procedure that can be done by telephone, fax,
or telex, but that is increasingly handled

electronically by systems designed for this
purpose. If there is a disagreement between the
two banks on a relevant factor, there will be
discussions to try to reach an understanding.
Banks and other institutions regularly tape
record all telephone conversations of traders.
Also, electronic dealing systems and electronic
broking systems automatically record their
communications. These practices have greatly
reduced the number of disputes over what has
been agreed to by the two traders. In many
cases, banks participate in various bilateral and
multilateral netting arrangements with each
other, instead of settling on the basis of each
individual transaction. As discussed in Chapter
8, netting, by reducing the amounts of gross
payments, can be both a cheaper and safer way
of settling.
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Payments instructions are promptly exchanged—in good time before settlement—
indicating, for example, on a dollar-yen deal, the
bank and account where the dollars are to be
paid and the bank and account where the
yen are to be paid. On the value date, the two
banks or correspondent banks debit-credit the
clearing accounts in response to the instructions
received. Since 1977, an automated system
known as SWIFT (Society for the Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications)
has been used by thousands of banks for
transferring payment instructions written in a
standardized format among banks with a
significant foreign exchange business.
When the settlement date arrives, the yen
balance is paid (for an individual transaction
or as part of a larger netted transaction) into the
designated account at a bank in Japan, and a

settlement occurs there. On the U.S. side, the
dollars are paid into the designated account at a
bank in the United States, and the dollar
settlement—or shift of dollars from one bank
account to another—is made usually through
CHIPS (Clearing House Interbank Payments
System), the electronic payments system linking
participating depository institutions in New
York City.
After the settlements have been executed,
the back offices confirm that payment has
indeed been made. The process is completed.
The individual, or institution, who wanted to
sell dollars for yen has seen his dollar bank
account decline and his bank account in yen
increase; the other individual, or institution,
who wanted to buy dollars for yen has seen his
yen bank deposit decline and his dollar bank
account increase.
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C H A P T E R

8

The foreign exchange business is by its nature risky, because it deals primarily in risk—
measuring it, pricing it, accepting it when appropriate, and managing it. The success of
a bank or other institution trading in the foreign exchange market depends critically on
how well it assesses, prices, and manages risk, and on its ability to limit losses from
particular transactions and to keep its overall exposure controlled.

Broadly speaking, the risks in trading foreign
exchange are the same as those in marketing other
financial products. These risks can be categorized
and subdivided in any number of ways,depending
on the particular focus desired and the degree of
detail sought. Here, the focus is on two of the basic

categories of risk—market risk and credit risk
(including settlement risk and sovereign risk)—as
they apply to foreign exchange trading.Note is also
taken of some other important risks in foreign
exchange trading—liquidity risk, legal risk, and
operational risk.

1. MARKET RISK
Market risk, in simplest terms, is price risk, or
“exposure to (adverse) price change.” For a
dealer in foreign exchange, two major elements
of market risk are exchange rate risk and interest
rate risk—that is, risks of adverse change in a
currency rate or in an interest rate.
Exchange rate risk is inherent in foreign
exchange trading. A trader in the normal course
of business—as he buys or sells foreign
currency to a customer or to another bank—is
creating an “open” or “uncovered” position (long
or short) for his bank in that currency, unless he
is covering or transferring out of some previous
position. Every time a dealer takes a new foreign
exchange position—in spot, outright forwards,
currency futures, or currency options—that
position is immediately exposed to the risk that
the exchange rate may move against it, and the
dealer remains exposed until the transaction is

hedged or covered by an offsetting transaction.
The risk is continuous—and a gap of a few
moments or less can be long enough to see what
was thought to be a profitable transaction
changed to a costly loss.
Interest rate risk arises when there is any
mismatching or gap in the maturity structure.
Thus, an uncovered outright forward position
can change in value, not only because of a
change in the spot rate (foreign exchange risk),
but also because of a change in interest rates
(interest rate risk), since a forward rate reflects
the interest rate differential between the two
currencies. In an FX swap, there is no shift in
foreign exchange exposure, and the market risk
is interest rate risk. In addition to FX swaps and
currency swaps, outright forwards, currency
futures, and currency options are all subject to
interest rate risk.
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There are two forms of market risk—an
adverse change in absolute prices, and an adverse
change in relative prices. With respect to relative
price changes,“basis risk”is the possibility of loss
from using, for example, a U.S. dollar position to
offset Argentine currency exposure (in the
expectation that the Argentine currency will
move in step with the U.S. dollars), and then
seeing the Argentine currency fail to maintain the
relationship with the U.S. dollar that had been
expected.It can also occur if a short-term interest
rate that was used to offset a longer-term interest
rate exposure fails to maintain the expected
relationship because of a shift in the yield curve.
To limit basis risk, traders try to stay well
informed of statistical correlations and covariances among currencies,as well as likely yield
curve trends.
◗ Measuring and Managing Market Risk

Various mechanisms are used to control market
risk, and each institution will have its own
system. At the most basic trading room level,
banks have long maintained clearly established
volume or position limits on the maximum
open position that each trader or group can
carry overnight, with separate—probably less
restrictive—intraday or “daylight” limits on the
maximum open position that can be taken
during the course of a trading session. These
limits are carefully and closely monitored, and
authority to exceed them, even temporarily,
requires approval of a senior officer.
But volume limits alone are not enough. A
$10 million open position in a very volatile
currency represents a much bigger risk to
profits than $10 million exposure in a relatively
stable currency. Banks and other firms dealing
in foreign exchange put limits, not only on the
overall volume of their foreign exchange
position, but also on their estimated potential
losses during, say, the next 24 hours, which they

estimate through calculations of “value at risk”
(VAR),“daily earnings at risk” (DEAR), or other
dollars-at-risk measurements. Thus, a trading
unit might have an overnight volume limit of
say, $10 million, and also a VAR limit of, say,
$150,000.
◗ Value at Risk

The rapid growth of derivatives in recent
years—growth both in the amounts traded and
in the innovative new products developed—has
introduced major new complexities into the
problem of measuring market risk. Banks and
other institutions have seen the need for new
and more sophisticated techniques adapted to
the changed market situation.
Consider, for example, the question of the
valuation of derivatives. If a trader entered
into a contract for the forward purchase of $10
million of pounds sterling six months hence
at today’s 6-month forward price for GBP, the
notional or face value of the contract would
be $10 million. The market value (gross
replacement value) of the contract would at
the outset be zero—but that market value
could change very abruptly and by significant
amounts. Neither the notional value of that
forward contract nor the snapshot of the
market value as of a particular moment
provides a very precise and comprehensive
reflection of the risk, or potential loss, to the
trader’s book. For currency options, the
problem is much more complex—the value of
an option is determined by a number of
different elements of market risk, and values
can change quickly, moving in a non-linear
fashion. Market participants need a more
dynamic way of assessing market risk as it
evolves over time, rather than measuring risk
on the basis of a snapshot as of one particular
moment, or by looking at the notional
amounts of funds involved.
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In a report of the Group of Thirty entitled
Derivatives: Practices and Principles, industry
members recommended a series of actions to
assist in the measurement of market risk.
They recommended that institutions adopt a
“value at risk” (VAR) measure of market risk,
a technique that can be applied to foreign
exchange and to other products. It is used to
assess not only the market risk of the foreign
exchange position of the trading room, but also
the broader market risk inherent in the foreign
exchange position resulting from the totality of
the bank or firm’s activities.
VAR estimates the potential loss from
market risk across an entire portfolio, using
probability concepts. It seeks to identify the
fundamental risks that the portfolio contains,
so that the portfolio can be decomposed into
underlying risk factors that can be quantified
and managed. Employing standard statistical
techniques widely used in other fields, and
based in part on past experience, VAR can be
used to estimate the daily statistical variance,
or standard deviation, or volatility, of the
entire portfolio. On the basis of that estimate
of variance, it is possible to estimate the
expected loss from adverse price movements
with a specified probability over a particular
period of time (usually a day).
Thus, a bank might want to calculate the
maximum estimated loss in its foreign exchange
portfolio in one day from market risk on the
basis of, say, a 97.5 confidence interval. It could
then calculate that on 39 days out of 40 days, the
expected loss from market risk (adverse price
changes) would be no greater than “x.”
VAR is regarded by market participants as
helpful to an institution in assessing its market
risk and providing a more comprehensive

picture than is otherwise available. The
institution can use the calculations as a
framework for considering other questions—
e.g., what steps, if any, should be taken to hedge
or adjust the book,how does the situation look in
terms of the institution’s strategy and tolerance
for risk, and other management issues.
However, VAR has limitations. It provides
an estimate, not a measurement, of potential
loss. It does not predict by how much the loss
will exceed that amount in the one day in forty
(or other selected probability) when the
estimated loss will exceed the specified
amount of VAR. The calculations are based on
historical experience and other forecasts of
volatility, and are valid only to the extent that
the assumptions are valid. In using past
experience, there are always questions of
whether the past will be prologue, which
period of past experience is most relevant,
and how it should be used. Many alternative
approaches are possible: Should the formula
be weighted toward the recent past? Should a
more extensive period of history be covered?
Should judgments about the fundamental
condition of the market be introduced?
Also, there are certain statistical limitations.
VAR calculations use standard deviation
measurements—the familiar bell-shaped
curve, which reflects a “normal” distribution.
But there is empirical evidence that daily
exchange rate changes usually do not closely fit
a normal distribution; they exhibit a property
called “leptokurtosis,” which means they have
“fatter tails” (more outliers) and a higher midrange than is seen in a normal distribution.
Some practitioners make adjustments (e.g.,
they look toward a 97.5%, or 99%, rather
than a 95%, confidence level) in light of these
uncertainties.
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Despite its limitations, VAR is increasingly
used by market participants, along with risk
limits, monitoring, stress scenarios, and other
techniques to assess market risk. They regard it as
a considerable complement to and improvement
over previous approaches, providing a dynamic
assessment of probabilities,rather than a snapshot
approach. Undoubtedly, with experience, new
adjustments and variations will appear. In
all likelihood, the procedures will become
increasingly sophisticated with increasing focus
on the extent of expected future loss,in addition to
the probability.
Indeed, in calculating risk-based capital

requirements, the bank supervisors of the
G-10 major industrial nations, acting through
the Basle Committee on Bank Supervision, now
allow large banking institutions with major
trading activities in foreign exchange and other
instruments to measure their market risk
through their internal value-at-risk models.
Thus, each institution can use its own internal
model as the framework for making its
calculations of its market risk-based capital
requirement—but subject to the approval of
the appropriate supervisor, and to conformity
with certain minimum qualitative and
quantitative standards regarding measurement
and management of market risk.

2. CREDIT RISK
Credit risk, inherent in all banking activities,
arises from the possibility that the counterparty
to a contract cannot or will not make the agreed
payment at maturity. When an institution
provides credit, whatever the form, it expects
to be repaid. When a bank or other dealing
institution enters a foreign exchange contract, it
faces a risk that the counterparty will not
perform according to the provisions of the
contract. Between the time of the deal and the
time of the settlement, be it a matter of hours,
days, or months, there is an extension of credit
by both parties and an acceptance of credit risk
by the banks or other financial institutions
involved. As in the case of market risk, credit
risk is one of the fundamental risks to be
monitored and controlled in foreign exchange
trading.
In banking, the reasons a counterparty may
be unwilling or unable to fulfill its contractual
obligations are manifold. There are cases when a
corporate customer enters bankruptcy, or a
bank counterparty becomes insolvent, or

foreign exchange or other controls imposed by
governmental authorities prohibit payment.
If a counterparty fails before the trade falls due
for settlement (pre-settlement risk), the bank’s
position is unbalanced and the bank is exposed to
loss for any changes in the exchange rate that have
occurred since the contract was originated. To
restore its position, the bank will need to arrange
a new transaction, and very likely at an adverse
exchange rate, since no one defaults on a
contract that yields positive gains. In situations of
bankruptcy, a trustee for the bankrupt company
will endeavor to “cherry pick,” or perform
according to the terms on those contracts that are
advantageous to the bankrupt party, while
disclaiming those that are disadvantageous.
In foreign exchange trading, banks have long
been accustomed to dealing with the broad and
pervasive problem of credit risk. “Know your
customer” is a cardinal rule and credit limits or
dealing limits are set for each counterparty—presumably after careful study of the
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counterparty’s creditworthiness—and adjusted in
response to changes in financial circumstances.
Over the past decade or so, banks have become
willing to consider “margin trading” when a client
requires a dealing limit larger than the bank is
prepared to provide. Under this arrangement, the
client places a certain amount of collateral with the
bank and can then trade much larger amounts.
This practice often is used with leveraged and
hedge funds.Also, most institutions place separate
limits on the value of contracts that mature in a
single day with a single customer, and some
restrict dealings with certain customers to spot
only, unless there are compensating balances. A
bank’s procedures for evaluating credit risk and
controlling exposure are reviewed by bank
supervisory authorities as part of the regular
examination process.
◗ Settlement Risk—A Form of Credit Risk

It was noted in Chapter 2 that foreign exchange
trading is subject to a particular form of credit
risk known as settlement risk or Herstatt risk,
which stems in part from the fact that the two
legs of a foreign exchange transaction are often
settled in two different time zones, with different
business hours. Also noted was the fact that
market participants and central banks have
undertaken considerable initiatives in recent
years to reduce Herstatt risk. Two such efforts
are worth mentioning.
In October 1994, the New York Foreign
Exchange Committee, a private-sector group
sponsored by the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, published a study entitled Reducing
Foreign Exchange Settlement Risk, which
examined the problem of settlement risk from
a broad perspective. The Committee found that
foreign exchange settlement risk is much
greater than previously recognized and lasts
longer than just the time zone differences in
different markets. In the worst case, a firm can

be “at risk” for as long as 72 hours between
the time it issues an irrevocable payment
instruction on one leg of the transaction and
the time payment is received irrevocably
and unconditionally on the other leg. The
Committee recommended a series of private
sector “best practices” to help reduce Herstatt
risk, including establishing arrangements to
net payments obligations, setting prudent
exposure limits, and reducing the time taken
for reconciliation procedures.
More recently, in March 1996, the central
banks of the major industrial nations issued a
report through the Bank for International
Settlements, called Settlement Risk in Foreign
Exchange Transactions, which highlighted the
pervasive dimensions of settlement risk,
expressed concern about the problem, and
suggested an approach for dealing with it.
The report confirmed the finding of the New
York Foreign Exchange Committee that foreign
exchange settlement exposure can last up to
several days, and it recommended a three-track
strategy calling for:
◗ individual banks to improve management and
control of their foreign exchange settlement
exposures;
◗ industry groups in the private sector to provide

services that will contribute to the risk reduction
efforts of individual banks; and
◗ central banks to improve national payment
systems and otherwise stimulate appropriate
private sector actions.

Some steps have been taken to reduce
settlement risk, and others are being considered to
help deal with this problem. There are “back-end”
solutions, using netting and exchange clearing
arrangements to modify the settlement process,
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ARRANGEMENTS FOR DEALING WITH SETTLEMENT RISK
One of the aims of netting is to reduce settlement risk by providing for an agreed offsetting of
positions or obligations by trading partners. Netting can take either a bilateral or a multilateral
form. Bilateral netting is designed to reduce counterparty exposure by automatically offsetting
concurrent obligations of each of two parties to the other. Multilateral netting extends this
practice to more than two participants—calculating each participant’s “net-net” position, or
position against the group of participants as a whole and settling through a central party. In
recent years, a number of procedural and legal changes have been introduced in various countries
to facilitate netting arrangements.
Bilateral netting arrangements for foreign exchange were introduced a number of years ago,
through facilities in FXNET, SWIFT, and VALUENET.
More comprehensive, multilateral netting schemes were subsequently introduced, operating
through ECHO (or exchange clearing house) and Multinet. The two competing systems
subsequently merged.
Some of the new “front-end” approaches—all of which are in various stages of study and
development—reflect the fact that cash delivery of the various currencies is needed by the
participants in only a small percentage of foreign exchange transactions.
One novel “front-end” approach designed to reduce settlement risk from foreign exchange trades
beyond conventional bilateral netting systems is called “netting +.” Under this technique, each day
(say, day 1) two “netting +” counterparties scheduled to settle a dollar amount for a non-dollar
amount “tomorrow” (day 2) will, instead, arrange a “tom-next” (or tomorrow/next day) swap for the
non-dollar amount and the dollar equivalent,effectively rolling forward the settlement one day (to day
3) and combining it with other settlements scheduled for that day. The only payment (on day 2) is a
(usually relatively small) dollar amount to cover any difference between the contracted price and that
day’s market price.5 This approach is in the developmental stage.
Another experimental “front-end” approach is “foreign exchange difference settled” (FXDS),
under which the two counterparties, instead of exchanging two full payments at settlement, agree
to settle only the net amount by which the relevant values of the two currencies have changed.
A group of leading international institutions called the “Group of 20” has proposed a concept
of “continuous linked settlement” (CLS) for reducing settlement risk, in which a specialized bank
would act as clearing institution, providing for “real time”settlement—payment versus payment,
or “PVP,” in major currencies among participating institutions. The participants expect the
system to begin operating in the year 2000.
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and “front-end”solutions,which change the nature
of the trade at the outset, modifying what is to be
exchanged at settlement. (See Box 8-1.)

export risk guaranties and other forms of
insurance.
◗ Group of Thirty Views on Credit Risk

Steps have also been taken to improve
central bank services in order to reduce foreign
exchange settlement risk. At the beginning
of 1998, the Federal Reserve extended Fedwire
operating hours. Fedwire is now open 18 hours a
day. Its operational hours overlap with the
national payment systems in all other major
financial centers around the world. Similarly,
CHIPS has expanded its hours and introduced
other improvements.
◗ Sovereign Risk—A Form of Credit Risk

Another element of credit risk of importance
in foreign exchange trading is sovereign
risk—that is, the political, legal, and other
risks associated with a cross-border payment.
At one time or another, many governments have interfered with international
transactions in their currencies. Although
in today’s liberalized markets and less
regulated environment there are fewer and
fewer restrictions imposed on international
payments, the possibility that a country may
prohibit a transfer cannot be ignored—the
United States Government has imposed such
restrictions on various occasions. In order to
limit their exposure to this risk, banks and
other foreign exchange market participants
sometimes establish ceilings for individual
countries, monitor regulatory changes, watch
credit ratings, and, where practicable, obtain

As with market risk, the management of credit
risk has become more complicated and more
sophisticated with the development of derivative
instruments and, more generally, the evolution of
financial markets. The Group of Thirty report,
Derivatives: Practices and Principles, addressed
questions of measuring, monitoring, and
managing credit risk in derivatives activity.
The report recommended that each dealer
and end-user of derivatives should assess the
credit risk arising from derivatives activities
based on frequent measures of current and
potential exposure against credit limits. It further
recommended that dealers and end-users use
one master agreement as widely as possible, and
that each counterparty document existing and
future derivatives transactions, including foreign
exchange forwards and options, and cover
various types of “netting” arrangements. The
report also recommended that regulators and
supervisors recognize the benefits of netting
arrangements and encourage their wider use.
More recently, other ideas have been put
forward for a portfolio approach to credit risk,
similar to the value-at-risk approach to market
risk.The aim would be to produce a single number
for how much a bank stands to lose on a portfolio
of credits of varying characteristics, and thus to
determine how much the bank should hold in
reserve against that portfolio.

3. OTHER RISKS
Numerous other forms of risk can be involved in
foreign exchange trading, just as in other financial
activities.

Trading activities are subject to liquidity
risk, since in times of stress market liquidity
can change significantly and rapidly—within
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the course of a day, or, in extreme cases,
within minutes—and a bank may find itself
unable to liquidate assets quickly without loss
or to manage unplanned decreases or changes
in funding sources. Given the size, breadth,
and depth of the foreign exchange market,
liquidity risk is less a danger than in most
financial markets.
There are legal risks, or the risk of loss
that a contract cannot be enforced, which
may occur, for example, because the counterparty is not legally capable of making the
binding agreement, or because of insufficient
documentation or a contract in conflict with
statutes or regulatory policy. While such
legal risks are encountered in traditional
banking, they have taken new forms with the
growth in derivatives, since many existing
laws and regulations were written before
these products and transactions came into

being, and it is not clear how the laws and
regulations apply.
Also, foreign exchange trading and other
financial businesses face considerable operational
risks—that is, the risk of losses from inadequate
systems,human error,or a lack of proper oversight
policies and procedures and management control.
There are numerous examples of problems and
failures in financial institutions around the world
related to inadequate systems and controls—
although employee dishonesty of one sort or
another is very often involved.
All of these risks develop, evolve, and mutate
as conditions change and new foreign exchange
techniques and instruments are created. In
foreign exchange trading, as in other banking
and financial transactions, the matter of
managing risk is a continuous and exacting part
of doing business.
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9

During the first decade and a half after World War II, the United States monetary
authorities did not actively intervene or directly operate in the foreign exchange market
for the purpose of influencing the dollar exchange rate or exchange market conditions.
Under the Bretton Woods par value exchange rate system, the obligation of the United
States was to assure the gold convertibility of the dollar at $35 per ounce to the central
banks and monetary authorities of IMF members. The actions of other governments,
intervening in dollars as appropriate to keep their own currencies within the one percent
of dollar par value that IMF rules required, maintained the day-to-day market level of the
dollar within those narrow margins. Under that arrangement, the United States played
only a passive role in the determination of exchange rates in the market: In a system of
“n” currencies, not every one of the “n” countries can independently set its own
exchange rate against the others. Such a system would be over-determined. At least one
currency must be passive, and the dollar served as that “nth” currency.

In the early 1960s, the United States became more
active in exchange market operations. By then,
the United States had begun to experience its
own serious and prolonged balance of payments
problems. Increasingly, the United States became
concerned about protecting its gold stock and
maintaining the credibility of the dollar’s link to
gold and the official gold price of $35 per ounce on
which the world par value system of exchange
rates was based.
The Bretton Woods fixed exchange rate
system became unsustainable over time—it

broke down in 1971 and finally collapsed in
1973. In 1978, after much of the world had
moved de facto to a floating exchange rate
system, the IMF Articles were amended to
change the basic obligation of IMF members. No
longer were members obliged to maintain par
values; instead, they were “to collaborate with
the Fund and other members to assure orderly
exchange arrangements and to promote a stable
system of exchange rates.” Each member was
authorized to adopt the exchange arrangement
of its choice—fixed or floating, tied to another
currency or to a basket of currencies—subject,
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in all cases, to general obligations of the IMF: to
avoid exchange rate manipulation; to promote
orderly economic, financial, and monetary
conditions; and to foster orderly economic
growth with reasonable price stability. U.S. law
was amended to authorize the United States to
accept the obligations introduced in the 1978
IMF amendment.
Today, the basic exchange rate obligation
of IMF members continues as set forth in
the 1978 amendment. Under provisions of that
amendment, each member is required to notify
the Fund of the exchange arrangements it will

apply in fulfillment of its IMF obligations.
Currently, the exchange rate regime of the
United States is recorded by the IMF under the
classification of “Independent Floating,” with
the notation that the exchange rate of the
dollar is determined freely in the foreign
exchange market. Of course, the United States
does on occasion intervene in the foreign
exchange market, as described below. However,
in recent periods such occasions have been rare;
the United States has intervened only when
there was a clear and convincing case that
intervention was called for.

1. U.S. FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPERATIONS UNDER BRETTON WOODS
During the Bretton Woods years, although there
were a number of changes in various nations’
par values, exchange rate fluctuations were
relatively modest most of the time. However,
exchange market pressures showed in other
ways. Much attention was paid to the size of
U.S. gold reserves in relation to the size of U.S.
official dollar liabilities—the dollar balances
held by official institutions in other countries.
Various measures were taken to protect the
U.S. gold stock and the credibility of dollar
convertibility for foreign official holders. Many
actions were taken by the U.S. authorities to hold
down the growth of what foreign central banks
might regard as their “excess” dollar balances,
with a view to reducing the pressure for
conversion of official dollar holdings into gold.
Specific U.S. actions taken during the Bretton
Woods par value period included:
borrowing foreign currencies from foreign
monetary authorities through reciprocal
credit lines (swap lines) for the purpose of
selectively buying dollars from certain foreign
◗

central banks that might otherwise have
sought to convert those dollars into gold;
◗ selling foreign-currency-denominated bonds
(called Roosa bonds after the then UnderSecretary of the Treasury) to mop up excess
dollars that might otherwise be converted by
foreign central banks into gold;

acquiring foreign currencies by drawing down
the U.S. reserve position at the IMF, again using
those currencies to buy excess dollars from other
central banks and also to pay off swap debts;

◗

◗ cooperating with

monetary authorities of other
major countries to buy and sell gold in the free
market to maintain the free market dollar price of
gold close to the official price of $35 per ounce; and

◗ intervening, on occasion, directly in the foreign
exchange market during the 1960s and early
1970s in order to reduce the pressures to convert
dollars into gold, and to maintain or restore
orderly conditions in volatile currency markets.
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AUTHORIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF INTERVENTION OPERATIONS
By law and custom, the Secretary of the Treasury is primarily and directly responsible to the
President and the Congress for formulating and defending U.S. domestic and international
economic policy, assessing the position of the United States in the world economy, and
conducting international negotiations on these matters. At the same time, foreign exchange
markets are closely linked to money markets and to questions of monetary policy that are within
the purview of the Federal Reserve. There is a distinct role and responsibility for the Federal
Reserve, working with the Treasury and in cooperation with foreign central banks that operate in
their own markets. For many years, the Treasury and the Federal Reserve have recognized the
need to cooperate in the formulation and implementation of exchange rate policy.
The Treasury and the Federal Reserve each have independent legal authority to intervene in the
foreign exchange market. Since 1978, the financing of U.S. exchange market operations has generally
been shared between the two. Intervention by the Treasury is authorized by the Gold Reserve Act of
1934 and the Bretton Woods Agreements Act of 1944. Intervention by the Federal Reserve System is
authorized by the Federal Reserve Act. It is clear that the Treasury cannot commit Federal Reserve
funds to intervention operations. It also is clear that any foreign exchange operations of the Federal
Reserve will be conducted,in the words of the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC),“in close and
continuous cooperation with the United States Treasury.” In practice, any differences between the
Treasury and the Federal Reserve on these matters have generally been worked out satisfactorily.
Cooperation is facilitated by the fact that all U.S.foreign exchange market operations are conducted by
the Foreign Exchange Desk of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, acting as agent for both the
Treasury and the Federal Reserve System.
The Treasury’s foreign exchange operations are financed through the Exchange Stabilization Fund
(ESF) of the Treasury. The ESF was created in the early 1930s, utilizing profits resulting from the
increase in the official dollar price of gold enacted at that time. The ESF is available to the Secretary of
the Treasury, with the approval of the President, for trading in gold and foreign exchange.
The Federal Reserve’s foreign exchange operations are financed through a System account in which
all 12 Federal Reserve Banks participate. The System account operates under the guidance of the
FOMC, the System’s principal policy-making body. Transactions are executed by the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, under the direction of the Manager of the System Open Market Account, who is
responsible for operations of both the Domestic Desk and the Foreign Exchange Desk.
Three formal documents of the FOMC provide direction and oversight for the System’s foreign
exchange operations and set forth guidance for the Federal Reserve Bank of New York in conducting
these operations. The three documents, which are subject to annual FOMC approval and amended as
appropriate, are (1) the Authorization for Foreign Currency Operations, (2) the Foreign Currency
Directive, and (3) the Procedural Instructions. They provide the framework within which the Foreign
Exchange Desk of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York conducts foreign exchange operations for the
(continued on page 88)
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(continued from page 87)

System. The aim is to assure FOMC guidance and oversight of System operations in foreign exchange
while providing the Foreign Exchange Desk with the flexibility to act promptly and respond to
changing market circumstances.
◗ The

Authorization sets forth the basic structure for carrying out System foreign exchange
operations, and sets limits on the size of open (or uncovered) positions in foreign currencies
that can be taken in these operations.

◗ The Directive states that System operations in foreign currencies shall generally be directed

at “countering disorderly market conditions,” and provides general guidance on the
transactions to be undertaken for that purpose. The Directive specifically provides that
System foreign currency operations shall be conducted “in close and continuous consultation
and cooperation with the United States Treasury” and “in a manner consistent with the
obligations of the United States in the International Monetary Fund.”
◗ The Procedural Instructions set forth the arrangements whereby the Foreign Exchange Desk

consults and obtains clearance from the FOMC, its Foreign Currency Subcommittee, or the
Federal Reserve Chairman for any operations of a certain type or magnitude between FOMC
meetings. In addition to establishing the framework for Federal Reserve System foreign
currency operations through these formal documents, the FOMC receives at each of its
scheduled meetings a report by the Manager of the System Open Market Account of any U.S.
intervention operations that have taken place since the previous meeting, and the
circumstances of the operations. Formal FOMC approval is required of all operations
financed through the System account.
The FOMC also is responsible for any authorization of warehousing foreign currencies for the
Treasury and Exchange Stabilization Fund.Warehousing is a mechanism whereby the Federal Reserve
can—at its sole discretion—enter into temporary swap transactions with the Exchange Stabilization
Fund of the Treasury,providing dollars in exchange for an equivalent amount of foreign currency,with
an agreement to reverse the payments at a specified exchange rate at a specified future date. Thus, the
warehousing facility can temporarily supplement the U.S.dollar resources of the Treasury and the ESF
for financing their purchases of foreign currencies and related international operations against
deposits of foreign currencies. All exchange rate risk is borne by the Treasury. Warehousing
transactions have been undertaken on many occasions over a long period of years.

2. U.S. FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPERATIONS SINCE THE AUTHORIZATION IN
1978 OF FLOATING EXCHANGE RATES
Since the authorization of floating in the 1978
amendment of the IMF articles, U.S. intervention
operations generally have been carried out under

the broad rubric of “countering disorderly market
conditions.” However, that general objective has
been interpreted in quite different ways at different
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times over that period, and the approach
to exchange market intervention has varied
with the interpretation. During some periods,
“countering disorderly market conditions” has
been interpreted very narrowly, and intervention
has been limited to rare and extreme situations;
during other periods, it has been interpreted
broadly and operations have been extensive.
During the first dozen years after exchange
rate floating was sanctioned by 1978 IMF
amendment, the United States changed its
approach and its goals several times. There were
a number of key turning points, and the U.S.
experience from 1978 to 1990 breaks down into
five distinct periods.
The first period covered the years after the
amendment of the IMF articles in 1978 until
early 1981. During 1978, the dollar was under
heavy downward market pressure and the
exchange rate declined sharply, at a time of
rising international oil prices, high U.S.
inflation, and a deteriorating balance of
payments. In November 1978, a major new
dollar support program was introduced, based
on the conclusion that “the dollar’s decline
had gone beyond what could be justified
by underlying conditions,” and the U.S.
authorities announced that a major effort
would be undertaken to reverse the dollar’s
decline. The program provided for raising
a large war chest of up to $30 billion
equivalent in foreign currencies—by Treasury
borrowing of foreign currencies in overseas
capital markets, U.S. drawings from its reserve
position in the IMF, sales of a portion of
Treasury’s gold and SDR holdings, as well as
by other means. With this war chest—and
supported by tighter Federal Reserve
monetary policy—the United States began
to intervene much more forcefully in the
exchange market, often in coordinated

operations with other central banks. The
decline in the dollar was halted, and after the
fundamental change in Federal Reserve
operating techniques and the tightening of
monetary policy in October 1979, the dollar
strengthened, enabling the authorities to
intervene on the other side of the market
during 1980 and early 1981 to recoup much of
the foreign currency that had been used for
earlier dollar support.
The second period covered the years from early
1981 to 1985. After the election of President
Reagan, the U.S. Administration interpreted the
goal of countering disorderly markets very
narrowly. The authorities maintained a hands-off
approach, and intervention in the exchange
market was minimal. During this period, the
dollar exchange rate rose strongly, in an
environment of a robust U.S. economy, large
budget deficits, and a tight monetary policy
with interest rates that were very high by
international standards.
The third period covered the time from early
1985 until February 1987. The dollar eased
somewhat in the spring and summer of 1985, and
an important turning point occurred at the
meeting of the United States and its major
industrial allies in the Group of Five—France,
Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom—
at the Plaza Hotel in New York in September
1985. The dollar was still at very high levels
that caused concern in the United States and
abroad. In the United States there was
considerable apprehension about declining
U.S. competitiveness and a loss of industrial
output to overseas production, and a fear of rising
protectionism. Also, there was a widespread belief
that the exchange rates of the major currencies
against the dollar did not reflect economic
fundamentals. Against this background, the
finance ministers and central bank governors of
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the G-5 reached an agreement that an appreciation
of foreign currencies relative to the dollar was
desirable. In the weeks following the Plaza
meeting, there were substantial intervention sales
of dollars for other G-5 currencies by the United
States and by other monetary authorities. U.S.
intervention sales of dollars were confined to
rising markets—on occasions after the dollar
eased, the United States moved in to resist market
pressures that would otherwise have tended to
raise it back to pre-existing higher levels. The
dollar declined significantly during 1985 and
continued to decline during 1986, even though
there was no further U.S.market intervention after
the first few weeks following the Plaza agreement.
The fourth period was from February 1987 to
the end of that year.By early 1987,eighteen months
after the Plaza agreement, the dollar had declined
to its lowest levels since 1980.With a growing trade
deficit and a weakening U.S.economy,the prospect
of further declines in the dollar had become a
cause of concern,particularly in Europe and Japan.
Six major industrial nations (the Group of Five
plus Italy) met at the Louvre in Paris in February
and issued a statement that their currencies were
“within ranges broadly consistent with underlying
economic fundamentals.” They agreed “to foster
stability of exchange rates around current levels.”
The United States, frequently in coordinated
operations with other central banks,intervened on
a number of occasions to buy dollars and resist the
dollar’s decline. But despite the intervention, the
dollar continued to decline irregularly over the
remainder of 1987. Many market analysts argued
that the dollar’s decline reflected rifts among the
major G-7 nations over monetary and fiscal
policies. There was concern about the risks of the
situation, particularly at the time of the U.S. stock
market crash in October. These uncertainties
continued until the beginning of 1988, at
which time, following visible, concerted, and
very aggressive intervention operations by the

United States and others, the dollar stabilized and
reversed its direction.
In the fifth period, covering 1988 to 1990, the
dollar again trended upward,and the United States
intervened, at times very heavily, in the interest of
exchange rate stability, to resist upward pressure
on the dollar. Once again, these operations were
undertaken after statements from the Group of
Seven (The Group of Five plus Italy and Canada)
emphasized the importance of maintaining
exchange rate stability. The G-7 issued a statement
expressing concern that the continued rise
of the dollar was “inconsistent with longer-run
fundamentals” and that a further rise of the dollar
above then-current levels, or an excessive decline,
could adversely affect prospects for the world
economy. The level of U.S. intervention operations
during 1989 was particularly high by earlier
standards, resulting in the accumulation of
substantial U.S. reserve balances of foreign
currencies, namely Deutsche marks and yen. This
was the first time that the United States had held
“owned,” or non-borrowed, foreign currency
reserves in large amounts.
Since 1990, the general approach has been to
allow considerable scope for market forces, with
intervention from time to time to resist moves that
seem excessive in either direction. The U.S.
authorities have on occasion sold dollars when the
currency was deemed to be getting “too strong”
relative to economic fundamentals and bought
when it was regarded as becoming “too
weak”—but the occasions have been infrequent.
Operations have been modest in amounts, and
often undertaken in coordinated operations with
other G-7 authorities—in particular, when these
other countries were concerned about the mirror
image position of their own currencies, and the
effect of movements in the dollar exchange rate
on their own currencies. There is a recognition of
the benefits and the limitations of intervention
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(discussed in Chapter 11), and of the situations
and policy framework in which it is likely to
be most helpful.

From mid-1995 until mid-1998, there were
no dollar intervention operations undertaken by
the U.S. authorities.

During the 1990s, there has been intervention
by the U.S. authorities on both sides of the
market—that is, buying dollars from time to time
to resist downward pressure on the dollar
exchange rate and selling dollars on a few
occasions of strong upward pressure.

In mid-1998, the U.S. authorities reentered the market, in cooperation with the
Japanese authorities, to sell dollars for yen in
an environment of weakness in the yen
exchange rate.

In 1991 and 1992, the U.S. intervened on both
sides, buying a total of $2,659 million in dollars
and selling a total of $750 million.
From 1993 through mid-1995, market
pressures against the dollar were mainly
downward, and the U.S. authorities intervened to
buy dollars on 18 trading days, with purchases
totaling $14 billion, just over half of which were
purchased against yen, with the remainder
purchased against marks. (For many years, the
mark and the yen have been the only two
currencies in which the United States has
conducted its intervention operations.)

All U.S. intervention operations in the
foreign exchange market are publicly reported
on a quarterly basis, a few weeks after the
close of the period. These reports, entitled
“Treasury and Federal Reserve Foreign
Exchange Operations,” are presented by the
Manager of the System Open Market Account
and are published by the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York and in the Federal Reserve
Bulletin. Each report documents any U.S.
intervention activities of the previous quarter,
describing the market environment in which
they were conducted. This series provides a
record of U.S. actions in the foreign exchange
market for the period since 1961.

3. EXECUTING OFFICIAL FOREIGN EXCHANGE OPERATIONS
In some countries the central bank serves as the
government’s principal banker, or only banker, for
international payments. In such cases, the central
bank may buy and sell foreign exchange, not only
for foreign exchange intervention purposes, but
also for such purposes as paying government bills,
servicing foreign currency debts, and executing
transactions for the national post office, railroads,
and power company.
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York
conducts all U.S. intervention operations in the
foreign exchange market on behalf of the U.S.

monetary authorities.It also conducts certain nonintervention business transactions on behalf of
various U.S. Government agencies. Given the vast
array of international activities in which U.S.
Government departments and agencies are
involved, it is left to individual agencies to acquire
the foreign currencies needed for their operations
in the most economical way they can find. Today,
only a fraction of the U.S. Government’s total
foreign exchange transactions are funneled
through the Federal Reserve Bank of New York; the
bulk of such transactions go directly through
commercial or other channels.
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Even so, the Foreign Exchange Desk of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York is routinely
engaged in foreign exchange transactions on
behalf of “customers.” Thus, when operating
in the foreign exchange market, the Desk is
not necessarily “intervening” to influence the
dollar exchange rate or conditions in the
dollar market. It simply may be executing
“customer” business. The customer may be
another official body, and the Federal Reserve
may be either helping a foreign central
bank get the best available price for some
commercial or financial transaction or
helping that central bank (with that bank’s
own resources) intervene in its own currency,
perhaps when its own market is closed.
There are many central bank correspondents
holding dollar balances at the New York Fed, with
bills to pay in non-dollar currencies, who find it
convenient and economical to obtain their needed
currencies through the Fed.Similarly,the New York
Fed transacts customer-based foreign exchange
business for a number of international institutions
that hold dollar balances at the Fed.
But it is the intervention activity—circumstances, amounts, techniques, policy environment
surrounding intervention operations, and possible
effectiveness of such operations in influencing the
exchange rate or market conditions—that is of
particular interest and attracts the most attention.
◗ Techniques of Intervention

Techniques of intervention can differ,
depending on the objective and market
conditions at the time. The intervention may
be coordinated with other central banks or
undertaken by a single central bank operating
alone. The situation may call for an aggressive
action, intended to change existing attitudes
about the authorities’ views and intentions,
or it may call for reassuring action to calm

markets. The aim may be to reverse, resist, or
support a market trend. Operations may be
announced or unannounced. Central banks
may operate openly and directly, or through
brokers and agents. They may deal with many
banks or few, in sudden bursts, or slowly and
steadily. They may want the operations to be
visible or they may want to operate discreetly.
Different objectives may require different
approaches.
In the foreign exchange operations
undertaken on behalf of the United States
authorities, the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York has, over the years, used various
intervention techniques, depending on the
policy objective, market conditions, and an
assessment of what appears likely to be
effective. In recent years, most U.S. intervention
has been conducted openly, directly with a
number of commercial banks and other
participants in the interbank market, with the
expectation that the intervention would be
seen very quickly and known by the entire
foreign exchange market, both in the United
States and abroad. The aim has been to show
a presence in the market and indicate a
view about exchange rate trends. On recent
occasions, there have been accompanying
statements by the Secretary of the Treasury or
another senior Treasury official announcing or
confirming the operations.
At the New York Fed, the Foreign Exchange
Desk monitors the foreign exchange market
on a continuing basis, watching the market
and keeping up-to-date with significant
develop-ments that may be affecting the dollar
and other major currencies. The Desk staff
tracks market conditions around the clock
during periods of stress. Federal Reserve staff,
like others in the market, sit in a trading
room surrounded by screens, telephones, and
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computers, watching the rates, reading the
continuous outpouring of data, analyses, and
news developments, listening over the brokers’
boxes to the flow of transactions, and talking
on the telephone with other market players to
try to get a full understanding of different
market views on what is happening and likely
to happen and why. Quite importantly, the Desk
personnel also stay in close touch with their
counterparts in the central banks of the
other major countries—both in direct one-toone calls and through regularly scheduled

conference calls—to keep informed on
developments in those other markets, to
hear how the other central banks assess
developments and their own aims, and to
discuss with them emerging trends and
possible actions. The staff on the Foreign
Exchange Desk of the New York Fed confers
regularly, several times a day, with staff both at
the Treasury and at the Federal Reserve Board
of Governors in Washington, reporting the
latest developments and assessments about
market trends and conditions.

4. REACHING DECISIONS ON INTERVENTION
There is no fixed or formal procedure in
the United States for reaching decisions on
intervention. On occasions there may be a major
agreement among the main industrial countries
to follow a particular approach—for example,
the decisions at the Plaza in 1985 and at the
Louvre in 1987 required a coordinated approach
toward the exchange market that had major
implications for intervention. There may be
other occasions, when the U.S. authorities
conclude that some action or change in
approach is needed, and they may want to
discuss intervention informally with other
major countries to see whether coordinated
action is possible. In still other situations, when
either the Treasury or the Federal Reserve
believes a change in approach is called for, there
will be discussions among senior U.S. officials of
that viewpoint. Indeed, there are any number of
possible way in which questions of exchange
rate policy can by considered.
When the Desk does undertake intervention
purchases or sales, the financing is usually
split evenly between the Treasury’s Exchange
Stabilization Fund and the Fed’s System Open

Market Account. However, there are occasions
when, for technical or other reasons, the
financing for a particular operation is booked
entirely by the Treasury or the Federal Reserve.
The dollar amount of any U.S. foreign
exchange market intervention is routinely
sterilized—that is, the effect on the monetary
base, plus or minus, is promptly offset.
Indeed, it is generally the practice in most
major industrial countries to sterilize intervention operations, at least over a period of
time. Thus, any expansion (or contraction) in
the monetary base resulting from selling (or
buying) dollars in the foreign exchange
market would be automatically offset by the
Federal Reserve’s domestic monetary actions.
While the sterilized foreign exchange market
intervention does not itself affect the
U.S. money stock, that does not imply that
conditions in the foreign exchange market do
not influence monetary policy decisions—at
times they clearly do. But that influence shows
up as a deliberate monetary policy decision,
rather than as a side effect of the foreign
exchange market intervention.
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5. FINANCING FOREIGN EXCHANGE INTERVENTION
All foreign exchange operations by the monetary
authorities must,of course,be financed.In the case
of a foreign central bank operating in dollars to
influence the exchange rate for its currency, that
simply may mean transfers into or out of its dollar
accounts (held at the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York or at commercial banks) as it buys and sells
dollars in the market. For the United States, it
currently means adding to or reducing the
foreign currency balances held by the Treasury
and the Federal Reserve. However, U.S. techniques
for acquiring resources for exchange market
operations have gone through several phases.
During the late 1940s and the 1950s, under the
Bretton Woods system, the United States kept its
reserves almost entirely in the form of gold, and
did not hold significant foreign currency balances.
Since the U.S. role in the foreign exchange markets
was entirely passive, market intervention and
financing market intervention were not an issue.
In the early 1960s, when the United States
began to operate more actively in the foreign
exchange market and was reluctant to draw
down its gold stock, the U.S. authorities began
the practice of establishing reciprocal currency
arrangements—or swap lines—with central
banks and other monetary authorities abroad,
as a means of gaining rapid access to
foreign currencies for market intervention and
other purposes.
These reciprocal swap lines were developed as
a technique for prearranging short-term credits
among central banks and treasuries, enabling
them to borrow each other’s currencies—if both
sides agreed—at a moment’s notice, in event of
need. Over time, a network of these facilities was
built up, mainly between the Federal Reserve and
the major foreign central banks and the Bank for

International Settlements (BIS), although the
Treasury also has swap lines. These facilities have
enabled the United States to acquire foreign
currencies when they were needed for foreign
exchange operations, and from time to time some
of the swap partners drew on the facilities to
obtain dollars they needed for their own
market operations.
An advantage of the central bank reciprocal
swap lines was that drawings could be activated
quickly and easily, in case of mutual consent. A
drawing could be initiated by a phone call followed
by an exchange of cables in which particular terms
and conditions were specified within the standard
framework of the swap agreement. Technically, a
central bank swap drawing consists of a spot
transaction and a forward exchange transaction in
the opposite direction. Thus, the Federal Reserve
might sell spot dollars for, say marks, to the
German central bank, and simultaneously
contract to buy back the same amount of dollars
three months later. By mutual agreement, the
drawing might be rolled over for additional threemonth periods.
Central bank swap lines were used actively by
the United States in periods of exchange market
pressure during the 1960s and 1970s, when
the United States did not hold substantial
foreign currency balances. They had important
advantages, but also some limitations. To be
activated, swap drawings required the consent of
both parties. They did not provide foreign
currencies to the borrower unless the partner
central bank agreed. As with any credit,
availability can be made subject to policy or other
conditions imposed by the creditor that the
borrower might not like.Also,swap drawings were
technically short term, requiring agreement every
three months for a rollover.
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In November 1978, when the U.S. authorities
wanted to correct what was regarded as an
excessive decline in the dollar’s value in the
exchange market, they decided to increase by
a substantial amount their “owned reserves,” or
foreign currency balances fully available to
them and under their own control, and not
be restricted to “borrowed reserves,” or balances
available from, and limited by, swap arrangements. The U.S. authorities wanted to show
their determination to support and strengthen
the dollar by taking new, innovative, and
unprecedented actions, and by building up a
large supply of foreign currencies that could be
used by the United States at its sole discretion
for aggressive intervention.
Accordingly, to increase its “owned reserves,”
the United States Treasury announced that it
would draw $3 billion worth of marks and yen
from the U.S. reserve position in the IMF; that it
would sell $2 billion equivalent of IMF Special
Drawing Rights (SDR) for marks, yen, and Swiss
francs; and, as a major innovation, that it would,
for the first time, borrow foreign currencies in
overseas markets. The U.S. Treasury was prepared
to issue foreign currency-denominated securities
up to the equivalent of $10 billion.
Between November 1978 and January
1981, foreign currency-denominated securities
(called Carter bonds) were issued amounting to
the equivalent of approximately $6.5 billion, all in
German marks and Swiss francs. All of these
securities were redeemed by mid-1983. The dollar
strengthened during the period when the
securities were outstanding, and the Treasury
made a profit on the amounts of borrowed
currencies that were used for intervention when
the dollar was low and bought back when the
dollar was higher. In the early 1980s, the United
States was able to move to a modest net positive
foreign currency position, with foreign currency

balances somewhat in excess of its foreign
currency liabilities.
The next important change in this situation
occurred in the late 1980s, when the U.S.
authorities built up their foreign currency
balances to far higher levels than ever before.
During periods of strong upward pressure on
the dollar exchange rate, the United States
intervened in substantial amounts to resist what
was regarded as excessive upward pressure on
the dollar, and acquired substantial balances of
marks and yen. As of the middle of 1988, the
United States held foreign currency balances of
only $10 billion. But by the end of 1990, the
United States reported foreign currency
balances of more than $50 billion. Since then,
there has been some net use of these balances
for intervention purposes, and some reduction
through exchanges of U.S. foreign currency
balances for dollars with the issuers of those
currencies, when both parties felt they were
holding excess amounts relative to their needs.
In June 1998, the U.S. authorities held $30 billion
in marks and yen; these balances are markedto-market on a monthly basis. U.S. holdings
of international reserves (excluding gold),
measured relative to imports or size of the
economy, still remain well below the levels of
many other major industrial nations.
The reciprocal currency arrangements, or
swap lines, remain in place, and are available if
needed.At present, the Federal Reserve has such
arrangements with 14 foreign central banks and
the Bank for International Settlements, totaling
$32.4 billion (Figure 9-1). For many years,
however, the United States has not drawn on any
of the swap lines for financing U.S. intervention
or for any other purpose. There have been
drawings on both Federal Reserve and Treasury
ESF swap facilities initiated by the other party
to the swap—in particular, swap lines have
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F I G U R E

9 - 1

FEDERAL RESERVE RECIPROCAL CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS (MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
Institution

Amount of Facility

Austrian National Bank
National Bank of Belgium
Bank of Canada
National Bank of Denmark
Bank of England
Bank of France
Deutsche Bundesbank
Bank of Italy
Bank of Japan
Bank of Mexico
Netherlands Bank
Bank of Norway
Bank of Sweden
Swiss National Bank
Bank for International Settlements
Dollars against Swiss Francs
Dollars against other
Authorized European currencies

provided temporary financing in dealing with
the Mexican financial crisis and certain earlier
Latin American debt problems.
The foreign currency balances owned by the
Treasury’s Exchange Stabilization Fund and
by the Federal Reserve System are regularly
invested in a variety of instruments that have
a high degree of liquidity, good credit quality,
and market-related rates of return. A significant
portion of the balances consists of German
and Japanese government securities, held either

Outstanding as
of December 31, 1997

250
1,000
2,000
250
3,000
2,000
6,000
3,000
5,000
3,000
500
250
300
4,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

600

0

1,250

0

directly or under repurchase agreement.
As of June 1998, outright holdings of foreign
government securities by U.S. monetary
authorities totaled $7.1 billion, and government
securities held under repurchase agreements by
U.S. monetary authorities totaled $10.9 billion.
The Federal Reserve Bank of New York makes
these various investments for both the Treasury
and the Federal Reserve, and the Desk stays in
close contact with German and Japanese money
market and capital market sources in arranging
these transactions.
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F O O T N O T E S

◗ 1. Estimates of dealer turnover in “non-traditional” OTC products and in

exchange-traded products are not reported in the same way as the
“traditional” OTC products, and it is difficult to compare the two in a
meaningful way.
◗ 2. IMF. International Capital Markets, September 1996. Washington, D.C. ,

p. 122.
◗ 3. As noted in Chapter 8, one of the approaches being explored for dealing

with “settlement risk”—the risk that one bank pays out currency to settle
a trade, but the counterparty bank does not pay out the other currency—
is netting +, a technique for rolling settlement forward from day to day by
using tom-next swaps.
◗ 4. Bank for International Settlements, 66th Annual Report, June 1996, p. 160.
◗ 5. For example, on July 1, two netting + counterparties determine that on July 2,

Party A owes CHF 300 million (Swiss francs) to Party B, and B owes $200
million to A. Under netting +, a tom-next swap would be executed under which
A buys CHF 300 million from B for value July 2 and sells CHF 300 million to B
for value July 3, at current market rates. The CHF cash flows for July 2 are thus
netted down to zero (no CHF delivery) and the residual U.S. dollar cash flow
remains to be paid by one party to the other. (Thus, if the July 2 leg of the tomnext swap was done at $1 = CHF 1.5152, i.e. for $198 million, B would pay A $2
million.) Payments related to the “next” part of the tom-next swap would be
combined with other cash flows due July 3, which, in turn, would be offset by
a new tom-next swap, and so on. (New York Foreign Exchange Committee,
Guidelines for Foreign Exchange Settlement Netting.)
◗ 6. For a discussion of fundamental and technical models of exchange rate

determination, see Rosenberg, M.R., Currency Forecasting, Irwin, 1996.
◗ 7. IMF, Washington D.C., 1998. “Exchange Rate Assessment: Extensions of

the Macroeconomic Balance Approach.” Occasional Paper 167. Edited by
Peter Isard and Hamid Faruqee.
◗ 8. Bank for International Settlements, 68th Annual Report, June 1998, pp.

103-105.
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